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 I  
ABSTRACT 
 
The stiffness and shear force capacity of Timber Concrete Composite (TCC) structures 
in flexure depend significantly on the connection between the two materials.  This 
work was carried out due to some limitations found in Eurocode 5 (EC5) and existing 
predictive strength and slip modulus models of screw connections.  One deficiency 
seen in these models is the neglect of consideration of the local characteristics of the 
screw embedded within the concrete on the behaviour of the connection between the 
timber and concrete. In addition, while Eurocode 5 currently gives guidance for 
evaluation of the shear force capacity of timber-timber connections, no guidance is 
available for timber-concrete connections in the code.  
Reviews have been made on the existing model of shear force capacity and stiffness. 
It was found that there was no research done on developing the shear force capacity 
and stiffness model based on the X-formation screw and considering variety in screw 
angle between 0° to 90°.Therefore a set of experimental tests on Timber-Concrete 
Composite structures was performed to investigate the effect of the screw angle on the 
effective length of the screw which also influences the embedment strength of the 
screw embedded within the concrete. In the experimental tests, strains were measured 
along the screw length embedded within the concrete for a number of double shear 
test specimens. The strain data obtained from the double shear tests were used to 
develop local bending moment curves along the screw embedded within the concrete. 
A strip analysis method was used across the screw diameter to determine the internal 
forces in every strip. The summation of internal moment across the screw diameter 
produced the local bending moment at point the strain gauges were located. Then the 
distribution of bending moments along the screw was produced by interpolating the 
moments at the gauged locations.  
From the plot of bending moment along the screw embedded within the concrete, the 
load distribution was obtained by double differentiating the moment curves. 
Displacement profiles were also produced by double integrating the moment curves. 
The plot of bending moment and displacement generated from strain gauges method 
then compared with scans of the actual screw shapes at the end of the tests. The screws 
were taking out of the tested specimen as careful as possible to avoid changing the 
 
 II  
screw shape. A scanner recorded the coordinates of the screw and translated them into 
a 2D data set. By analysing the 2D data from the screw scans it was possible to 
determine the screw curvature. From the curvature the local bending moment was 
calculated then the distribution of moment along the screw embedded within the 
concrete at the end of the test was produced. Comparison was made between the 
bending moment distribution and displacement generated by the strain gauges and the 
scanning, and the two methods showed very good agreement. The very useful 
parameter obtained from bending moment distribution from both methods was the 
distance of hinge from the interface between timber and concrete. This parameter was 
used in analysis of multiple linear regression to develop shear force capacity and 
stiffness model. After new model of shear force capacity and stiffness successfully 
developed, comparison was made with the suggested formulae from published model.  
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Timber-concrete composite is the system used in the floor system in multi-storey 
buildings (Schmid, 2005) and the bridge (Dias, et al., 2011) . It involves the use of 
concrete as a component that resists the compression stresses and timber which resists 
tensile stresses (Ceccotti, 2002). This combination utilises both the static (strength) 
and physical (e.g., density, corrosion resistance) properties of the concrete and timber 
in a very efficient manner (Ceccotti, 2002; KLH, 2018).  
  The stiffness and strength of timber-concrete composite structures in flexure 
are significant if the connections between the two components are competent (Patrick, 
et al., 2001). That means the shear connector is essential in timber-concrete composite 
structures to avoid large deflections and deformation and to provide the better stiffness 
of the connection between both materials (Hilti Corp., 2016; Stepinac, et al., 2015). 
There are many types of connections can be used in timber-concrete composite 
systems such as glued joints, mechanical fasteners (e.g., screw, steel dowel) and 
notches and plates.  
  The glued joint is the stiffest joint among the spectrum of joint types considered 
by Dias (2005), but it behaves in a brittle manner. Based on Dias’s (2005), review on 
the types of connector, the dowel type fasteners enable more ductile failure behaviour 
and have higher plastic deformation than do glued joints, making them popular with 
many researchers in investigating the connection behaviour for timber-concrete 
composite structures. Even though a glued joint provides a strong and reliable shear 
connections for timber composite systems, the use of mechanical fasteners is still 
relevant as they have a lower cost and are easier to in install than gluing (Ceccotti, 
2003). 
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  There is no official standard for the design the screw connections in timber-
concrete composite structure, but there was an effort to include details in the second 
generation of Eurocode 5 (EC5) - Design of Timber Structures - with Part 1-1: General 
- Common rules and rules for buildings which include the timber-concrete composite 
standard (Kleinhenz, et al., 2016). Currently, the EC5, which is main guideline for 
timber-timber composite structure, is used as the reference for designing the timber-
concrete composite structures.  
 
1.2 Problem statement   
This work was carried out to address the significant parameters needed to improve the 
existing predictive strength and slip modulus models of screw connections from EC5 
and published works. The deficiency seen in those models are the negligence to 
consider the local characteristic of the screw embedded within the concrete on the 
behaviour of connection between timber and concrete.  
  In the first version of EC5 which was approved by CEN (2004), for the 
serviceability limit state, clause 7.1 of EC5 Part 1-1 allows calculation of the slip 
modulus of a timber-concrete composite connection to be double that of a timber-
timber connection, for which a power law formula based on timber material density is 
provided.  This clause tacitly assumes that local deformations within the concrete side 
of the connection are negligible.  For the ultimate limit state, clause 2.2.2(2) of EC5 
further suggests that the slip stiffness of the connections can be taken as 2/3 of that at 
serviceability.  Moreover, clause 5.3 (2) of EC5 prohibits friction and adhesion 
between the timber and concrete from being accounted for in timber-concrete 
composite connection. 
  Note that a small number of previous research studies have attempted to predict 
mechanical properties of screw-based timber-concrete composite shear connectors. 
Symons et al. (2010a) discussed a model to calculate the slip moduli of inclined screw 
timber-concrete composite connections assuming that the screw behaves as a beam on 
a 2-D elastic foundation with negligible deformation within the concrete.  In a separate 
study, Symons et al. (2010b) presented an upper bound plastic collapse predictive 
model for screw connections strength, assuming that the screws behave perfectly 
plastically, and the concrete remains undamaged. Research by Moshiri et al. (2014a) 
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also introduced a predictive model for the screw connections strength in crossed or 
X–formation where the screws resist the shear tension and shear compression stresses 
while the concrete remains undamaged.Gelfi et al. (2002) has proposed the model of 
strength and stifness for.screw connections installed in 90°formation. Based on Gelfi 
et al. (2002), the embedment strength of the screw embedded within the concrete was 
influenced by the effective length of the screw. 
  In summary, EC5 and the predictive models from Symons et al. (2010a) and 
(2010b) and from Moshiri et al.(2014a) all ignored any significant effect of the 
concrete on the connection behaviour. However, post-test observations of inclined 
screw timber-concrete composite connections by Sebastian et al.(2016) suggest that 
the screws do deform quite significantly in the concrete during longitudinal shear 
loading of the connections.  Figure 1 shows one example of such deformation.  High 
residual curvatures are evident in the screws, in one case near the slab-joist interface 
and for another case near the head of the screw, due to local flexing of the screws well 
into their plastic regime when the connection was loaded.  This observation suggests 
that the development of local curvatures along the screws, with an increase in 
longitudinal shear force on the connection, is a valuable area of research.   
  
 
                                       (a)              (b)    
Figure 1  Plastic Deformation of Inclined Screws in timber-concrete composite Connections : 
(a) Near Concrete-Timber Interface ; (b) Near Head of Screw in Concrete  
(Sebastian, et al., 2016). Reprinted from Construction and Building Materials, 
102, W.M. Sebastian,J. Mudie,G. Cox,M. Piazza,R. Tomasi,I. Giongo, Insight 
into mechanics of externally indeterminate hardwood–concrete composite beams, 
1029-1048, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier. 
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1.3 Aim and Objectives 
This research investigates the local behaviour of screws in timber- connections with 
the aim of underpinning advances in modelling of timber-concrete composite 
connections, with a longer-term view to proposing designer-friendly guidance on 
reliably predicting the mechanical properties of these connections. To do this, the 
curvatures of the screws are deduced from local strain measurements along the shanks 
of the screws embedded in the concrete.  Such recorded strains would also, very 
importantly, enable inference of development of both the axial force in and local 
bending moment along the screws with load increase on the connection.  
The detailed objectives of this research are outlined below: 
1. To perform ten shear test specimens of timber-concrete for adding into database 
(Chapter 3) 
2. To investigate the load-slip curve, stiffness, longitudinal shear force and 
ductility of the screw connections and determine how the inclination angle of 
screws and type of timbers influence these mechanical properties. (Chapter 4)   
3. To investigate the local behaviour of screw embedded within the concrete in 
timber-concrete specimens by using strain gauges which put along the screw 
embedded within the concrete before concrete casting (Chapter 5) 
4. To investigate the local behaviour of the screw by breaking the concrete 
member after the test to visible the screws for being scanned by a 3-dimensional 
scanner. (Chapter 6)  
 
5. To investigate the effect of screw angles to the distance of hinge from interface 
between timber and concrete (Chapter 5 and 6) 
6. To propose new empirical model of shear force capacity and stiffness of the 
connection. (Chapter 7) 
 
1.4 Limitations of study 
The experimental program presented in this study is restricted to the short-term 
behaviour of the screw connections in timber-concrete composite structures. Dynamic, 
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cyclic and long-term effects and behaviour under fire and changing moisture 
conditions have not been considered. Timber-concrete composite joints with 
arrangements of screws that result in the screws behaving only in shear compression 
is not evaluated in this study. 
 
1.5 Research methodology of the study  
Since this thesis propose new empirical models of shear force capacity, investigates 
mechanical properties and local behaviour of screw connections in timber-concrete 
composite structures, it was possible to use small-scale double shear test to investigate 
the screw behaviour. The two types of timber used in fabricating the double shear 
specimens were softwood (spruce species) and hardwood (baubuche species) as these 
two timbers commonly used in timber-concrete composite structures. The screws used 
in this study are partially threaded screws which provide half of the smooth shank 
surface along the screw length. Local instrumentation was set up along the screws 
shank surface embedded in concrete before concrete is poured.  
  In the local instrumentation measurement, strain gauges were used to measure 
the strain on the screw. Pair of strain gauges were installed along the screws shank 
surface at three to five locations. The strain gauges recorded the readings from each 
location when the force applied. The strain readings were analysed to obtain the local 
stress, axial load and bending moment for each location of strain gauges. Plots of local 
bending moment versus distance from the head of the screw was created by 
interpolating the  local bending moment obtained at each location. From the plot, the 
highest bending moment in each curve is identified as the occurrence of plastic hinge. 
  After the double shear specimens were tested, the screws were carefully taken 
out from the tested specimens. The screws were scanned by the 3-dimensional scanner 
to get a set of coordinates, and subsequently the curvatures, along the length of the 
distorted screws. This post-test step was essential to obtain the actual plastic hinges 
on the screws. The coordinates obtained from the scanner were transferred into the 
computer software (MS Excel) to produce the plot of screws image. From the plots, 
the maximum curvature value determined from each curve is identified as the 
appearance of plastic hinge. The plastic hinges obtained from strain gauge and 
scanning method then compared each other for validation purposes. Determining the 
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location of plastic hinges is a vital step in developing the model of shear force capacity 
and stiffness.  
 The database of shear test specimens collected from previous published work 
was added with another ten specimens from this study. The database was analysed by 
using MLR analysis to propose new empirical model of shear force capacity and 
stiffness. 
 
1.6 Outline of this thesis 
This thesis consists of 8 chapters. Chapter 1 describes timber composite structures and 
the different forms of timber-concrete composite. The importance of stiffness, 
strength and ductility of connection systems in timber-concrete composite structures 
is discussed. This chapter also clarifies the limitations of existing design models for 
timber-concrete composite structures. The objectives of this study are listed to propose 
the reliable predicting model of the mechanical properties of connection of timber-
concrete composite structures. 
 
1.6.1 Chapter 2 – Research Background 
The literature review first describes the history of the application of timber-concrete 
composite system in several countries. The types of connection system used in timber-
concrete composite system are reviewed. There is also a discussion on the design 
model of screws connection strength taken from existing published works. The current 
version of the EC5 design code is elaborated as well in this chapter. Moreover, the 
recent design models of stiffness and strength of timber-concrete composite are 
reviewed. 
 
1.6.2 Chapter 3 – Local measurement instrumentation on screw connections in 
timber-concrete composite specimens 
This chapter explains how local instrumentation was developed to measure the screw 
behaviour during the timber-concrete composite double shear tests. The use of strain 
gauges along the screw shank surface for both the hardwood and the softwood 
specimens are explained. The use of double shear test specimens is also discussed in 
this chapter. Finally, some of the physical tests conducted on the timber and concrete 
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to determine the material properties - such as compression, tensile and flexural tests 
are described.  
 
1.6.3 Chapter 4 – Mechanical properties of screws connection in timber-concrete 
composite 
In this chapter, the mechanical properties of the screw connections in the timber-
concrete composite interfaces are described. The discussion starts by showing the 
load-slip curve for each specimen according to the inclination angle of the screw. The 
calculation of slip modulus of screws connection from the load-slip curve is explained. 
Discussion is also made on the effect of the inclination angle of the screw on 
longitudinal shear force and slip modulus of screws connection. The ductility of 
screws connection is also discussed in this chapter. The effect of inclination angle of 
the screw and types of timber used on the ductility of screws connection is also 
discussed. The types of failure of softwood and hardwood specimens are described in 
the last part of this chapter. 
 
1.6.4 Chapter 5 – Exploring the local characteristics of the screw in timber-
concrete composite 
The local characteristic of screw in the timber-concrete composite structure are 
described in this chapter. The method of exploiting the strain reading data to produce 
the local characteristic of screw from cross-section and length of screw in timber-
concrete composite structure has been explained. The process is started by zooming 
the cross-section of screw diameter and divide the section area into the sixteen strips. 
From every single strip, production of the local axial load, bending moment, strain 
and stress distribution across the diameter are well displayed and discussed. The total 
local bending moment across the diameter from each point location of strain gauges 
was used to get the bending moment along the screw length. From the bending moment 
diagram along the screw length, shear force, load, and bearing stress distribution are 
plotted. The location of hinges from this method also can be determined by identifying 
the maximum bending moment along the screw length.  All these steps are discussed 
in detail in this chapter. 
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1.6.5 Chapter 6 – Analysis of screw connections by using scan imagery method 
This chapter discusses another technique to find the plastic hinges along the screws 
length from tested double shear specimen. The scanner machine was used in scanning 
the screws which were taken off from double shear test specimens. The data obtained 
from the scanner were processed to find the location of hinges. The steps of processing 
the data are explained well in this chapter. The location of hinges obtained from the 
scanning method (post-test) and local instrumentation (pre-test) are compared for 
validation purposes. 
 
1.6.6 Chapter 7– Empirical Modelling of Shear Force Capacity and Stiffness  
This chapter discusses about development of new empirical models of shear force 
capacity and stiffness of the connection by considering database from previous 
published work and this study. The empirical models of shear force capacity were 
compared to the model developed by Moshiri et al. (2014a). The empirical model of 
stiffness in connection also developed in this chapter and compared to Moshiri et al.’s 
model. 
 
1.6.7 Chapter 8 – Conclusions and recommendations 
The last chapter in this thesis undertakes the summary of entire thesis and the 
recommendation for the future work to improve the design method of timber-concrete 
composite structure. 
 
1.7  Conclusions 
In summary, the problem statement of this study is the deficiency of the existing 
models of strength and slip modulus such as ignoring the significant effect of concrete 
on the screw connection. EC5 standard as the official standard to predict the slip 
modulus of connection in timber-timber just assumed that the stiffness of the 
connection in timber-concrete is a double of connection in timber-timber. 
  The aim of this study is to develop the shear force capacity and slip modulus 
model of screw connections in timber-concrete composite structures by considering 
the screw embedded within the concrete. The local instrumentation measurements are 
installed along the screw embedded within the concrete to determine the strain 
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readings. The strain readings obtained in experiment were analysed to develop the 
local bending moment along the screw embedded within the concrete to find the plastic 
hinges. The distance of the hinge from the interface between timber and concrete 
(effective length of screw embedded within the concrete =") was used in developing 
new shear force capacity and stiffness models. The new predictive models of shear 
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2.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, previous research conducted on timber-concrete composite (TCC) 
structures is reviewed. This review starts with the history of TCC since early 1920. 
The use of TCC as a structural system has increased steadily since then. Parallel to 
the increasing demand for TCC structures in structural engineering worldwide, there 
have been developments in the technology of making high quality engineered timber 
which has supported TCC development. The types of engineered timber, the different 
between them and its application in TCC structures are discussed in this chapter. The 
mechanism of composite action between timber and concrete is also reviewed. The 
discussion continues with explanations about the types of connection system used in 
TCC from previous works done by some researchers.  
There is also discussion on the design of connection system in TCC which focuses 
on the slip modulus and strength of shear connector. This discussion starts by 
introducing the timber composite design given in EC5. The research of several 
researchers, such as Symon et al 2010a and 2010b, in producing the predictive model 
of strength and slip modulus of connection in TCC structures is discussed. Lastly, 
conclusions are drawn based on the review of previous TCC structure research 
underlying the aims of this study. 
2.2  History of the Timber Concrete Composite Structure between 1920 to 1993 
Insufficient steel for reinforcement in concrete after World War 2 led to the 
introduction of TCC systems in Europe (Van der Linden, 1999). Muller (1922) 
introduced a system of nails and steel braces to provide a connection between concrete 
slabs and timber joists. Meanwhile, Schaub (1939) also introduced the floor system of 
the timber layer under the concrete layer which is relying on I and Z-sections of steel 
as shear connectors. In 1960 in Bratislava, Slovakia, TCCs were applied on existing 
ceilings by using nails as shear connectors (Postulka, 1983). The project was evaluated 
during its use in subsequent years between years 1975 to 1988, with the result that no 
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large deflection found (Postulka, 1997). Starting from the mid-1980s in Germany, 
intensive research was begun in addition on the development of various fasteners, 
analysis and design methods for the application of TCC systems (Steinberg & Faust, 
2003). In the USA around 1930 at the University of Oregon, steel connectors between 
timber and concrete were introduced (Benitez, 2008).   
 In New Zealand, TCC bridges have been built since 1970 with 150mm thick 
reinforced concrete slabs to support heavy traffic (Nauta, 1984).By using TCC 
application, the bridge could reduce the timber beam size almost 20%. Godycki et al 
(1984) published the document which was combination of the practice and the theory 
for refurbishment of existing timber floors by adding concrete slabs. That research 
focused on connections for TCCs by using wire nails as shear connectors. Similarly, 
in India, Pillai and Ramakrishnan (1977) also investigated the research on application 
of wire nails to the TCC structure. 
  In the Persian Gulf (with salty airflow), most of the buildings built were made 
of reinforced concrete structures. This environment has resulted in corrosion on steel 
reinforcement that weakens the performance of structural concrete. The builders have 
decided to use TCC structures to solve the problem (Ahmadi & Saka, 1993).  
2.3  Engineered Timber in Constructions 
Innovation in timber technology causes the development of stiffer and stronger timber 
materials in construction. The development of TCC structures has been increasing in 
the construction field (Yeoh, et al., 2011). As it is used more widely in many countries, 
the technology for making the engineered timber has improved (Beskitt, 2016) .   
2.3.1 Engineered timbers 
In early 1890s, engineered timber first introduced in Europe was Glulam (APA, 2007). 
This type of engineered comprises a number of parallel layers with thickness between 
40mm to 45mm and usually made from spruce and larch wood species (STA, 2014). 
Sebastian et al. (2016) stated that, normally there are the defects (e.g. knots) found on 
the glulam which may affect its strength. In production of Glulam, the layers are being 
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glued together under pressure with the grain in the laminates running parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of the section as shown in Figure 2  (Moddy & Hernandez, 1997). 
 
a) 
    
b) 
Figure 2 a) Glulam process making (drawn by author by adopted the process from Moddy & 
Hernandez, (1997) b) Ready Glulam (SHM, 2018) 
 Another type of engineered timber currently commonly used worldwide is cross 
laminated timber (CLT) (APA, 2007). Since 2000, the use of CLT in construction 
increased significantly due to better efficiencies, product approvals, and improved 
marketing and distribution channels (Mohammad, et al., 2012). The European 
experience has been good dealing with CLT by applying it to mid-rise and high-rise 
buildings and via the simplified handling during construction (Gagnon , et al., 2013). 
CLT panels are made from a few layers of lumber boards stacked (normally from 
spruce) as presented in Figure 3. To make CLT panels, there should be at least three 
layers of board glued together (Mohammad, et al., 2012). In CLT, layers of timber are 
bonded perpendicularly to one another, resulting in structural strength across two 
dimensions, and improving structural integrity and dimensional stability (Sutton & 
Black, 2011).  
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a) 
    
b) 
 
Figure 3 a) CLT making process (drawn by author by adopting the process from Mohammad, 
et al., (2012) ) b) Ready CLT (6SQFT, 2016) 
  While most engineered timber only comprises a few thicker layers of timber, 
thinner laminations can make the consistency and performance of engineered timber 
better (Sebastian, et al., 2016). Modern rotary cutting machinery has developed to 
produce very thin laminations by peeling layers off from original round hardwoods 
such as beech (Pollmeier, 2007). The machine produces lamination of 4mm thickness 
as shown in Figure 4 and this leads to another form of engineered timber known as 
laminated veneer lumber (LVL) which has more consistency in its material properties 
and less defects. In fact, LVL started to be used as structural application in 1978 in 
United State (Youngquist, 1985). But, the types of wood species in production of LVL 
were sourced from the softwood species such as Douglas-fi and Pine (Vlosky, et al., 
1994).  There has not been much research done involving the use of LVL joists made 
of hardwood as structural application. Most of LVL hardwood is applied in production 
of furniture. Two recent studies investigating the use the LVL hardwood in structural 
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application were done by Boccardo et al. (2014) and Sebastian et al. (2016) for simply 






Figure 4 a) LVL process making (drawn by author by adopting the process from Pollmeier, 
(2016a))   b) ready LVL (Ultralam, 2016) 
2.3.2 Comparison between all Engineered Timbers 
The very high strength and stiffness of LVL hardwood (Baubuche) permits for smaller 
cross-sections, which results on major savings in material consumption (Pollmeier, 
2016b).  Table 1 shows comparison between engineered timber where the smaller sizes 
of timber width are required by LVL hardwood to achieve similar bending strength, 
shear strength, compressive strength, tensile strength and modulus elasticity with 
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other types of engineered timber. As example, the LVL hardwood required only 57mm 
width to achieve similar bending strength to the 200mm width of solid timber. 
 










Bending strength *! 
(MPa) 
200/100% 154/77% 92/46% 57/29% 
Shear strength +" 
(MPa) 
200/100% 240/120% 112/56% 104/52% 
Compressive strength 
*#,% (MPa) 
200/100% 152/76% 102/51% 56/28% 
Tensile strength *%,% 
(MPa) 
200/100% 129/64% 68/34% 44/22% 
Modulus of Elasticity 
,% (MPa) 
200/100% 175/87% 159/80% 132/66% 
*(Required width to achieve same strength / % material consumption) 
2.3.3 Application of Engineered Timber in TCC structures 
There are many examples of the application of engineered timber in TCC structures.  
Table 2 shows the list of examples of the structures in some countries using the   TCC 
system.
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Table 2 Example of the structures using TCC system 





et al., 2010) 
 
 
Figure 5 Pioneer of TCC bridges in Germany (Rautenstrauch, et 
al., 2010) 
This bridge is the earliest TCC bridges for heavy 
load traffic in Germany. It was built in 2008 
with the length and width of 16.4m and 4.5m, 
respectively. This is an example of project 
showing the capacity of this bridge type as well 
as the structural advantages. Main reason of this 
bridge was constructed was for lorry traffic for 
forestry purposes. This bridge consists of 
glulam beams in composite with the concrete 











Figure 6 Agger TCC bridges in Germany (Schaffitzel 
Holzindustrie, 2018) 
 
This TCC bridge was built in 2014 to replace the 
previous bridge that had to be repaired very 
frequently, due to flood damages. The new 
bridge only has two columns on the river banks, 
and the timber structure is set high enough to 
prevent from any damage caused by floods. The 
glulam beams were designed in wave shape is 
corresponding to the load and creates a scenery 
view. The bridge consists of spruce glulam with 
span length and width of 40m and 4.75m, 
respectively. The bridge has a stepped cross-
section on its main carrier. The bridge also made 
of concrete slab with mastic asphalt and steel 
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railing. The accoya handrail used on the bridge 
is including with the safety rope. 
 
College of Creative 











Figure 7 Three storeys building in New Zealand (PTL, 
2012) 
This triple storeys building was built in 2012 
and named as Te Ara Hihiko which can be 
broadly translated into ‘a pathway to creativity’. 
This building has long span TCC floors creating 
open spaces to provide and maintain warm 
environment to the students. A seismic analysis 
was applied to this building by consultant 
company to show its resistant and showed that it 
worked really well in what would be expected in 
a design earthquake.  
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Figure 8 Four storeys ETH house of Natural Resources 
(Frangi, 2014) 
 
ETH house of Natural Resources was finished in 
2015. It was the first building in Switzerland 
that used the LVL hardwood as main materials. 
As example in that building, TCC floors made 
from LVL hardwood were used in the building 
of the new Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology 
and Glaciology (VAW) in ETH house. The TCC 
slab consists of 6.48 m long LVL hardwood 
boards and concrete. The LVL boards thickness 
are about 40 mm and the concrete is 160 mm 
thick. The rectangular notches with depth of 5 
mm are used in connecting the timber and 
concrete. 
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Figure 9 Renovation and extension work in St Joseph's 
Primary School (Wood Solutions , 2016) 
 
The renovation and extension project for St 
Joseph’s Primary School in Hawthorn was 
completed in 2016. The project involved 
fabricating and installing a large span structural 
timber floor system spanning seventeen metres 
across. The first floor design was constructed 
using 1m LVL hardwood for the primary and 
secondary beams, with 25mm plywood covering 
the entire structure before concrete was poured 
on-site. The use of a TCC floor system in this 
project gave an advantage being a substantially 
more lightweight and economical alternative to 
a solid concrete floor. The use of engineered 
timber also allowed for effortless coordination 
with the surrounding steel framework. 
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Thomas Clarkson 











Figure 10 a) Thomas Clarkson School Blocks b) TCC 
floors system used in TimCrete (Neve & Spencer-Allen, 
2015) 
Thomas Clarkson School was redeveloped under 
the United Kingdom building schools for the 
future programme. In that school, TimCrete 
block which refer to combination of timber 
concrete was constructed consisting of dance 
floor and classroom spaces.  This TCC floors 
system were constructed by combining the CLT 
as the members that carry the tension stresses 
and concrete as the slab carrying the 
compression stresses. Previously, vibration was 
the governing issue when the CLT was used as 
the main materials for the beam and slab in CLT 
floor system. The introduction of a composite 
concrete topping improves the stiffness and 
reduces the vibration response factor allowing 
greater spans, such as 10 m at Thomas Clarkson 
Community College, to be achieved. 
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2.3.4 Connection systems in TCC structures 
The connection system is a crucial part of any composite beam structure. There are 
many types of connection system have been investigated previously. In this section, 
connection systems used in TCC are described.  
2.3.5 Timber fasteners in TCC 
Sebastian et al. (2010) reported on using timber connectors in timber-limecrete 
composite floors. The timber stud connectors used were from the hardwood Iroko 
which was designed as circular section shank and square section head. The studs 
applied into simply supported timber composite beam in slope of 45˚ to the slab-joist 
interface towards the sense of slip before limecrete was poured as shown in Figure 11. 
Limecrete of 5 N/mm2 compressive strength was used for the slab and whitewood 
(spruce) glulam joists were used in this experiment. The composite beam connection 
recorded a stiffness of about 13kN/mm and a shear strength of 35kN per stud. It was 
found that when the studs were fitted in 45˚reversed (tension) to the interface against 
the sense of slip, the connection stiffness dropped to 3kN/mm and shear strength 




Figure 11  Iroko studs fitted into timber joist (Sebastian & Thompson, 2012) Reprinted from 
Engineering Structures, 45, Sebastian, W., & Thompson, S., Indicative 
Comparisons Between Bonded and Dowelled Hardwood Studs for Limecrete- 
Spruce Connections Under Load-Unload-Reload Double -Shear Testing, 151-
165., Copyright (2012), with permission from Elsevier 
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  This research was continued by Sebastian et al. (2012) comparing bonded and 
dowelled hardwood studs in timber-limecrete composite, using different stud angles. 
The Iroko studs were fitted into timber joist as shown in Figure 12 for both methods. 
The studs were also applied in various inclination between 40° to 90° in order to 
evaluate the effect of angle on the connection behaviour. Two methods to install the 
studs used were bonded by using epoxy and restraint by using dowel. By using the 
dowel, the 9mm diameter dowel made from hardwood Ramin was used to fit the studs 
in connection as shown in the diagram. From the tests at all stud angles, the bonded 
stud connection shows more scatter of stiffness about mean value when compared to 
the dowelled stud connections. At lower inclinations of the studs, the bonded fastening 




Figure 12 Layout of limecrete-timber connection in shear test ( redrawn by author adopted 
from Sebastian & Thompson (2012)) 
2.3.6 Inclined screws in TCC  
Sebastian et al. (2016) has carried out the double shear test for hardwood-concrete 
specimens. The hardwood used in that study was made from laminations of 4 mm 
thickness layers of beech species. Partially threaded (PT) and fully threaded (FT) 
screws were chosen as shear connectors. For each type of screw, X-formation of 
screws into the timber joist was used. Firstly, screws were driven into the joist at 45° 
in the X layout as presented in  Figure 13 for double shear specimens. After that, 
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side after prior side was harden. In summary of their tests, for double shear-
compression testing, the stiffness of specimen connected with FT screws was 20% 
higher than partially threaded screws. But, the longitudinal shear force by FT screws 




Figure 13 Inclined screw connections (redrawn by Author by adopted from Sebastian et al. ( 
2016)) 
Furthermore, Sebastian et al. (2016) investigated the mechanics of externally 
indeterminate hardwood-concrete composite full scale beams. In this research, FT and 
PT screws were used to compare connection behaviours inside the composite beams. 
The screws were driven into the timber joists in X pairs at ±45˚before concrete of 32.7 
N/mm2 compressive strength was poured as shown in Figure 14. The TCC beam based 
on PT screw connections failed at a significantly higher load of 170kN compared to 
that with the PT screws which failed at 125kN.  
2.3.7 Notches connection in TCC 
Yeoh et al. (2008) investigated a variety of notched connections for TCC structures. 
A notched connection is made by engraving a notch from the timber beam and filling 
it with concrete during the pouring of the concrete slab. This connection type provides 
high stiffness and strength when compared to mechanical fasteners such as the screws. 
In that study, LVL hardwood was used for the timber part. Four main types of notch 
connection were used in fabricating the double shear test. There were rectangular 
notches, rectangular notches with screw, triangular notches and triangular notches 
with screw, see Figure 15 . Rectangular and triangular notches reinforced with a coach 
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Figure 14 Fully threaded screws fitted at ±45° on timber joist (Sebastian, et al., 2016). 
Reprinted from Construction and Building Materials, 102, W.M. Sebastian,J. 
Mudie,G. Cox,M. Piazza,R. Tomasi,I. Giongo, Insight into mechanics of 
externally indeterminate hardwood–concrete composite beams, 1029-1048, 
Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier. 
 
 
                              
a) Rectangular notches                            b) Triangular notches 
                     
 
c) Rectangular notches with coach screw         d) Triangular notches with coach screw 
Figure 15 Notches connection (redrawn by Author by adopted from Yeoh et al. (2008)) 
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2.3.8 Epoxy bonded connections in TCC 
Shrestha et al. (2012) carried out an experimental investigation on epoxy bonded shear 
connections for TCC, with and without mechanical fasteners. A set of ten shear test 
specimens with LVL hardwood joist and concrete slab were fabricated. Five of 
specimens had the joist and slab bonded together using epoxy and for the remaining 
five specimens, a long coach screw was subsequently fitted through the concrete slab 
and into the joist before the epoxy applied on the interface between timber and 
concrete, see Figure 16. 
 
a) b)  
Figure 16) a) Epoxy connection b) Epoxy plus coach screw connections ( redrawn by author 
by adopted from Shrestha et al. (2012)) 
  The results of the tests showed that connections of using the epoxy for bonding 
timber and concrete can produce similar high stiffness and strength to the notch type 
connections. The ductility was higher on the connection when the metal fasteners used 
together with the epoxy bonded connection. It avoided the brittle failure mode that 
normally associated with epoxy bonded connection. Observation of the failed 
specimens showed that failure in all connections was concentrated either in the LVL 
or concrete close to the interface and no interface failure was observed, see Figure 17.  
 
 
Figure 17 Concrete attached to LVL hardwood joist and pieces of LVL hardwood attached to 
concrete (Shrestha, et al., 2012). Image reproduced with permission of right 
holder, WCTE. 
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2.3.9 Steel type connectors in TCC 
Lukaszewska et al. (2008) investigated six types of steel shear connector for TCC 
structure by using small-scale shear test. The types of shear connector used in that 
research were nail plate, steel mesh, steel tube, bent steel plate and dowel. There were 
seven methods of connector been fitted on TCC shear test specimens from 
Lukaszewska et al. (2008), see Table 3. All these methods of connectors are compared 
with the other type of connectors from other researcher works to see its performance. 
All comparisons and details were discussed and provided in the next section. 
 
Table 3 Details of steel connector (rearranged in table by author by adopted from 
Lukaszewska et al., 2008) Reprinted from Materials and Structures, 41, E. 
Lukaszewsk, H. Johnsson and M. Fragiacomo, Performance of connections for 
prefabricated timber–concrete composite floors, 1533-1550., Copyright (2012), 
with permission from Springer Nature. 
Type of connector Description of the connectors Layout 
 
Nailplate 
Nailplates were bent at an 
angle of 90
o
, then moulded 





A continuous steel mesh 
embedded into the 
prefabricated slab and epoxy-




Steel  tube 
A set of 2 steel tubes inserted 





Nailed bent steel  
Bent steel plates set into the 
slab and nailed to both sides 
of the glulam beam with 8 
nails 4.5x75 mm. 
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Glued bent steel 
Bent steel plate set into the 
slab and epoxy-glued into a 




Notched steel tube 
A set of steel tube 
inserted into the concrete 
slab with screw 
Ø20x160mm and a notch 




Glued steel dowel 
Dowel Ø20x120mm with 
flanges embedded into 
the concrete slab and 
epoxy-glued into a hole 




2.3.10 Summary of comparison between all types of connectors 
A comparison can be made by summarizing the results of the tests carried out by 
Sebastian & Thompson (2012), Sebastian et al. (2016), Shrestha et al. (2012), Yeoh et 
al. (2008) and Lukaszewska et al. (2008) in Table 4. The plot also was made as shown 
in Figure 18 for all types of connector. From all plots of shear force versus slip, it was 
found that the glued joint, glued joint with screw, steel mesh and steel tube with notch 
and screw provides very stiff connection and very small slip. The fasteners connection 
made from hardwood showed the lowest stiffness and large slip. The inclined screws, 
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Table 4 Summary of all connection types (the data collected from previous work with the 
reference stated in first column) 




















Dowelled hardwood stud 
(Sebastian & Thompson, 
2012) 
5 20 10 0.1 6 14 
Bonded hardwood stud 
(Sebastian & Thompson, 
2012) 
5 30 18 0.1 2 6 
Fully Threaded screw 
(Sebastian et al., 2016) 
20 31.9 20 0.5 1 3 
Partially threaded 
(Sebastian, et al., 2016) 
30 39 34 1.5 3 3.5 
Glued joint 
(Shrestha et al., 2012) 
- 70 50 - 0.4 0.6 
Glued joint with screw 
(Shrestha et al., 2012) 
80 120 50 0.5 0.8 1.5 
Rectangular notch 
(Yeoh et al.,2008) 
20 48.3 10 0.5 2 20 
Rectangular notch with 
screw 
(Yeoh et al.,2008) 
25 73 30 0.5 2 20 
Triangular notch 
(Yeoh et al.,2008) 
20 40.2 28 0.5 2 20 
Triangular notch with 
screw 
(Yeoh et al.,2008) 
35 82.6 40 1 2.5 20 
Steel nailplate 
(Lukaszewska et al., 
2008) 
20 37.15 36 0.1 3 14 
Steel mesh 
(Lukaszewska et al., 
2008) 
60 81.2 45 0.2 1 3 
Steel tube with screw 
(Lukaszewska et al., 
2008) 
45 64.3 64.3 3 15 15 
Nailed bent steel plate 
(Lukaszewska et al., 
2008) 
35 41.9 40 0.5 1 3 
Glued bent steel plate 
(Lukaszewska et al., 
2008) 
45 58.57 50 0.5 0.5 3 
Steel tube with notch 
and screw 
(Lukaszewska et al., 
2008) 
80 113.15 110 0.5 3 3 
Glued steel dowel 
(Lukaszewska et al., 
2008) 
35 52.9 50 0.5 3 15 
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Figure 18  Shear force vs slip of all connectors (made by Author by adopting from previous 
work data in Table 4) ; (Sebastian & Thompson, 2012), (Sebastian, et al., 2016), 
(Shrestha et al., 2012), (Yeoh et al.,2008), (Lukaszewska et al., 2008),  
 
2.4 Composite actions in TCC structures 
The bonding between two different elements in TCC structures is vital to be discussed. 
According to Monteiro et al. (2015) to guarantee the good connection system, the 
efficiency of the connection between two elements must be ensured. In the TCC 
system, the concrete tends to behave well in compression, meanwhile the timber is 
acting to resist the tensile stress. Casting the concrete as the composite on timber 
elements such as joists can increase the stiffness and strength of these existing timber 
joists (Parisi & Piazza, 2007). By exploiting the resistances in tension and 
compression of timber and concrete respectively, the TCC structure works more 
efficient. The use of concrete layer on the surface of timber can enable the tensile 
resistance of the timber to perform as the steel in conventional reinforced concrete 
(Kuhlmann & Schanzlin, 2008) 
  Many types of shear connectors being used in TCC structures are to transfer 
longitudinal shear, in so doing to prevent a relative movement (slip) between the two 
elements (concrete and timber) and to avoid vertical separation between the two 
especially at high loads. Zakaria et al. (1986) stated that interaction between timber 
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fact, the full composite action is considered when two elements are fastened by using 
epoxy, meanwhile partial interaction occurs for the elements connected by using other 
types of fasteners e.g. mechanical ones. No composite actions mean there is no 
connection between timber and concrete. Normally, the design moment capacity and 
second moment of area of a composite beam with full composite action will be higher 
than those of the non-composite beam (Garuckas & Bareisis, 2003). The shear 
connector is essential in any composite beam to avoid huge deflection and deformation 
and provide the better stiffness of the connection between both materials (Hilti, 
2017);( Stepinac et al., 2015). 
2.4.1 No composite actions 
Figure 19 shows the mechanism of no composite action in timber to concrete simply 
supported beam. No connection between timber and concrete causes the beam deflects 
at midspan and deforms between timber and concrete with large amount when the load 
is applied. The composite members act individually and have their own neutral axis     
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2.4.2 Full composite actions 
Complete interaction refers to the connection between two elements without any slip 
or movement along the direction of interface as shown in Figure 20 . It can be 
concluded that the glued joint, glued joint with screw, steel mesh, and steel tube with 
notch and screw are categorized as the shear connectors that will allow full composite 
action. However, these methods incur higher cost and installation of all these types of 
connector are more difficult when compared to the mechanical fastener. 
 
Figure 20 Full composite action adopted from Ballerini et al. (2002) 
 
2.4.3 Partial composite actions 
Alternatively, application of mechanical fasteners such as steel screws and nails give 
many advantages relative to epoxy and also can reduce installation time. However, 
using this type of connection results in some small shear deformation and medium 
deflection. The inclined screws, notches, nailplates, bent steel connections can be 
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and medium deflection, see Figure 21. The fasteners connection made from hardwood 
also can be categorized as shear connector that behave as partial composite, but they 
have lower stiffness and larger slip than inclined screws, notches, nailplates, bent steel 
connections. 
 
Figure 21 Partial composite action adopted from Ballerini et al. (2002) 
2.5 Design of TCC structure according to Eurocode 5 
The use of mechanical fasteners, e.g. screws, as shear connector between timber and 
concrete can allow slip to occur at the interface. The assumption of plane sections 
remaining plane (compatibility) does not apply to the whole composite section 
(Persaud & Symons, 2006). When the loads are imposed on the slab, they will be 
transferred to the joist through the shear connectors. There is slip and shear stress in 
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Newmark, et al. (1951) and Mohler (1956) were the people that initiated the theory of 
composite beam in Eurocode 5 (EC5) and known as ! − #$%ℎ'(.  
  In EC5, a number of assumptions are made such as the beams being simply 
supported with a span Lspan. The timber and concrete are connected to each other by 
mechanical fasteners with a slip modulus Kt-c. The connection between two composite 
members is considered to behave as linear elastic fashion, and the stiffness between 
the fasteners is constant or varies uniformly according to the shear force. The load is 
acting in the z-direction, giving a moment M=M(x) which varies sinusoidally or 
parabolically, and a shear force V=V(x). From these assumptions, the composite 
actions between timber to concrete can be illustrated in  Figure 22. The normal stress 
)! and )" are distributed along the cross-section T beam caused by the shear force. 
There may also the stress due to moment )#,!  and )#," as shown in Figure 22. Figure 
22 shows the concrete is in the compression state to have )! in negative value. Timber 
part is having the tension stress which make the stress in positive value. Unsymmetric 
cross-section of the beam causes the bending moment and the shear connectors are 
installed to prevent the force and moment in between timber and concrete. The shear 
force and stiffness are the essential parameters need to be modelled between interface 
of timber and concrete. Derivation of the design model for connection in timber-
concrete beam structures is shown below. 
 
 
 Figure 22 Stress distribution of cross-sectional area of T-beam in TCC with its parameter 
(redrawn by author based on CEN (2004) ) 
 
  Based on the cross-sectional area of T-beam of TCC, effective bending stiffness can 
be written as equation 1. 
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(+,)%& =	+!,! + !"'!+!1!a!( + +"," + +"1"a"(  1. 
 
where: 











         
 
















   
:"'!  stands for the joint stiffness and known as :*	for the serviceability limit states 
calculations, and :/, for the ultimate limit states calculations in EC5 (2004) with :/ =
(0!
) . :*  is also known as slip modulus of the joint according to EN 26891 (1991). 
+! 	and +"		are the mean values of the elasticity modulus of concrete and timber, 
respectively. s is the spacing of the fasteners along the beam axis, Lspan is the span of 
the beam.  
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Considering a uniform distributed load fk applied to the structure, the midspan 








2.6 Slip modulus of connection in TCC 
Slip modulus or stiffness of connection is an important parameter in designing a TCC 
structure. In ! − #$%ℎ'( as discussed in previous section, the slip modulus Ks has 
significant effect on the value of gamma which also affects the strength of the 
connection. Stated in clause 7.1 in EC5, the slip modulus for connection timber to 
concrete for serviceability limit states can be calculated based on the density value of 
the timber and can be taken as double. However, this clause is presented with limit to 
the fasteners driven vertically. 
  In 2002, Gelfi et al., has proposed the slip modulus model for vertical screw in 
TCC structure. In order to produce more updated slip modulus model, Symons et al. 
(2010a) proposed the slip modulus model for the inclined fasteners that can be used 
in design of TCC structures.  
2.6.1 Slip modulus (Gelfi, et al., 2002) 
Gelfi et al., (2002) has developed a slip modulus model by taking into account the 
characteristic of entire screw embedded in the timber and concrete vertically. There 
was a plank wood between timber and concrete act as formwork in that mode, see 
Figure 23. The basic theory used by Gelfi et al., (2002) is to adapt the flexibility 
method in the compatibility method as shown in equation 11 and12. The displacements 
(	K..,K.(,K.6 ) and rotations (L(., L((, L(6) in compatibility equations, are solved by the 
semi-infinite beam method known as the Winkler foundation method. From the Figure 
23, 	K7 and 	K#, represent the displacement caused by shear force V and moment M 
respectively. Meanwhile,	L8 and L# represent the rotation caused by shear force and 
moment respectively. These displacement and rotations are influenced by the 
flexibility coefficient in concrete, timber and plank wood (between timber and 
concrete), see equation 13 as the example of flexibility coefficients in displacement 
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K... Meanwhile, stiffness coefficients for concrete	N! and timber N9 are presented in 
equation 14. 
 
K..C. + K.(=( + K.6 = 0  11. 
 




Figure 23 Scheme for stud stiffness calculus (Gelfi et al., 2002). Image reproduced by 






















where :! = conrete	stiffness, :" = timber	stiffness,  +* = stud	modulus	elasticity, ,* =












  By solving the compatibility equations, the stud connection stiffness can be 





3((%( + (&()((% + (&) + 3.(%(&((% + (&)( + 3(.(%(&)(((% + (&) + (.(%(&)'
  15. 
 
2.6.2 Slip modulus (Symons, et al., 2010a)  
Symons et al. (2010a) proposed a slip modulus model for TCC structures by assuming 
the inclined screws embedded in timber behave perfectly as plastic but ignored for the 
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part embedded in concrete. They also considered two limiting cases: a short screw 
where axial deformation can be neglected, and a very long screw where axial 
deformation is significant but bending of the screw may be neglected. Then, these 
cases are then combined into a general model for screws of any length. In validation 
of the Symons et al.’ model of stiffness, they used a set of data from their experimental 
works of shear tests and showed good agreement. But, in average the model 
overestimates by 20% from the experimental result. Fundamental of this model is the 
use of Winkler foundation modulus to model deformation of the inclined screw in 
TCC. Figure 24 shows the model of inclined screw within the timber in deriving the 
slip modulus model. The stiffness from this model was developed based on the 
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Where, / = 0 )*!+!,"%-##./,$#01#.	, 22 = $3456	7589.ℎ	5;<5==5=	6>.ℎ>8	.>;<54, *# =
?@A893$	;@=A7A$	@B	$3456, C4 = ;@;58.	>854.>D	@B	$3456, E5 =











Figure 24a) Model of inclined screw within timber b) Element in inclined screw within 
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2.6.3 Slip modulus (Moshiri, et al., 2014b) 
Slip modulus model also introduced by Moshiri et al. (2014b) where the X-formation 
as the basis of the formulation. The stiffness model can predict the stiffness of the 
screw connections with the angle of ±30°, ±45°	gh(	 ± 60°. But it could not predict 
any stiffness with the screw angle of 90°. Equation 17 shows the stiffness model 


















Where J8 = $ℎ5D4	B@435	3DFD3>.a, K = $7>F	, 22 = $3456	7589.ℎ	5;<5==5=	6>.ℎ>8	.>;<54, *# =
?@A893$	;@=A7A$	@B	$3456, M4 = D45D	@B	$3456, E5 = B@A8=D.>@8	;@=A7>	@B	.>;<54	FD4D7757, E& =
B@A8=D.>@8	;@=A7>	@B	.>;<54	.4D8$G54$5 and H = E& E5I  
2.7 Strength model in TCC structure 
Connection strength is also an important parameter to be considered in the design of 
TCC structures. Strength means the longitudinal shear force capacity of the connection 
in TCC structure. In EC5 part1-1, the strength of connection is based on the Johansen 
(1949)’s theory. But the strength model is restricted for the screw driven vertically. 
The equations to predict the strength of the connection by using EC5 are listed as 
below. 
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Where, b;,=> = shear force capacity; B?,$,, = embedment strength for middle timber; B?,(,,	= 
embedment strength for edge timber member; .$	= thickness of middle timber; .( = thickness 
of edge timber; = = screw diameter;  O = ratio between the embedment strength of the 
members; b@A,=, = axial withdrawal capacity of fastener; pB,=, = yield moment of the fastener. 
 
  In order to upgrade the strength model, Symons et al. (2010b) and Moshiri et 
al. (2014b) have proposed the predictive strength model for screw installed in different 
inclination angle. 
 
2.7.1 Strength model (Symons, et al., 2010b) 
The predictive strength model proposed by Symons et al. (2010b) was derived based 
on the Johansen (1949)’s theory. The innovation in the model was to take into account 
the inclination angle of the screw within the timber. The model is published only for 
screw that is assembled in shear-tension formation (see Figure 25) and assume that 
the concrete remains undamaged. Figure 25 shows longitudinal shear force causes the 
screw to deform in lateral Dlat and axial Dax in timber. Derivation of model is based on 
kinematic plastic collapse and an upper bound on the plastic collapse that obtained 
from the calculation of work. Four failure modes considered in the model are the screw 
pulling from timber (mode 1), lateral displacement of the screw (mode 2), a single 
plastic hinge in the screw (mode 3) and double plastic hinges in the screw (mode 4). 
Equation 20 to 23 show the strength model for all failure mode types. 
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D* = F<,",6°(;"o'9e  21. 
   
Mode 3: 











D* = o'9er4=>F<,",;( + D,3,",;9nhe 
 23. 
where, 
F,3,?,∅ = axial	withdrawal	load	within	timber, θ = inclination	angle	of	screw; F<,",; =
embedment	strength	of	timber; ( = diameter	of	screw;;" =
embedded	length	of	screw	within	timber and => = yield	moment	of	screw 
 
2.7.2 Strength model (Moshiri, et al., 2014a) 
Research by Moshiri et al. (2014a) also introduced a predictive model for screw 
connections in crossed or X –formation which means the screws resist the shear 
tension and shear compression stresses. Figure 26  shows the axial and lateral 
deformation in timber caused by the longitudinal shear force while the concrete 
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remains undamaged. Extended from the Symons et al. (2010b), Moshiri et al. (2014a) 
added another one failure mode in deriving the strength model. The combination of 
timber bearing failure and withdrawal of screw are considered in the model and it 
shown in equation 24. Despite formation of screw is in X-formation, the models are 




Figure 26 Failure mode of tension and compression inclined screw in TCC (adopted from 
Moshiri et al. (2014a)) 
 






2.8 Strength model (Gelfi et al.,2002) 
All the existing published predictive models of strength and slip modulus to date 
ignore any significant effect of concrete on the behaviour of screw connections with 
the exception of Gelfi et al. (2002). This is at odds with the observations made by 
Sebastian et al. (2016) showing there is a significant effect on the behaviour of screw 
within the concrete. It can be obviously seen in the Figure 1 (see in Chapter 1) where 
the screw exhibited the plastic hinge near to the interface between timber and concrete.  
   Meanwhile, Gelfi et al. (2002) has stated theoretically that the length of screws 
vertically embedded within the concrete and timber affects the load bearing capacity 
of the screw. The load bearing capacity of the screw is the resultant of the concrete 
bearing stress F<,!  acting on the effective length G!  or the resultant of the timber 
bearing stress  F<,"  acting on the effective length G9 , see Figure 27a) and b). It also 
can be seen in the Figure 27 a) and b) where the additional length within the timber 
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G9A  and concrete G!A  need to be added to balance the resultant of bearing stress acting on 
timber and concrete when the double plastic hinges are considered (see, Figure 27 c 
and equation 25). In the design of strength of screw connections, Gelfi et al. (2002) 
considered the additional effective length in the model of vertical screw. The 
equations related to design model derived by Gelfi et al. (2002) are listed from 
equation 26 to 29. The limitation found from Gelfi et al. (2002) was the screw angle 




Figure 27 Collapse mechanism and model for stud resistance calculation a) Dimension b) 
Timber and concrete bearing stress along the screw c) Bending moment along the 
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Where % and F>,* is interlayer thickness and yield stress of stud, respectively. From the 
Gelfi et al (2002), the effective length G! also known as the location of the plastic 
hinge on the fastener from the interface of the concrete. 
 
2.9 Summary of the strength and stiffness model from published works 
Table 5 shows the summary of the strength and stiffness model proposed by previous 
research. From those models, it can be concluded that the strength and stiffness models 
by them are not considering the X-formation of the screw except Moshiri et al’s 
strength and stiffness model. But the models proposed by Moshiri et al. (2014a) and 
(2014b) for strength and stiffness derived from the shear tension screw. The limit also 
found in the stiffness model where the stiffness not applicable for the screw angle of 
90°. This study has taken the opportunity to develop empirical model of strength and 
stiffness based on X-formation screw by considering various screw angles. 
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Table 5 Summarry of the published model of strength and stiffness 
Model 
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2.10 Conclusions 
The topics discussed in this chapter are the history of TCC system since 1990, the 
development of engineered timber, the use of TCC system in buildings and bridges, 
the effects of type of connectors on composite actions and discussions about 
parameters that affecting the design of TCC. 
  The history of TCC system in the structural from 1990 showed that this type of 
system is very useful to retrofit the old building and as solution to the buildings that 
have salty environment such as nearby the sea. The increasing number of the use of 
timber as structural materials, the development of engineered timber has attracted the 
industries to produce high quality engineered timber. Currently, there are two types 
engineered timber namely LVL hardwood and CLT softwood widely used in TCC 
structures. The use of this type engineered timber in TCC system can reduce the size 
and weight of the structure. Due to that, the investigation of LVL hardwood and CLT 
softwood used in TCC structure can be valuable topic in this study. 
  TCC system are used in application of multi-storey buildings and the bridges 
in many countries like Germany, United Kingdom, Australia, Switzerland and New 
Zealand. It indicates that the use of TCC system is being interested by the many 
industries. There are many types of connector that can be used in TCC system. 
Normally, the glued joint and mechanical fasteners are chosen by the researcher as 
their research interest. From the discussion in this chapter on the types of connector, 
the glued joint act as full composite has very high stiffness and extremely small slip.  
Mechanical fasteners like screw has high stiffness and small slip is acting as partial 
composite.  
  Lastly, the design of TCC is considering the EC5 as main guideline. The two 
main parameters that vital in design are slip modulus and strength of connection. Some 
researchers have attempt to predict the slip modulus and strength of connection such 
as Gefli et al. (2002), Symons et al. (2010a) and (2010b) and Moshiri et al. (2014a) 
and (2014b). However, Gelfi et al. (2002) is the only work that consider the behaviour 
of screw within the concrete in its slip modulus model and strength. This model is able 
to predict the both parameters for the screw driven vertically. However, there is a need 
to extend Gelfi et al. (2002)’s work further to by developing the slip modulus and 
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strength that included the screw driven with different inclination angles. Sebastian et 
al. (2016) stated that the screw behaved quite significant in the concrete in TCC 
structure. Considering the significant effect of screw within the concrete in the design 
model of slip modulus and strength could increase accuracy in predicting those 
parameters. Gelfi et al. (2002) stated that the effective length of screw embedded 
within the concrete has significant effect on the load bearing capacity of the screw 
connections However, the effective length proposed by Gelfi et al. (2002) was 
developed for connection with 90° angle screw only. 
  The local instrumentation measurement could be installed on the screw 
embedded within the concrete to understand actual local behaviour of the screw 
connections in TCC structure. Next chapter discussed about the experimental works 
conducted in this study such as double shear specimens fabrication and local 
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CHAPTER 3  
 




This chapter explained about the details of fabricating ten timber-concrete specimens. 
Chapter 2 also concluded that there is significant effect of the inclined screw 
embedded within the concrete on the mechanical properties of connection in TCC 
structures. The existing predictive models of slip modulus and shear force capacity 
from previous research assumed the concrete remains undamaged. But, there is 
evidence in Sebastian et al. (2016) that plastic hinges appear in screws embedded 
within the concrete in a TCC connection. Gelfi et al. (2002) also stated that the load 
bearing capacity of the screw which is caused by the shear force capacity is equal to 
the resultant of the timber bearing stress or to the concrete bearing stress. Therefore, 
it is important to investigate the local behaviour of inclined screw embedded within 
the concrete to see the resultant of the concrete bearing stress along the screw. In order 
to investigate the local behaviour of inclined screw within the concrete, this chapter 
discusses the methodology of local instrumentation of the screw to measure stress 
during experimental work.  
  Normally, a small-scale double shear test used to investigate the shear force 
capacity, displacement, slip modulus and ductility of connection in TCC structures. 
The method for performing such a test to investigate the mechanical properties of 
connection are guided by the Eurocode 5 (EC5). Supporting the main tests, some 
physical tests on the material used in the specimens are also explained in this chapter. 
Most of the physical tests for material used in double shear test specimens procedure 
were followed the guideline from American standards. 
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  One novelty of this study in preparing the small-scale double shear test 
specimen is to set up the local measurement instrumentation on the inclined screws 
embedded within the concrete. The reason of the local measurement instrumentation 
set up along the screw embedded within the concrete is explained in this chapter. The 
way the strain gauges are installed on the inclined screw is described in this chapter. 
Two batches of the double shear test specimens were designed from the hardwood and 
softwood, respectively. 
  The steps for fabricating the double shear test specimens are explained in this 
chapter. There were slightly different methods of fitting the screw in the timber 
member for the hardwood and softwood specimens. The density of the timber affecting 
the method of how the screws were fitted into the timber. The steps in conducting the 
physical tests on the timber, concrete and screw to get their properties are also 
described in this chapter. All these properties are essential for exploiting the global 
and local characteristic in the next chapters. Furthermore, the details of how the 
specimens were tested are also described. 
 Tests guideline 
Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens was referred. Whereas, the tensile tests 
method used in concrete refers to the ASTM C490 - Standard Test Method for Splitting 
Tensile Strength of Cylindrical was chosen to investigate the strength and fatigue 
performance of timber-concrete joint. The guideline for this test was refered to the BS 
EN 26891:1991 – Timber structures – Joints made with mechanical fasteners – General 
principles for the determination of strength and deformation characteristics. Both 
hardwood and softwood double shear specimens were designed based on the standard 
of BS EN 1995:2004 – Design the timber structures. 
  Some physical tests have been conducted for timber, concrete and screw. For 
the timber, a three-point bending test was implemented to obtain the timber’s bending 
strength and modulus of elasticity. The tests on timber were also carried out to obtain 
its strength and elastic modulus in compression. Standard guide of ASTM D198 - 
Standard Test Methods of Static Tests of Lumber in Structural Sizes was used in those 
tests. 
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  Two physical tests were also carried out on concrete; compressive and tensile 
tests. In compressive test, ASTM C39 -Standard Test Method for Compressive 
Concrete Specimens. For screws, tensile and three- point bending tests have been 
carried out to obtain its tensile strength and yield moment, respectively. The standard 
of ASTM E8- Standard Test Method for Tension Testing of Metallic Materials has 
been used to carry out tensile test against the screw.   
 Preparing specimens 
Six double shear hardwood specimens and four double shear softwood specimens have 
been constructed.  
 Formation and type of screw 
This study used variety of inclination angle of the screw in TCC specimen. By 
including variation in the inclination angle of the screw, it could improve the design 
model of slip modulus and strength of the connection. The arrangement of the screws 
in this study was X-formation. The X-formation means the screws would alternately 
develop tension and compression when shear force is applied to the connection. This 
can be seen in Figure 28 a) where the screws fitted with the X-formation are subjected 
to local shear-compression and shear-tension for the right and left screw, respectively. 
Based on the research done by Tomasi et al. (2010) on the connection of timber to 
timber, an X-formation of screws can maximise the shear force capacity and the slip 
modulus of the connection when compared to the other formations.  
  Some of specimens were fitted with parallel screws. In parallel formation, the 
shear force imposed on the screws will cause the friction between the timber and 
concrete, see Figure 28 b) and c). The screws tend to withdraw from the timber and 
concrete especially in 45º parallel specimen. In the case of 90º screw angle, the 
withdrawal strength of the screw is nearly zero due to the shear force direction being 
perpendicular to the axis of the screw fitted. The friction between the surface of the 
screw and timber/concrete prevents the screws from being pulled from the 
timber/concrete thun generating the shear tension on the screw.  
 
 




b) Parallel formation at 90º 
 
c) Parallel formation at 45º (both screws installed parallel to each other) 
 
Figure 28 Screw formations 
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  The type of screw used in this study was partially threaded (PT) screw.  The 
reason this type of screw was used is to allow the installation of the local measurement 
instrumentation along the shank surface of the screw embedded within the concrete. 
PT screw has half part of smooth shank surface where the strain gauges can be placed 
on it. Because of that, this screw is a suitable type of the screw to achieve the objective 
of this research.  Dimensional details of this screw are given in Figure 29. As can be 
seen, the screw possesses a milling cutter between the thread and the shank, and also 
a pronounced cutter at its tip.  
 
 
Figure 29 Screw dimension  (photo: Author) 
 
 Hardwood specimens 
At first stage of experimental work, the hardwood specimens were constructed. The 
angles used to fabricate the hardwood specimens were between  0º and 90º. This range 
of angles were divided equally in five angles (30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°).The reason 
of different angles used in this study is to investigate the effect of screw angle on the 
distance of the hinge from the interface between timber and concrete. This distance is 
also known as effective length by Gelfi et al. (2002) where the embedment strength of 
the screw embedded within the concrete was influeced by the effective length of the 
screw. Four of six specimens were made by connecting the timber and concrete 
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as shear connectors in each side of specimens as shown in Figure 30. The dimensions 
of the specimen are also presented in Figure 30  shows that the LVL stub joist was 
500 mm long, 280 mm deep and 120 mm wide, while the concrete slab was 650 mm 
long (including a 450 mm long overlap with the LVL), 500 mm wide and 70 mm thick.  
The screws were fitted in the specimen about 250mm from the top of the concrete 
slab. 
  Another two hardwood specimens were fabricated by connecting the timber and 
concrete members with the parallel screw formation. The inclination angle for both 
specimens were 45° and 90°.In fitting the screws in to the hardwood specimens, pre-
drilling was made before the screw drive in to the timber. Based on the BSI (2004) in 
the section 10.4.5, pre-drilling is required for all the screws in the hardwood which 
has density more than 500kg/m3. 
 
 
Figure 30 Screw formation and dimension of hardwood specimen 
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 Softwood specimens 
Second batch of the specimens was used the softwood as the joist instead of hardwood. 
There were four different inclination angles in fitting the screw for softwood 
specimens; 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°. Same reasons also used in this softwood specimens 
where the different screw angles were used to know the influence of the distance of 
the hinge from the interface between timber and concrete. Based on the model of Gelfi 
et al.(2002), the model was applicable used for the screw with 90°. In the stiffness 
model of Moshiri et al.(2014b), the stiffness model only applicable for the screw angle 
of 30°, 45°and 60°. From the limitations found from both models, this study used the 
different angles from 30° to 90°. The dimensions of the specimen are shown in Figure 
31 where the LVL stub joist was 750 mm long, 315 mm deep and 90 mm wide, while 
the concrete slab was 800 mm long (including a 450 mm long overlap with the LVL), 
210 mm wide and 110 mm thick.  The screws were fitted in the specimen about 300mm 
from the top of the concrete slab. Based on the BSI (2004) in the section of 10.4.5, 
the timber with lower density about 500 kg/m3 and has the diameter of screw less than 
6mm does not required the pre-drilling. So that, the softwood in this study does not 
need to be pre-drilled because it has density of 490 Kg/m3.  
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Figure 31 Screw formation and dimension of softwood specimen 
 
 Naming the Specimens   
All the specimens contain with screws in X-formation were named according to the 
code XƟ° (for hardwood) and XƟ°s (for softwood). X refers to the specimen with the 
compression and tension screw as shown Figure 32. Meanwhile, Ɵ˚ and s were 
indicated the angle of the screw and softwood timber, respectively. For the specimens 
containing with parallel screws, they were named with P as first letter instead of X to  
refer as parallel specimens. Figure 33 shows a side view of the five hardwood 
specimens presenting the increasingly steep angle of the screws projecting from the 
timber before the concrete was cast. The total number of the hardwood and softwood 
specimens are described in Table 6. 
 






Figure 32 a) Screw angle for hardwood specimens b) Screw angle for softwood specimens 
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    Table 6 The total number of specimens  
Specimen Angle (˚) Screw’s 
Formation 
X30 30 X  
X45 45 X  
X60 60 X 
X75 75 X 
P90 90 Parallel 
P45 45 Parallel 
X45s 45 X  
X60s 60 X 
X75s 75 X 
P90s 90 Parallel  
 
 Local measurement instrumentation on the screw in the specimens 
The vital part in the present study is the installation of the local measurement 
instrumentation along the screw shank surface. On the compression screws, where 
particularly significant local flexing was expected, strain gauges were placed in pair 
at three to five different sections along the screw shank. The gauges were placed at 
opposite ends of the shank section diameter (A-A) in the vertical plane, because local 
flexing of the screws was expected to occur ideally in this vertical plane, see Figure 
34. The aim was to obtain the strain readings across the screw diameter. The cross-
sectional area of the screw across the diameter was then divided into 16 strips to 
determine the internal strain values interpolating the data from strain gauges. These 
individual strain readings were analysed to produce the plots of local axial load, strain, 
stress and bending moment across the screw diameter. Then, the bending moments at 
each location of strain gauges were calculated by summing the bending moment 
determined in each strip across the screw diameter. The bending moment obtained 
from each location were connected to form the plots along the screw length. From the 
plots, the maximum bending moments along the screw length are identified in each 
curve. In this way the location of the plastic hinges, occurring at the location of 
maximum bending moment, can be determined. The details of how the plots have been 
developed are explained in the chapter 6. 
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 Strain gauges along the inclined screw within hardwood specimens 
In the hardwood specimens, the maximum number of locations along the screw shank 
surface to be put with strain gauges was three. The strain gauge locations are here 
identified using three letters, namely T or C to denote the tension or compression 
screw. It followed by B or M or T to indicate the base, middle or top of the screw, 
respectively. Finally, C or F to indicate close to or far from the vertical force (shear 
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force) applied to the specimen. These gauges could be installed on the shank of the 
screw, since this shank was exposed before the concrete was carefully cast around it 
without damaging the gauges and their attendant leads. However, it was not also 
possible to place gauges on the lower threaded parts of the screws for two reasons.  
Firstly, this would mean sanding off the threads to make way for the gauges, but that 
which would have compromised anchorage of the screw in the timber.  Secondly, any 
such gauges would have been ripped off the surface of the screw during twisting of 
the screws into the timber. 
 The distance of the screws were driven into the timber was measured based on 
the requirement in BSI (2004), in the section of 8.3.2.  The penetration length of the 
screw into the timber should not be less than 8"  which is equal to 48 mm. The 
specimens had a concrete thickness of 70 mm and fitted with compression and tension 
screw as shown in Figure 30. The details of the screw penetration and strain gauge 





Figure 35 Strain gauges in the specimen: X45 
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Figure 37 Strain gauges in specimen: X60 
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Figure 39 Penetration depth in specimen: X75  
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Figure 40 Penetration depth in specimen: P90 
 
 Strain gauges along the screw within the softwood specimens 
As mentioned before, in the first batch of experimental work, the hardwood specimens 
were constructed with the maximum three locations of strain gauge. But, the strain 
readings obtained from three locations of the strain gauge were only exhibit the linear 
fit on the plot of bending moment. To improve the fitting in the plot, the locations of 
strain gauge were increased to five locations along the screw shank for the softwood 
specimens. Putting strain gauges at more locations resulted in more accurate 
determination of features along the screw length. The size of gauge that used for these 
specimens was 0.125 inches (approximately 3 mm) in overall length and had a 
resistance of 120 ohm. The 3 mm length gauge was used after considered the limited 
space of the shank surface on the compression screw. At each point of location, a pair 
of strain gauges was connected on opposite sides of the shank section diameter in the 
vertical plane, see Figure 41 a) and b). Along the screw shank lodged in concrete, the 
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gauges were placed at four locations. Another one location was on the screw surface 
embedded within the timber.  
 
a)       
b)  
 
Figure 41 a) Location of strain gauges on the screw before casting (photo: Author) b) Details 
of the gauges measurement 
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  In addition to the gauges installed on the part of the screw to be embedded in 
the concrete, for the softwood specimens, it was also possible to install a pair of strain 
gages on the screw surface embedded within the timber. To do this the screw was 
driven in by using an electric screwdriver until the location of fifth-point was just 
above the timber surface. Then, the strain gauges were installed at that location before 
the screws were driven in again a bit more about ( about 10mm depth). The principle 
of St Venant (Iesan, 1987) was used in this situation where a 10 mm space must be 
left between the concrete-timber interface and the gauges. This principle also applied 
to the distance between gauges and the screw head. The reason why this principle was 
applied was to reduce the influence of interface or head on the strain readings. In the 
tension screw, only two gauges were installed at a single location. This was midway 
between the screw head and the interface between the concrete and timber. More 
gauges were placed on the compression than tension screw because the tension screw 
deforms less than the compression screw in testing. 
  For clarity, the strain gauges were labelled according to the name of T or C as 
first letter, T or B as second letter and 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 as the last letter. T and C 
were stands for the tension and compression screw in the first letter of label, 
respectively. This is followed by a T or B as second letter, which refers to the top 
(nearest to the applied load) and bottom, respectively. The last letter in the label is a 
number which refers to the pair of gauges starting with 1 (closest to the head of the 
screw) to 5. Due to only the two gauges were placed at one point on the tension screw, 
they were named as TT1 and TB1. 
     In the section 8.3.1 of BS EN 1995:2004, the minimum penetration depth of 
screw into the timber was same as previous specimen which was 8" at 50mm. The 
details of the screw fitted in the specimen were shown in Figure 41. The distance of 
strain gauges from the head of the screw were presented clearly in that picture as well. 
The thickness of concrete layer was 110mm and the concrete cover was depending on 
the angle of screw in the specimens. 
 
 Casting   
The casting of concrete on the TCC specimen was based on the method used by 
Sebastian and Tompson (2012). The formwork was constructed with the oval shape at 
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one side of the formwork to easily flip the specimen when concrete at the side which 
been casted at first already harden, see Figure 42. Then, another side of specimen can 
be cast with the concrete. The process of using the formwork for casting the double 
shear test specimen was followed the sequence of operations done by Sebastian and 
Thompson (2012) as presented in Figure 43.  
  From the step 1, the formwork with the horizontal rectangular parts of the 
rollers make the the upright position in stable. The concrete was poured and casted 
into the top voids as in step 2. In the step 3 and 4, the poured concrete is left to harden 
for four days, then the formwork was rotated using the roller to exhibit another voids 
(step 4) for being filled with concrete as in step 5. The specimen was left another four 
days for the second cast to be solid. The specimen then be rotated 90 degrees from the 
position as step 5 to be rest on its flat back surfaces. Figure 44 presents the casted 






Figure 42 Formwork of double shear test specimen (Sebastian & Thompson, 2012). 
Reprinted from Engineering Structures, 45, Sebastian, W., & Thompson, S., 
Indicative Comparisons Between Bonded and Dowelled Hardwood Studs for 
Limecrete- Spruce Connections Under Load-Unload-Reload Double -Shear 
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Figure 43 Sequence of operation (Sebastian & Thompson, 2012). Reprinted from 
Engineering Structures, 45, Sebastian, W., & Thompson, S., Indicative 
Comparisons Between Bonded and Dowelled Hardwood Studs for Limecrete- 
Spruce Connections Under Load-Unload-Reload Double -Shear Testing, 151-
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a) Hardwood specimens  
 
b) Softwood specimens  
Figure 44 The casted double shear test specimens (Photo: Author) 
 Material properties 
 Timber properties 
The timber used in the hardwood specimen was beech, grade C70 with a nominal 
flexural strength of 70 N/mm2. Four-point bending tests were done on the hardwood 
beech to determine the ordinal flexural strength based on the ASTM (2015). The 
timber specimen was cut to have the dimensions of 500 mm, 90 mm and 30 mm for 
length, width and depth, respectively. Figure 45 a) and b) shows the test set up on the 
small-scale specimen where the two-point loads are applied to the timber placed on 
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the pinned and roller support. Strain gauges were placed in the middle of span of 
specimen record strain values during the tests. From the data obtained in the test, the 
bending moment versus strain graph was plotted, see Figure 46. It was found that the 
yield moment #	!,#	for the timber was occurred at 820 N/mm2. Therefore, the yield 
stress of the timber was obtained by putting the value of yield moment and section 
properties %#  in the equation 30.  From that equation, the yield stress or bending 
strength of the timber was fund to be 69.98 N/mm2 which was nearly same as the 
nominal value. The modulus of elasticity in four-point bending tests of this timber 
was calculated by using the equation 31. In calculating the modulus of elasticity of 
timber, the slip modulus value was obtained from the plot load vs displacement (elastic 
line), see Figure 47. The equation of slip modulus for this plot is shown in equation 
32. In this test, the slip modulus for hardwood was 693.23 N/mm2. The slip modulus 
value was substituted in equation 31 and found that the modulus of elasticity of 





b)                     






D = 30 mm
Strain gauge
a = (L-100)/2a = (L-100)/2
δ
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Figure 46 Moment vs strain of hardwood 
 

















  32. 
 
where - is the bending span (mm), a is the distance between a loading point and the 
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sample (mm), 6* is the increment of load (N) and 62 is the increment of deformation 
corresponding to 6*	(mm). 
  In the softwood specimens, the timber used in fabricating was cross-laminated 
timber (CLT). This type of engineered timber is normally made using spruce species. 
For these types of timber, the properties were taken from the nominal value provided 
by supplier. The details of timber properties such bending strength, density and 
modulus of elasticity. The value is 24 N/mm2, 450 kg/m3 and 12000 N/mm2, 
respectively. This timber is not as strong as the previous specimen timber which is 
has very high bending strength and density. But, this timber is lighter than hardwood 
timber and has low density (easy to drive the screw in). 
 Screw properties 
Furthermore, the material properties of the screws were determined from experimental 
tests because such data were essential to analyse the behaviours of connection later. 
All specimens from both hardwood and softwood used similar PT screw. To get these 
properties, axial tensile testing was performed on single screw according to standard 
in ASTM (2013). As shown in Figure 48, two strain gauges were located along the 
length of the shank near the mid-length of the screw. The strain readings from the test 
were converted into a stress-strain graph.  Figure 49 shows the stress-strain curve 
obtained from this tensile testing. It was found that the screw yielded at 3695 µe at a 
tensile stress of 800 N/mm2. Beyond this yield point the screw exhibited first a distinct 
nonlinear behaviour and then a near plateau (indicating some strain hardening) up to 
a strain of 5600 µe and a corresponding tensile stress of just under 1100 N/mm2. 
 
 
Figure 48 Locations of strain gauges on screw for axial tensile test 
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Figure 49 Measured stress-strain curve characteristic 
 
 Concrete Properties  
For the concrete slab in hardwood specimen, the target compressive strength was 25 
N/mm2. Three concrete cylinder samples were tested in compression to obtain an 
average value of compressive strength according to ASTM C39. Table 7 gives the 
compression test results for the concrete. On the other hand, there were three test 
samples of compression and split test, respectively made of the cylinder concrete to 
obtain the properties of concrete for softwood specimen. These tests followed the 
procedures outlined in ASTM C39 and C490 for compression and split test, 
respectively. The cylinder concrete samples were made with the dimensions of 150mm 
and 450mm for diameter and height, respectively. The cylinder concrete specimens 
were tested on the machine as shown in Figure 50 a) for compression test. The failure 
of specimen for compression test is illustrated in Figure 50 b) where the concrete 
failed with the crushing appear around the bottom of cylinder. Figure 51 a) shows the 
set-up of split test in the machine. The specimens were failed with splitting into two 
parts as shown in Figure 51 b). From the test, the average compression and shear 
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as presented, the compressive strength of the concrete was much lower than that used 
in practice for traditional concrete floors (20-25 Mpa). The strength less about 7 MPa 
than expected. This may probably the water cement ratio in the mixture has significant 
changing during the curing process such as the mixture contains more water due to 
weather condition around the curing place.  The low strength concrete did not affect 
the ability of the screw to behave plastically due to the failure modes show plastic 
hinging occurring in the screw.  
 
                 
a)                                   b) 
Figure 50 a) Compression test set up for concrete  b) Failed specimen (Photo:Author) 
 
                      
a)                                                     b) 
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Table 7 Concrete compressive strength in hardwood specimens  




 Average = 26.5 
 
Table 8 Concrete properties in softwood specimens 
Specimen Cylinder compressive strength 
(N/mm2) 
Split cylinder tensile strength 
(N/mm2) 
1 16.49 2.53 
2 16.08 2.71 
3 16.52 2.07 
Average 16.36 2.44 
 Double shear test setup 
All hardwood and softwood specimens tested in sequence after fabrication. Before the 
specimen being tested, two LVDTs (Liner Variable Displacement Transducers) were 
installed at two locations on the timber as illustrated in Figure 52 a) and b) to measure 
the slip between each concrete-timber interface. On the surface of the concrete slab 
near to the potentiometers, aluminium angles were bonded along one flange of the 
angle and used for bearing of the tip of the LVDT along the other edge. This enabled 
the recording of the slip reading. Furthermore, all specimens were tested by using a 
Dartec Machine with a maximum capacity of 500 kN. A pinned support was appointed 
to the concrete slab on one side and a roller support to the other slab. These boundary 
conditions were chosen to eliminate the friction between timber and concrete when 
the test was running.  
  Of the six hardwood specimens, the X30, X45, X60 and P45 specimens were 
instrumented with strain gauges installed on the screws. The load cell, potentiometers 
and strain gauges were connected to a data logger recoding at a rate of 10Hz to a 
computer. Displacement control was used for all tests at a rate of 1mm/minute. The 
Dartec machine transferred the vertical load to the center top of the timber joist 
through a flat steel plate. These tests continued until no further load could be applied 
and the specimens showed obvious signs of failure such as loud bangs and cracking 
of the concrete. The tests continued with the specimens (X75 and P90). 
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a) Hardwood specimen 
 
b) Softwood specimen 
Figure 52 Double shear test set up (Photo: Author) 
   Specimen of X45s, X60s, X75s and P90s were then tested by using same 
machine (Dartec machine) as for the previous specimens. The specimens were set up 
as the previous specimens, having a roller support on the right side to ensure no 
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horizontal loading occurred at the base. A single point load was applied in the middle 
of the specimen.  
  In the middle of the top of softwood specimen, the load was applied at a rate 
of 1mm/min. In BSI (1991), the parameters of the loading procedure are defined based 
on an initial estimate of the maximum load (Fmax). A load-unload-load procedure was 
used to these tests to break the frictional connection between the concrete and timber 
to ensure the interface between the timber and concrete in the specimens was being 
properly tested. This process began by applying the load up to 40% of the estimated 
ultimate load (0.4Fmax) and then releasing this load before reloading. The specimen 
was then loaded again up to 60% of the estimated failure load (0.6Fmax) and the load 
removed again. Finally, loading started again and continued to failure. The tests were 
stopped when the specimens were thought not able to carry any further load. All the 
strain measurements were recorded at the rate of 10Hz to the datalogger. 
  Conclusions 
This part of the study focused on the preparing the local measurement instrumentation 
along the screw shank surface of screw within the double shear specimens of TCC 
structure. The experimental work started with fabricating the specimen of 
hardwood/concrete. The hardwood/ concrete specimens (specimens of X45, X30, X60, 
X75, P90 and P45) were fabricated by using the same method (casting method) used 
by Sebastian et al. (2012). The tension screws in all specimens were installed with 
two strain gauges at one-point location (midway of screw head to interface between 
concrete and timber). In the hardwood, the density was very high, and pre-drilling was 
needed to drive the screw in. The strain obtained from the three locations is expected 
to give quadratic plot of the local bending moment along the screw embedded within 
the concrete.  
  Fabricating continued with the softwood specimens. At this time, four 
specimens were constructed with the same method as hardwood specimens but in a 
different dimension and material properties. The compression screws on all softwood 
specimens were connected to the strain gauges at five locations to improve the 
information of non-linear characteristic obtained from the strain reading. Four pairs 
of strain gauges were placed on the screw shank where the screw embedded within the 
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concrete. Another couple of strain gauges was located on the screw shank (10mm 
depth from interface between timber and concrete) that was embedded within the 
timber. Due to the density of timber was below the 500kg/m3, no pre-drilling was 
made. In all softwood specimens, the tension screw was instrumented with a pair of 
strain gauges at a one location which was located in midway along the screw head to 
the interface between timber and concrete.  
  Several physical tests have been conducted to obtain the material properties of 
timber, screw and concrete. These material properties are very important to analyse 
the mechanical and local characteristics of the connection between timber and 
concrete. In testing all fabricated specimens, at the start of the test the force imposed 
up to 40% of the predicted maximum force and then released. The force re-imposed 
up to 60% and then released. After that the force imposed until the specimen reached 
failure and could carry any additional load. This load-unloading process was done to 
eliminate friction between timber and concrete at the beginning of the test.  
In the next chapter, the test results of double shear for all specimens prepared 
in this chapter is explained. The discussion was made on the mechanical properties 
such as; shear force capacity, stiffness and ductility. The type of failure also discussed 
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CHAPTER 4  
 
 
Mechanical properties of screw connections in TCC structure 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the mechanical characteristics of the connection in a timber-concrete 
composite (TCC) structure is explained. The discussion starts with an explanation of 
the methods used to assess the properties of the connection between concrete and 
timber. The way the slip modulus, shear force capacity and ductility calculated is 
described in this chapter. At first, the discussion focuses on the load-slip curve of the 
connection. The discussion continues by describing the influence of screw inclination 
angle on the slip modulus of the connection. Discussion is also made showing the 
impact of inclination angles of the screw on the shear force capacity. 
  The discussion then proceeds on the ductility of the connection for all 
specimens. The effect of the inclination angle of a screw fitted in the specimen on the 
ductility is explained. In laboratory result, it was found that the formation of the screw 
fitted in the specimens also affects the slip modulus, shear force capacity and ductility 
of the joint. It is discussed in this chapter. In this chapter also describes how the 
concrete and timber influence the mechanical properties of the connection. Lastly, the 
failures of softwood and hardwood specimens during the test are described. 
4.2 Guideline in assessment of connection in TCC 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the behaviours of the joint between timber to concrete were 
investigated by conducting a number of double shear tests based on BSI (1991). The 
major output from the tests were the load-slip curves. From these curves, important 
information can be deduced such as shear force capacity, slip modulus and ductility 
of the connections.  
  In this research, assessment of the connection performance in TCC was also 
guided by BSI (1991). This European standard was made for assessment of 
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connections in timber-timber composite (TTC) structure. Due to no official standard 
existing for the assessment of connections in TCC structure, this BSI standard is 
currently best way to evaluate TCC connections. Based on this standard, the 
specification for deriving the connection shear strength and slip modulus is divided 
into three conditions. These conditions are 1) at 40% of maximum load 0.4*()* 
(assumed as serviceability limit state), 2) at 60% of maximum load 0.6*()* (assumed 
as ultimate limit state) and 3) at 80% of maximum load 0.8*()*  . The formula to 
calculate the slip modulus in all states (40%, 60% and 80% of maximum load, 
respectively) is given in equation 33.  For this research, the strength of the connection 





  33. 
Where x = 0.4 (serviceability limit state), 0.6 (ultimate limit state) and 0.8 (80% of 
maximum load) 
Another parameter that vital to be discussed is ductility. Normally, the connector is 
the component in the joint of TCC structure that provides the ductility. Racher (1995) 
stated that the ductility from the nail always depends on its size for small connectors. 
Typically, the ductility can allow significant deformation and provide the loss of 
energy in connection with the case of earthquake loading. However, for dowel 
fastener, it will give more strength on the connection. There are many ways to 
calculate the ductility of the connection from the load-slip curve. In this study, the 
calculation of the follows the method suggested by Stehn & Johansson (2002). This 
method is also based on the definition in the ASTM and BSI standards where the 
ductility is the ratio of ultimate and yield deformation. The first equation of ductility 





  34. 
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Where ;+  is the deformation at 80% of the maximum load and ;!  is the elastic 
deformation.  
In other research, the definition of ductility is the relative deformation capacity 
associated with the maximum load (Racher 1995; Karacabeyli and Ceccotti 1996). 





  35. 
Where ;, is the deformation at maximum load. 
Figure 53 shows the definition of parameters for shear force (load) and slip in the 
equations discussed above. 
 
Figure 53 Load-curve definition based on  BSI (1991), Stern and Johannsan (2002), Racher 
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4.3 Load-slip curve 
At first, Figure 54 shows the shear force versus slip in loading and unloading condition 
for all specimens. Shear force recorded in the plots were based on the two sides of 
connection. From the figure, it can be seen that the loading-unloading on the all 
specimens not really influenced the increasing of the load. After the load reached at 
about 0.4Fest and 0.6Fest, the load increased and start at the point where the loads were 
released. It was happened to the all specimens. Only at the beginning of the test, the 
slip looked constant at 0mm while the shear force continued to increase. This was 
happening due to the friction between timber and concrete exist when the fabrication 
of double shear specimens done. It can be concluded the friction between timber-
concrete only significant at the beginning of the test in this study experimental test. 
After some amount of shear force capacity, the load was increasing gradually along 
the test. The plot of shear force -slip data then remade by considering only one side 
of specimens and ignoring the loading-unloading condition. Figure 55 shows shear 
force-slip data across the connection for all the specimens. The slip data was 
calculated from the average slips recorded from two potentiometers placed on 
specimens. It was found that the slips between concrete and timber recorded from 
these two potentiometers were quite similar in magnitude to each other. Figure 55 
shows that specimen X45 was the stiffest and most durable of the tested connections, 
both by generous margins. Except for specimens P90 and P90s, the connections all 
showed limited ductility as evidenced by the sharp post-peak drops (particularly 
specimens X30, X45 and P45) but with increasing tendencies towards slip ductility as 
is evident from the rounded peaks for specimens X60, X75, X45s, X60s and X75s.  
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Figure 54 Shear force capacity vs slip (loading-unloading condition) 
 
Figure 55  Load-slip curve per side (test data from this study) 
4.3.1  Influence of inclination angle on the slip modulus 
In calculating the slip modulus, estimated load *()* can influence the value of slip 
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study, the slip modulus was calculated based on the estimated load which are 40% 
(serviceability limit state), 60% (ultimate limit state) and 80% of maximum load as 
discussed before. In the case of the specimens that behave more ductile like P90, P90s 
and X60s (see Figure 55), the maximum load was chosen by considering the load at 
slip 5 mm because some specimens failed at less than 5 mm slip. In the test of 
specimens, the slip always being considered in stopping the load from increase. Even 
though the loads still increase while the slip already hit large amount, the loads will 
not be increasing in significant.  
  Table 9 shows the details of the slip modulus for all specimens based on the 
equation 33. In hardwood specimens, it can be clearly seen that specimen X45 was the 
stiffest connection at 74.35 kN/mm, 70.92 kN/mm and 64.31 kN/mm for K40, K60 and 
K80 respectively. The similarity of the three values suggests that relatively little 
nonlinear behaviour occurred in the X45 connections between the 40%, 60% and 80% 
failure load levels. Meanwhile, in softwood specimens, the specimen X45s recorded 
the highest stiffness at 36.96 kN/mm, 26.78 kN/mm and 18.27 kN/mm for K40, K60 
and K80, respectively. Table 9 also shows the specimen X45s has a slip modulus value 
which is quite large different from each other for K40, K60 and K80. Overall, the 
specimens with screws inclined 45° yielded the stiffest connections in these TCC 
structure. 




















X30 30 41 39.64 35.19 
X45 45 74.35 70.92 64.31 
X60 60 51.735 29.645 20.94 
X75 75 25 15.66 10.27 
P90 90 6.59 3.455 3.87 
P45 45 43.6 38.145 37.61 
X45s 45 36.96 26.78 18.27 
X60s 60 18.1 15.54 10.01 
X75s 75 25.35 16.755 10.34 
P90s 90 6.13 6.19 6.28 
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  Plots of slip stiffness as a function of the screw inclination angle (see Figure 
56 were produced to see the effect of the inclination angle on the slip modulus. Figure 
56 shows distinct increases from hardwood specimen X30 to X45, with a pronounced 
drop afterwards. It also indicates that the slip stiffness K40, K60 and K80 drops beyond 
specimen X45 are quite pronounced linear and almost linear functions of angle.  
Indeed, there is an almost 14-fold drop in slip modulus between connections X45 and 
X90.  
 
Figure 56  Slip modulus vs angle for hardwood specimens 
 
  Referring to the specimen X45 (45º) which has a slip modulus value of 75 
kN/mm that reduces to 50 kN/mm when the screw angle reduced to 60º (specimen 
X60). This occurs due to the impact of shear force capacity affecting the local load 
distribution along the screw, (see Figure 57 ). The load distribution along the screw is 
produced by the resultant of the load bearing stress along the screw within the timber 
or concrete. Gelfi et al. (2002) stated that the load bearing capacity of the screw is the 
resultant of the timber bearing stress or resultant of the concrete bearing stress along 
the effective screw length within the timber or concrete, respectively. From that, the 
load distribution along the screw influences the load bearing capacity of the screw 
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screw is influenced by the inclination angle of screw. For specimens of X90 (90º), the 
load concentrated near to the surface between the timber and concrete. When the angle 
reduced to 75 º, the load distributed more along the screw. Likewise, when the angle 
reduced to 60 º, the load further distributed more along the screw. At 45 º angles, the 
load distributed more evenly and optimally to produce the most effective formations 
for the highest slip modulus and strength. A more detailed analysis of the screw 
behaviour is given in chapter 6 but at this point it is just worth noting that the change 
is stiffness is related to a change in the loading on the screws. For example, specimen 
X45 (45º) has a slip modulus value of 75 kN/mm which reduces to 50 kN/mm when 
the screw angle reduced to 60º (specimen X60). This occurs because the shear force 
capacity is affected by the local load distribution along the screw, see Figure 57. Then, 
when the angle reduced to 30 º, the load distribution along the screw has less effect 
on the slip modulus. At this time, the withdrawal strength probably influences more 
on the slip modulus than for 45º specimen.   
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  Apart from the load distribution along the screw which affects the slip modulus 
of the connection, the pull-out strength of the screw within the specimen may also be 
another factor. For 90 º specimen, the withdrawal strength of the screw is zero. The 
withdrawal strength expected to increase when the inclination angle of the screw is 
reduced to 0 º.  
On the other hand, softwood specimen plots in Figure 58 show the decreasing 
in the slip modulus when the angle increases from 45° to 90°. But, the slip modulus of 
specimen X75s was bit higher than X60s. This was happened because of the increasing 
of load against the slip for both specimens were quite close each other and only had a 
small difference in their ductility. When viewed on the plot of the P90s, X75s and 
X60s specimens in Figure 55, it can be seen clearly that the maximum load for the 
three specimens was not much different when the value is taken at its maximum slip 
value of 5 mm. The difference through the plots of the three specimens can be seen in 
its ductility which will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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  It can be concluded that the higher the degree of inclination angle after 45 º, 
the less load distributed along the screw length embedded within the concrete. When 
the inclination angle is reduced from 45 º to 30 º, the load distributed less along the 
screw, but it has higher withdrawal strength. In the event of a concentration of load 
distribution on a particular area along the screw, this causes that area to reach the 
yield condition either on timber, screw or concrete. For specimen 90º, to achieve the 
yield state, it may only need to achieve at lower shear force capacity compared to 
specimen 45º due to its load concentrated near to the interface between the timber and 
the concrete. For specimens 45º, the more load distributed evenly along the screw 
causes higher shear force capacity to reach the yielding state for a particular location.  
  As a conclusion, the inclination angle of the screw plays a main role in 
distributing the load along the screw. From the load distribution along the screw, it 
can affect the slip modulus of the connection according to inclination angle of the 
screw. Withdrawal strength of the screw also influences the slip modulus where the 
90º screw angle has zero value and will increase by decreasing the inclination angle 
of the screw. 
 
4.3.2 Influence of screw angles on the principle stress and pure shear in the 
screw connections of TCC structures. 
This is worth to discuss the relationship between principle stresses to the load 
distribution along the screw with different angles. Figure 59 shows the concept of 
principle stress where the normal stress and shear stress is shown in the left diagram. 
When the plane rotates at angle of <12or <1%, the normal stress would be formed as 
principle stress as shown in right diagram in Figure 59. Principle stresses &2 and &% 
were occurred at the maximum and minimum stress respectively. Equation of 
transformation stress for normal stress in x-axis, normal stress in y-axis and shear 
stress along 0 to 360 degrees angle are shown in equation 36 to 38. In this study case, 
the shear force capacity was imposed only in direction of x-axis. By assuming the 0 
unit (MPa) normal stress in x-axis &*, 0 unit (MPa) in y-axis &!  and -1 unit (MPa) for 
shear stress =*!, the plot of stress against angle was made by using the equation 36 to 
38.Negative sign in the value shows the screw in compression.  
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C sin 2< + =*! cos 2<  38. 
 Figure 60 shows the Mohr’s circle plot for compression screw between 0° to 
360°. The sign of negative shear stress in Mohr’s circle is different to the normal axis, 
where the value of shear stress is negative at upper axis and positive at lower axis. 
The angles calculated in the diagram of Mohr’s circle are twice of the original angle. 
For example, when the screw angle is 45°, it will be 90° or 2< in the Mohr’s circle 
diagram. The insight of stresses in compression screws in TCC structures can be 
understand by referring the plots in Figure 60. At point A to B (in diameter) where the 
angle was 0°, shear stress =*! is -1 MPa due to the shear force applied in direction of 
x (see Figure 61). These values are considered when the screw is inclined at 0° and 
the force is applied in compression direction as shown in Figure 61. The normal 
stresses at 0° angle are 0 MPa due to only shear force applied on the screw. It also can 
be said that the pure shear are obtained at 0° where the normal stresses are null. In the 
plot of Figure 60, it shows the compression screws will have negative shear stresses 
and negative normal stresses in direction of x. The increasing of screw angle from 0° 
to 45° increases the normal stress of &*3 or also known as the principle stress &12(-
1.0MPa) at the zero shear stress. The minimum principle stress at 40° is 1MPa. The 
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normal stress &*3is continued to drop until zero value when reached at 90° (point B).At 
point B, the normal stress &*3is zero and the position moved to the normal stress at y 
direction while the normal stress at y axis &!3 changed position at x-axis with the value 
of 0 MPa. From the fundamental of Mohr’s circle in this case, it can be concluded that 
the maximum normal stresses will occur at the screw angle of 45°. The screw in 
compression case may bend due to the buckling. The compression screws will 
experience the out of plane or instability at angle more than 0 °which make the screw 
buckling. In the range of screw angle between 0° to 90° in this study case, the 
instability of the screw is increasing due to the load is not parallel to x-axis and lead 
to eccentric load. The larger screw angle, more obvious the buckling will occur. At 
45°, the principle stresses are happening and the shear stresses are zero. That is mean 
the buckling at 45° will be not obvious than the buckling in the screw with larger 
screw angle from 45° to 90°. The shear stress is increasing from 45° to 90° where the 
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Figure 61 Insight of stresses for compression screw 
 
  In tension screw case, the shear force capacity is applied opposite direction 
from the case of compression screw. The plot of Mohr’s circle also made to see the 
value of stresses at angle between 0° and 90° (see Figure 62). At point of A, the normal 
stresses at angle 0° are 0 MPa. Meanwhile, the shear stresses of the screw at angle 0° 
are 1MPa which shows that the screw having the pure shear state. When the screw 
angle is increased, the normal stresses started to exhibit. The normal stresses 
continued to increase until the screw angle at 45° (point C) the shear stresses are 
reached at zero where the principle stresses are happening. Figure 62 shows the 
principle stresses at 45°have the same values where the &12 and &1%3 are 1.5 MPa and 
-1.5 MPa respectively. There is also no buckling that happen in tension screw at 
45°due to no shear stresses (in state of principle stresses). This may result on no hinge 
in tension screw at the angle of 45°. From the Figure 62, the shear stress is increasing 
from 45° to 90° which make the buckling happen. The larger screw angle between 45° 
to 90°, the more obvious hinge will be seen. In the range of 0° to 45°, the shear stresses 
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not be happen due to the screw closer to parallel to the x-axis. In tension, the screw 
will tend to be straight when the tension force is applied. 
 
Figure 62 Mohr’s circle for tension screw 
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4.3.3 Influence of inclination angle on the shear force capacity   
Figure 64 suggests that connection force capacity of hardwood specimens almost 
levels out from 60o up to 90o, with a nearly three-fold drop in capacity between the 
X90 (weakest) and X75 (strongest) connections. Table 10 shows the details of the 
shear force capacity for each specimen. Overall, the connection of specimen X45 
seems the ideal solution in connection system because of its superior stiffness and 




Figure 64  Shear force capacity vs angle 
 
Table 10 Shear force capacity of connection per side 
 
Specimen  Angle (º) Shear force capacity (kN) 
X30 30 47.5 
X45 45 100 
X60 60 33.5 
X75 75 28.5 
X90 90 44.5 
P45 45 63 
X45s 45 19.87 
X60s 60 16.02 
X75s 75 16.42 
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The previous section explains how the inclination angle of the screw affects the 
load distribution along the screw. The load distribution along the screw also affects 
the shear force capacity imposed on the specimen. It also has been described 
previously that the inclination angle of the screw from 90 º to 45 º will distribute load 
along the screw embedded within the concrete. Since the load distributed more along 
the screw length when the angle reduced to 45 º, it will further increase the shear force 
capacity imposed on the specimen.  
 
  It also found that the force capacity from softwood specimens close each other 
for specimen X60s, X75s and P90s. The density of timber plays a role in the behaviour 
of the joints in the specimen. The relatively low-density value of softwood causes the 
timber to reach the yield condition earlier than the screw and resulted small different 
of shear force capacity between specimen X60s, X75s and X90s. Now the behaviour 
of connection is relying on the yield value of the timber. For softwood specimens of 
45 º, the shear force capacity was higher than other softwood specimens because of 
this formation has the most efficient and optimal load distribution along the screw in 
producing the highest strength and slip modulus.  
 
4.3.4  Influence of inclination angle on the ductility 
From this study, the effect of inclination angle on the ductility of connection is 
identified. The summary of the ductility values calculated based on the equation 34 
and 35  is presented in Table 11. Using the data from Table 11, a plot of ductility 
against inclination angle is produced to see the effect of angle on the ductility of the 
connection. It can be clearly seen in Figure 65 that the ductility of the connection in 
TCC structure increased with the increase of inclination angle from 45 º to 75 º. It was 
found that the ductility for the 90 º specimen is lower than the 75 º specimen. This is 
due to the calculation of the ductility value is based on the shear force capacity taken 
at 5 mm slip. 
  When viewed on the hardwood specimen, it was found that the ductility also 
increased when the inclination angle of the screw reduced to 30° from 45°. It indicates 
that the lowest ductility achieved when the 45° angle is used in the screw formation. 
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From that, the inclination angle gives significant effect on the ductility of the 
connection in TCC structure. The difference in ductility value obtained from the 
specimen with different inclination angle of the screw may be due to the slip distance 
gap between the slip at maximum shear force and yield state of the connection. The 
more slip distance gap between the deformation at maximum shear force and yield 
state, the higher the ductility obtained in the connection. As an example, screw at 45 
º, a relatively has small distance gap between maximum shear force slip and yield slip. 
This condition produced lower ductility of the connection.  
 
 



















X30 30 1.08 0.75 2.05 1.44 2.73 
X45 45 1.24 1.05 2.16 1.18 2.06 
X60 60 0.63 0.45 3.39 1.40 7.53 
X75 75 2.22 0.52 5.63 4.27 10.83 
X90 90 3.43 1.4 5 2.45 3.57 
P45 45 1.35 1.73 1.92 0.39 1.37 
X45s 45 0.87 0.5 2.2 1.74 4.40 
X60s 60 1.28 0.65 3.38 1.97 5.20 
X75s 75 1.28 0.62 5 2.06 8.06 
X90s 90 2.05 1.8 5 1.14 2.78 
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Figure 65  Ductility vs angle  
 
4.3.5 Influence of screw formation in connection behaviour 
Comparison also made between the specimen P45 with X45 which has screw formation 
of parallel and X, respectively. Both specimens had similar material properties in 
screw, timber and concrete. Referring to Figure 66, it becomes clear that the shear 
force capacity of the specimen X45 was 40% higher than for specimen P45. The same 
analysis for the slip modulus shows that for specimen X45 was almost 40% higher 
than for specimen P45. The influence of screw formation on the slip modulus and 
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Figure 66 Comparison between X45 and P45 
 
  The differences of slip modulus and shear force capacity between both 
formations is related to the withdrawal strength of the screw within the specimen. X 
formation contains the screws behave as compression and tension.  The compression 
screw is having a shear-compression stresses along the friction between screw and 
timber surfaces. This makes the compression screw remains within the timber or 
concrete. This means the compression screw plays the main role in influencing the 
slip modulus and shear force capacity of the connection. But both formations show 
almost identical in ductility. This means that the ductility is influenced more by the 




4.3.6  Influence of concrete and timber properties on the connection behaviour 
The specimens X45 and X45s used similar screw properties. But they used different 
timber and concrete properties. In X45, it was made of hardwood timber with density 
of 760kg/m3 and concrete with strength of 26MPa. This hardwood timber also used 
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has density of 490kg/m3 and concrete strength of 16MPa which also similar 
characteristic to the specimen X60s, X75s and P90s. 
  The comparison between the shear force capacity from specimen X45 and X45s 
shows that the value of specimen X45 was 10 times of the specimen X45s. Referring 
to specimen X60, X75 and P90, they had higher shear force capacity about 70% of the 
specimen X60s, X75s and P90s, respectively. The load-slip curves ( Figure 67 to 70) 
show that the load by which the connection yielded was higher on the specimens X45, 
X60, X75 and P90 than X45s, X60s, X75s and P90s, respectively. The curves also 
show that increase in the load after the yielding was higher for hardwood specimens 
than softwood specimens. It was observed that the use of hardwood as timber joist can 
increases the ability of connection to carry more shear forces.  
  The difference of shear force capacity between softwood and hardwood 
specimens were caused by the density of timber. The density of the timber influenced 
the embedment strength of fastener embedded in the timber. This can be supported by 
BSI (2004), where the density of timber will affect the shear force capacity of 
connection. Blass & Frese (2010) also stated that the embedment strength of softwood 
and hardwood increase linearly with the density. Another factor that may influences 
the differences is the concrete strength. The lower concrete strength can result to the 
earlier crack or crushing on the concrete than higher concrete strength. This effect on 
the shear force capacity and the increase in the load after yielding of the connection 
during the test.  
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Figure 67 Comparison between X45 and X45s 
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Figure 69 Comparison between X75 to X75s 
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4.4 Failure Mode 
Most of the connection in hardwood specimens failed in the fracture of the screw 
and/or concrete crushed around the location of screws. Meanwhile, the connection in 
the softwood specimens mostly failed in a ductile manner.  The following subsections 
discuss the failure mode of specimen X30, X45, X60, X75, P90, P45, X45s, X60s, 
X75s and P90s. 
 
4.4.1 Hardwood specimens failures 
Most of the tests carried out on the hardwood specimen ended with the loud ‘Bang’ 
sound. This gave early indication during the tests that at least one of the screws had 
snapped.  As referring to the plot of the load-slip curve of specimen X30 in Figure 55, 
the shear force capacity increased until 47.5kN then the load dropped within the small 
slip (about 1mm). At this point there was a the very loud ‘Bang’ sound that indicates 
the snapping of the screw. There were no screws off from timber and concrete. The 
screw firmly remained in the timber and concrete. From this observation, the ductility 
of the connection was depended on the screw until the screw fractured as the ‘Bang’ 
sound heard.’ For specimen X45, similar progress occurred where the load increased 
(see Figure 55) until the maximum load at 100kN before it plummeted accompanied 
by a small slip of about 2mm. Then the ‘Bang’ sound heard at final load indicated the 
fracture of the screw.  
  Similar to the specimen X60, the shear force capacity rose up until the 
maximum capacity at 33.5kN before it went down to about 30kN (within 2mm slip). 
In this specimen, a ‘Bang’ sound was heard after maximum load achieved in between 
33.5kN and 30kN (final load). Furthermore, the ‘Bang’ sound heard at the maximum 
load (28.5kN). In the specimen P90, the load increased until 44.5kN and went down 
to about 42.5kN (final load and ‘Bang’ sound heard). Figure 71 shows the visible 
snapped screw from the specimen P90. The part of broken screw remained in the 
concrete and timber, see Figure 71 a). Overall, the snapping of the screw in the 
hardwood specimens is the major failure for all specimens after very loud ‘Bang’ 
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sound heard. It was also found by Sebastian et al. (2016) where the specimens tested 
were failed in screw fractured.  
  Specimen P45 where the formation of the screw is parallel, there was also the 
loud ‘Bang’ sound at the last load in the test. It was seen on the tested specimen P45 
(see Figure 71 b)) the fractured screw firmly stayed in the concrete and timber. It was 
also found that there was a deformation of the screw in a downward direction in the 
concrete member, see Figure 71 a) and b). This indicated that the screw embedded in 
the concrete also has a significant effect on the behaviour of connection. This supports 
research done by Sebastian et al. (2016) where the post-test observations of inclined 
screw TCC connections suggest that the screws do deform quite significantly in the 
concrete under longitudinal shear loading on the connections.  
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a) 
    
b) 
Figure 71 Snapped screw remained in the concrete and timber a) specimen P90 b) specimen 
P45  (Photo: Author) 
 
 
4.4.2 Softwood specimens failure. 
Compared to the hardwood specimens, the connections in the softwood specimens 
failed in a ductile manner. During the tests, the screws engraved the timber to make 
the channels. Meanwhile, the screw embedded in the concrete remained in its original 
position with some deformation. The main reason for this situation happening in the 
timber is due to the low density and flexural strength of the timber. The length of 
channels in the made by the screw was depended on the screw inclination fitted in the 
specimen. Figure 72 shows the different length of channels caused by the screw 
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according to the angle of 45 , 60°, 75° and 90°. It was found that the channel length 
(see Figure 72) decreased when the angle of the screw decreased from 90° to 45°. This 
suggests that in practice, the 90° screw will produce more significant deformation 
compared to other inclined counterparts.  
  The larger deformation can lead to a loss of friction between the screw and 
timber when a part of the threaded area is not within the timber. In contrast, the 45° 
screws deformed only in a small distance and still have much friction between the 
timber and screw. This happened due to an almost whole threaded area still playing 
its role to restrain the screw from withdrawing from the timber.  
 
 
Figure 72 Channels length made by inclined screw in different angle (Photo: Author) 
 
  In section 4.3.5, there was a discussion about the effect of the X-formation 
(comprising both the compression and tension screws) on the slip modulus and shear 
force capacity. It was concluded that the compression screw affects the slip modulus 
and shear force capacity. This can be proved by looking at 60° specimen (see Figure 
73 ), where the compression screw is restrained more tightly than tension screw. It 
was found that part of the tension screw was pull off from the timber with exposing 
some of its threaded surface. This occasion is proof that the compression screw has a 
significant effect on the slip modulus and shear force capacity. 
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Figure 73 Extraction of the tension and compression screw from the timber (Photo: Author)  
 
4.5   Conclusions 
The choice of inclination angle for fitting the screws in TCC structures can influence 
the slip modulus, shear force capacity and ductility of the connection. In this study, it 
was found that the 45° screw gives the highest slip modulus and shear force capacity 
in both hardwood and softwood specimens. It also showed that the ductility obtained 
from 45° screw was the lower than for other angles. In general, the slip modulus and 
shear force capacity of the connection decreased by increasing the angle from 45° to 
90°.  The slip modulus and shear force capacity also reduced significantly when the 
angle reduced from 45° to 30°.  
  These results showed that the slip modulus and the shear force capacity are 
influenced by the inclination angle of the screw. Inclination angle of the screw affect 
how the load applied to the specimens is distributed along the screw. The load focuses 
its distribution on the interface between timber and concrete when the inclination 
angle increases from 45° to 90°. The load expected to less distributed when the angle 
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is reduced to 30°. At this time, the shear force capacity and slip modulus influenced 
more by the withdrawal strength. As a conclusion, the 45° inclination angle will 
produce a more efficient and optimal load distribution along the screw to achieve the 
highest stiffness and shear force capacity. 
  The result also showed that the ductility of connection in the hardwood and 
softwood specimens with an increasing the inclination angle of the screw from 45° to 
75°. Ductility was also increased when the inclination angle is reduced from 45° to 
30°. The gap between slip at yield and maximum shear force affects the ductility of 
connection. For example, for a 75° angle, the gap between slip at yield and maximum 
shear force was higher and give a higher ductility than 60° specimens. The ductility 
value reduced when the gap between slip at yield and maximum shear force is lower.  
  Screw formation in TCC specimens also found to affect the mechanical 
properties of the connection. Comparison was made between the parallel formation 
and X-formation and found that the X-formation gives a high shear force capacity and 
slip modulus compared to the parallel formation. It may be because of the screw in 
parallel formation is more likely to withdraw from the timber than the X-formation. 
In X-formation screw, there were the compression and tension screws fitted. 
Compression screws tend to restraint within the timber as opposed to the tension 
screws. In parallel formation, both screws acted as tension that are more likely to 
withdraw from the timber.  
  The difference also was made between softwood and hardwood. It was found 
that specimens using hardwood would further enhance the slip modulus and shear 
force capacity of the connection than softwood. This occasion may due to the 
embedment strength for hardwood is higher than for softwood. High embedment 
strength will give high slip modulus and shear force capacity on the connection. 
Concrete strength is also believed to affect the slip modulus and the shear force 
capacity of the connection. The concrete with higher strength can cause friction 
between the concrete and the screw stronger and lead to increase the slip modulus and 
shear force capacity of the connection. 
  Most of the hardwood specimens were failed by the fracture of the screw. It 
can be obviously seen in the specimen X90 and P45. From the observations, there was 
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also the deformation found on the screw within the concrete. This is evidence to not 
ignoring the effect from the screw within the concrete to the connection behaviour. 
The softwood specimens seem to fail in a ductile manner. From the observation, the 
screw formed the channels in the timber, and the screw within the concrete remained 
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CHAPTER 5  
 
 
Exploring the local characteristics of the screw in TCC 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the subjects discussed are related to the local analysis of the tension 
and compression screws in the timber-concrete composite specimen. The reason for 
analysing the local behaviour of the screw is to identify the plastic hinge locations and 
plastic moments in the screws. These two parameters are very vital for determining 
the longitudinal shear force capacity of the screw in TCC specimen. The local 
behaviour of screws is analysed using the strain reading data that was obtained from 
the experimental test discussed in Chapter 3. Strain readings recorded from the tests 
were used to develop the distribution of moment across the section and down the 
length of the screw. The strip method was used in evaluating the local stress, axial 
load and moment. The process for analysing the strain readings using the strip method 
is described in this chapter. The first step of the analysis was to determine the 
behaviour of the cross-section of the screw. By analysing the cross section of the screw 
using strain data obtained, properties such as strain distribution, axial load, stress and 
bending moment can be discussed in this chapter.  
  Subsequently, the behaviour along the screw is obtained by connecting the 
bending moment value obtained from each strain gauge location to produce the plot 
of local bending moment against the distance from the head of screw. From these 
plots, the load distributions along the screw length embedded within the concrete are 
developed by differentiating the equation of the bending moment plot. The location of 
the plastic hinge along the screw is obtained from the plot of bending moment. 
Discussions regarding local behaviours along the screws embedded within the 
concrete are explained in this chapter for compression screws in hardwood and 
softwood specimens. From the analysis carried out along the screw length, the effect 
of the screw angle on the load distributed along the screw length embedded within the 
concrete is also discussed in this chapter.  
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  The discussion is continued on by generating the displacement along the screw 
embedded within the concrete by integrating the equation of moment. The way how 
to determine the displacement along the screw was described in this chapter. 
 
5.2  Analysis procedure 
A number of analysis steps are necessary to convert the strain data collected to a BM 
distribution along the screw, this process is described below and is summarized in 
Figure 74: 
 
1) The analysis starts with strain gauge data obtained from the tests 
2) The strain distribution is assumed to be linear across the screw diameter between the 
two gages installed on opposite sides of the screw. The Hook’s laws are applied for the 
strain below the yield strain. Where the strain is above the yield strain it is assumed that 
the stress remains constant at the material yield stress.   
3) A strip method is used in the analysis, dividing the cross section of the screw area into 
16 strips. Analysis has been made by using different number of strips from 2, 4, 6, 8 
and 16. It showed the 16 strips give the best convergence. Using this method, the 
stresses and axial forces across the screw diameter are generated from the strain 
distribution.  
4) The next step in analysing the behaviour of screws is to obtain the bending moment at 
the location where the strain gauges are located. This is done by integrating the stress 
calculated in the 16 strips across the screw.  
5) Once the moment value is obtained for each strain gauge location, the plot of the 
moment along the screw length in the concrete is formed by connecting all moments 
together. The equation obtained from the plots was then used to determine the load 
distribution along the screw. The load distribution was obtained by differentiating the 
moment equations twice. By integrating the moment equation, it was also possible to 
produce rotation and displacement profiles along the screws. 
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Figure 74 Summary of analysis method 
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5.3 Important parameters in local characteristic of screws embedded within the 
concrete  
Analysing the strain data obtained from the tests is very important for developing 
useful parameters in the design of TCC structure. Theoretically, the design of the 
screws connection that are installed as joints in the TCC, will be depended on the 
withdrawal capacity and embedment strength of the screws. The force resulting in 
withdrawal capacity is caused by the axial load and is influenced by the angle of the 
screw. Section 8.7.2 in Eurocode 5 (EC5) provides a formula for obtaining the 
withdrawal strength value. However, it applies to the screw that is embedded in the 
timber. According to EC5, withdrawal strength will decrease when the screw is driven 
into the timber more towards the perpendicular to the timber grain. 
  The embedment strength is a measure of resistance of the timber against lateral 
displacement. In Eurocode 5 (EC5), the embedment strength value can be obtained 
from section 8.5. According to EC5, the value of embedment strength will decrease 
when the angle of the screw decreases from 90 degrees. In this study, the withdrawal 
capacity and embedment strength studied are those for the screw embedded within the 
concrete. The fundamental of the screw connections that are embedded in the timber 
(EC5) can be the basis of understanding the behaviour of screws that are embedded 
within the concrete. 
 
 The length of the screw embedded within the concrete is the parameter that 
influences the embedment strength. In equation of embedment strength as shown in 
equation 18, the t1 is referred as the length of the screw in concrete. Based on Gelfi et 
al. (2002), the embedment strength of the screw is influenced by the effective length 
of the screw lc which is less than the length of the screw embedded within the concrete 
Lc. Due to the model by Gelfi et al. (2002) was applicable only for the screw with 90°, 
the distance of the hinge from interface of the timber to concrete (effective length) is 
very vital to be determined by considering various screw angle. There should be the 
influence of the screw angles on the distance of the hinge from the interface between 
timber and concrete.  
  Figure 75 shows the screw with 90 degrees has no bending stress across 
diameter. The screw with 90 degrees has only receive the embedment strength which 
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came from shear force capacity. No local axial load in the screw which acting as 
withdrawal capacity. That means the factors affecting the local characteristic of 
screws within the concrete are caused by embedment strength and also withdrawal 
capacity. In the understanding of the withdrawal capacity, the axial load of the screw 




Figure 75 No bending stress in 90o specimen 
 
   For the screw angle, which is less than 90 degrees, the withdrawal capacity will 
increase accordingly. The axial load in the screw causes bending stress on the cross 
section across diameter of the screw. For the screw angle of less than 90 degrees, there 
will be moment generated by eccentric loads on the cross-section. Figure 76 shows 
how axial load interacts with the behaviour of bending stress on the cross-section 
along the diameter of the screw. Eccentric loads in the diagram also show how bending 
stress is influenced by the angle of the screw. 
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Theoretically, the axial load generated in the screw will cause the normal stress 
on the cross-section area along the diameter. If the axial load is eccentric, this causes 
a moment and produce another stress which called as bending stress. When the stresses 
caused by axial load and moments are combined, it will result in a new combination 
of stress as shown in Figure 76. The next section explains how the strain data is 
analysed to produce the bending stress along the screw. 
 
 
Figure 76 Bending stress for the specimen with angle less than 45o 
 
5.4 Steps to exploit the local behaviour from instrumentation 
This section explains how to use the data obtained from the strain gauges installed 
along the screw in TCC specimen. As mentioned before, one or more pairs of strain 
gauges were placed on both the tension and compression screws. For the strain gauges 
installed on the tension screw in specimen X45 (Hardwood) are chosen as an example, 
to show the process employed. The two strain gauges that were put on the tension 
screw were about 40 mm distance from the top head of the screw as shown in Figure 
77 . The reason these gauges in these locations are chosen is because they are near the 
interface between the timber and the concrete where it is estimated that the screw has 
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a peak stress of screw. The strain gauges were named TBC and TBF. In these names, 
T, B and C/F stand for tension screw, bottom location and close/far to/from the vertical 
force applied to the specimen, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 77 Location of strain gauges on tension and compression screws 
 
5.4.1 Data from the test 
Figure 78 shows the longitudinal shear force against strain per side (a pair of srew in 
X-formation). It can be clearly seen that the linear elastic occurred from 0 kN to 70 
kN when, at the point TBC, the behaviour became nonlinear due to yield at about 5000  
µe. This behaviour was quite different to the tested screw in axial testing where the 
yield strain was 3695 µe.  Otherwise, the point TBF was not so significant when the 
value of strain was almost constantly above than -500µe. From this plot, it was found 
that the screw was in the shear-tension when the value of the strain was in positive 
manner.  
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Figure 78 Longitudinal shear force versus strain for the tension screw 
 
5.5  Strip method in analysing the strain readings  
In order to quantify these actions, the screw cross section was divided into thin strips 
perpendicular to the diametral line joining strain gauges TBC and TBF. The details of 
the stripped areas are shown in Figure 79.   
 


























yield strain = 5000
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  The starting point is the linear through-section strain distribution based on the 
diametral strains recorded from TBC and TBF.  For a generic strip layer i, this overall 
strain distribution is used to determine the mid-thickness strain M'4 (see equation 39), 
which is then converted to a mid-thickness stress &'4 	using the constitutive curve of 
Figure 49 (Chapter 3). There were three conditions the stress deduced from the curve: 
linear elastic, plastic and strain hardening. The curve was converted into equation 40 
in order to obtain the stress distribution along the diameter.  
 






R (M$57 − M$56) 





−5.7 × 10#$%!"% + 0.66%!" − 849.76			
2 × 10#&%!" + 1052.2
																		−3695 < %!" < 3695
		−5763 < %!" < 3695	678	3695 < %!" < 5763		
										%!" < −5763	678	5763 <	 %!"
 
  40. 
 
where Q, S	and O are the strip number, the first strip number and the total number of 
strips, respectively. A strip force is the product of stress and strip area "T4 . The 
relevant equations are given as equation 41 to 43 inclusive below. 
"*'4 = &'4"T4   41. 
 







  43. 
 
where :'4, U'4 and ℎ'4 	are the half strip length, the strip thickness and the distance from 
neutral axis to the middle of the strip, respectively, consistent with Figure 79. The 
axial force Fs on the screw section is obtained by summing the axial force 	"*'4 (see 




= "*': + "*'(:<2) + "*'(:<%)…… . "*'(8>2) +	"*'8 
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5.6 Local behaviour of the tension screw embedded within the concrete 
5.6.1 Local strain distribution 
The graph of strain distribution across the diameter of screw for three different 
longitudinal shear forces per screw (27.5 kN, 42.3 kN and 50 kN) on the connection 
are plotted as presented in Figure 80 for specimen X45. From the figure, it can be seen 
from all the three levels of load that strain gauge at TBC location had a positive strain 
values, while at TBF, it is very close to zero. The positive values in the plot shows 
that the screw was behaved as tension. 
 
Figure 80 Strain distribution across the diameter in tension screw in specimen X45 
 
5.6.2 Local bending stress distribution 
The corresponding stress distributions across the diameter are shown in Figure 81. 
Looking at the shear force of 27.5kN, the entire cross section has not undergone a 
change of elasticity to plastic. Due to this, the shear force continued to increase 
linearly until the cross section of screw reach the yield stress which makes the nature 
of the connection turn into plastic behaviour. Based on Figure 81, it was found that at 
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linear. At this point, the screw has changed its nature into a plastic that affects the 
shear force of the connection. When the shear force reached 50 kN, almost half of the 
cross section has changed to plastic properties. At this level of shear force, it is no 
longer increased due to the plastic condition that have occurred in most cross section 
of the screws. 
 
Figure 81 Stress distribution across diameter in tension screw  
 
5.6.3 Local axial load distribution 
The local stress distribution was then converted to the local axial distribution after 
calculated by using the equations discussed in previous section. In Figure 82, the axial 
load showed the positive value. It confirms that the screw experienced a tension stress. 
Based on the Figure 82, it can also be seen that the lower side or the cross section of 
TBC side (closest to the applied load) is subjected to have more tension stress due to 
the high axial load value compared to the TBF side. This unsymmetrical axial load 
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Figure 82 Local axial load across diameter in tension screw  
 
  In the selection of the number of strips in cross section of the screw  to be used 
in analysing the local properties of the screw, some calculations have been made based 
on the number of strips of 2, 4, 8 and 16. This is justified in Figure 83 where the axial 
force on the screw section for given recorded strains at TBC and TBF is shown as a 
function of the number of strips, with the calculations performed at four different 
numbers of strips. The convergence beyond 4 strips is evident. Therefore, all the 
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Figure 83 Axial load versus no. of strips according to the three different longitudinal shear 
forces 
 
5.7 Local behaviour of the compression screw embedded within the concrete 
5.7.1 Local strain distribution 
Using the same method as for the tension screw, the compression screw’s behaviour 
in specimen X45 is described in this section. Figure 84 presents the longitudinal shear 
force per side (a pair of X- formation screw) versus strain for gauges CBF and CBC 
which were put on the compression screw in hardwood specimen as shown in Figure 
77. From the plot, it can be seen that the strain increased by increasing the longitudinal 
shear force for CBF gauge. At the point of yield strain about -5000 µe, the longitudinal 
shear force was about 70kN. At this stage, the behaviour of the connection seem elastic 
before the load hit 70kN. It continuously climbed to the maximum force at 95kN with 
a strain of about -9200 µe. In this range of strain (-5000µe to -9200µe), the connection 
looked to behave like plastic materials. This was happening because of the screw 
already achieved the plastic phase. For the CBC gauge, the strain rose up from 0 µe 
to 900 µe as the longitudinal shear force went up from 0kN to 60kN, respectively. 
Beyond the force of 60kN, the strain remained constant while the force continued to 
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between 0 to -500 µe. This may be happened due to the friction between timber and 
concrete. The loading increased smoothly after -500 µe indicated that the friction 
between concrete and timber was gone.  
 
 
Figure 84 Longitudinal shear force versus strain for compression screw in specimen X45 
 
  Furthermore, the strain distribution across the screw diameter was plotted for 
the compression screw as illustrated in Figure 85 according to three different 
longitudinal shear forces per screw such as 45kN, 42.3kN and 27.5kN. It is clear that 
the more force applied on the specimen, the more increment in the strain. The 
maximum strain at 27.5kN was -3000 µe which was still below than yield strain. At 
42.3kN, the peak strain was about -6450 µe and half of the strain at points across 
diameter were beyond the yield strain. Looking at the force of 45kN, the highest strain 
was about -8600 µe and more than half of points across the diameter have the strain 
value beyond the yield strain. Overall, the maximum strain for all three forces 
occurred at the point where the CBF gauge was located. The value of negative strain 



























yield strain = -5000
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Figure 85  Strain distribution across diameter of compression screw in specimen X45 
 
5.7.2 Local stress distribution 
The stress distribution across the compression screw diameter was plotted in the 
Figure 86 for same forces as previous plots. In this case, the maximum stress for the 
force 27.5kN was -0.7N/mm2 which is below the yield strain point. That means the 
behaviour of the screw at this section was still elastic at 27.5kN. It follows that the 
half of cross-sectional area at force of 42.3kN behaved as plastic and strain hardening 
where the maximum stress was about -0.8N/mm2 to -1.1N/mm2. Turning to the force 
of 45kN, almost half of cross-sectional area of the screw behaved as strain hardening 
where the stress constantly about -1.1N/mm2 along part of diameter. Therefore, part 
of the screw had yielded and would not turn to its original position even when the 
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Figure 86 Stress distribution across diameter of compression screw in specimen X45 
 
5.7.3 Local axial load 
The local axial load distribution across the compression screw diameter was made as 
presented in Figure 87. From the plot, the maximum local axial for the shear force at 
27.5kN was -1.1kN which occurred about 1.2 mm from the centre of screw. At 42.3 
kN, the strip with the maximum axial force was about 1mm from the centre of the 
screw at -1.9kN. When the force achieved at 45kN, the maximum local axial load was 
happened about 0.4 mm from the centre of screw at -2.2kN. In summary, the maximum 
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Figure 87 Local axial load distribution across diameter of compression screw in specimen 
X45 
 
5.7.4 Determining the moment capacity along the screw length 
In determining the moment capacity Ms along the screw length, the strain obtained 
from the test was the main parameter to be considered. The strain obtained from the 
test was at two point across the cross-section. Figure 88 shows the theory of the strain 
distribution along the screw diameter. From two strain readings at each edge of 
diameter, strain could be obtained for the axial load and bending. Strain caused by the 
axial load is nominated as ea and presented in equation 45. In bending part, the strain 
is nominated as eb1(top edge) and eb2(bottom edge). The equation for bending strain 
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  The local bending moment #' at the instrumented section can be determined 
by summing across all strips the product of axial force and lever arm from the neutral 
axis section calculated for each strip. In order to get the local bending moment, strip 
methods also used to determine internal moment at every single strip. To get the 
internal moment at every single strip, the strain across the diameter need to be obtained 
by using bending strain equation 46 and 47. General formula for Ms shown in equation 
48. In calculating the moment caused by bending, the stress formula used was taken 
from the equation 40. The internal axial load each single strip could be obtained by 
knowing the stress at every single strip and used the equation 41. Finally, summation 
of all the internal moment from all strips would get the value of local bending moment 
(see equation 49 and 50). After the local strain at every single strip was obtained, 
equation 50 was used to obtain the local bending moment at every single strip. The 
internal moment at every single strip was connected to form complete moment 
distribution along the diameter.  
 
#' = Z&'4ℎ'4 "T'4 
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= "#'( + "#'((<2) + "#'((<%)… . . . "#'(8>2) + "#'8 
 50. 
   
 
  Figure 89 to Figure 91 show the distribution of local bending moment across 
the diameter of the screw at location C4 (5mm from the interface between timber and 
concrete) for specimen X45s, X60s and X75s respectively. From all these three 
diagrams, it was found that the local bending moment from specimen X75s achieved 
the highest bending moment. It was followed by specimen X60s and X45s 
respectively. The local bending moment for the specimen X75s was the highest might 
be because of the concentration of the load was near to the interface between timber 
and concrete. The higher local bending moment caused the screw bent more obvious. 
It can be concluded that the larger screw angle, the more load will concentrate near to 
the interface between timber and concrete. The more load concentrated near to timber-
concrete interface, the more the screw will be bent. The more diagrams of distribution 
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of local bending moment across the screw diameter for other location of strain gauges 
and different screw angles are presented in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 91 Local bending moment across the diameter of the screw in specimen X75s at 
location C4 
 
5.8 Analysis the behaviour across the length of smooth shank of compression screw 
5.8.1 Investigating the local characteristic of screw for Five-point location 
gauges’s softwood specimen 
This section discusses the local behaviour of the screws embedded within the concrete 
for the softwood specimens. Discussion focuses on specimen X45s as a reference case 
for the other specimens. For compression screws in softwood specimens, five locations 
were placed with strain gauge along the part of the screw embedded within the 
concrete. As mentioned before, having more locations of strain gauges gave smoother 
bending moment diagram. Figure 92 shows the location of strain gauges along the 
screw length. The strain gauge locations were named as CT1, CT2, CT3 CT4 and CT5 
for the part which is closer to the applied load. While CB1, CB2, CB3, CB4 and CB5 
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Figure 92 Location of strain gauges along the compression screw within the softwood 
specimens 
  In producing the plot bending moment distribution along the screw embedded 
within the concrete, the value of bending moments at those five known locations were 
used. However, the bending moment at the screw head location is required to complete 
the plot to calculate the longitudinal shear force capacity. According to Sebastian et 
al (2016), plastic hinges occur near the screw head as shown in Figure 1 (chapter 1). 
This indicates that at the screw head location, it will experience a moment. But, the 
bending moment value of the screw head is assumed to be almost constant from the 
nearest known moment point (C1) due to the moment value is far from the plastic 
moment value in this type of screw (36kNmm). As example, the plot of distribution 
of bending moment along the screw in specimen X45s, the nearest point from the 
screw head is C1 with the value of 6kNmm. So, the bending moment at the screw head 
is assumed to be same or almost similar to the value at C1. By using this assumption, 
the observation in this study was contra to the finding from Sebastian et al. (2016). In 
this study, the moment at screw head was only about 5 kNmm which is far from plastic 
moment which can make the hinge on the screw. To determine the load distribution 
along the screw within the concrete, the equation from the bending moment plot that 
has been produced is differentiated twice to produce the equation of load distribution. 
From the differentiated equation, the plot of load distribution along the screw within 
the concrete can be produced. Figure 93 shows the bending moment distribution along 
the screw for the X45s specimen. The equation for the plot is given as in equation 51. 
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Figure 93 Bending moment distribution along the compression screw of specimen X45s 
 
#	([\SS) = 	.:/ + 	]:@ + 	^:4 + 	":3 + 	_:% 	+ 	`: + a      51. 
 
Where: . = 6.01 × 10>2., ] = −2.39 × 10>A, ^ = −2.99 × 10>@, " = −0.001, _ = 0.01, 
` = −0.05, a = 7 
  From equation 51, it is differentiated once as the general formula of shear force 
(see equation 52) to produce the equation of shear force as in equation 53. Then, the 
equation for the shear force is differentiated as the general formula of load distribution 
(see equation 54) to produce the load distribution equation along the embedded screw 
inside the concrete as shown in equation 55. Figure 94 shows the load distribution 
along the screw length embedded within the concrete. It was found that the load 
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Where: . = 3.96 × 10>G, ] = −1.19 × 10>/, ^ = 1.2 × 10>-, " = −4.05 × 10>&, _ =














2 	= f #
HI
JJ
$ = 	.:4 + 	]:3 + 	]:	2 + 	^:+ "		  55. 
 
Where:. = 1.98 × 10>0, ] = −4.77 × 10>/, ^ = 3.59 × 10>-, " = −0.008	and	_ = 0.02 
 
Figure 94 Load distribution along the compression screw of specimen X45s 
 
  The same method is used for other softwood specimens and gives the bending 
moment distribution as shown in Figure 95. The highest bending moment was recorded 
at a distance of 64 mm in specimen X45s, indicating that it was quite far to the 
interface between timber and concrete. At another location less than 40mm, the 
bending moment was found to be at a positive value but in small amount of moment . 
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concrete which is near to interface between timber and concrete. It also can be 
observed in Figure 95, the plastic hinge of the X45s specimen is further away from 
the concrete-timber surface than the X60s and X75s specimens. This indicates that 
screw angle affects the location of the plastic hinge. It has also been found that, the 
negative bending moment on the screw portion of the timber indicates a relatively 
large displacement. This was seen in chapter 4 in Figure 72 where the timber is 
experiencing a relatively large displacement in specimen X60s and X75s. From Figure 
95, it also found that the distance of the hinge of the screw to the interface between 
timber and concrete for specimen X45s was the highest (about 26mm). It followed by 
specimen X60s and X75s which the distance values were 15mm and 17mm 
respectively. The values of distance of the hinge from interface between timber and 
concrete determined from this analysis was the value when the shear force capacity 
reach at the maximum shear force capacity. From the values obtained, it can be 
concluded that the distance of the hinge of the screw embedded within the concrete to 
the interface between timber and concrete increases when the screw angle reduced. 
The details of how the angle influences the distance of hinge from the interface 
between concrete and timber explained in next chapter by comparing them with the 
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Figure 95 Bending moment distribution along the compression screw for all softwood 
specimens 
  The equations for bending moment plots of all specimens have differentiated 
twice to produce plot of load distribution throughout the screw as shown in Figure 96. 
Figure 96 shows that the load has been distributed in two directions. From the plots, 
it can be seen that the concentration of load is more at the location of the screw near 
to interface between the concrete and the timber. From the diagram, it also can be seen 
that the screw angle 45o has lower load distribution along the screw length than X60s 
and X75s. It proved that the X60s and X75s screw have higher in bending compared 
to the X45s. Two see the more obvious hinges appeared on the screw, it will be shown 
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Figure 96 Load distribution along the compression screw of specimen X45s 
 The comparison was made on the influence of the screw angle to the load 
distribution. It was found that the screw with 45 degrees angle produced less 
distribution. It was followed by the specimen 60 degrees and 75 degrees with the 
highest load, respectively. This has shown that the angle of the screw plays an 
important role in the load distribution along the screw where its value is decreasing 
when the angle of the screw is decreased from 90 to 45 degrees. 
5.8.2 Investigating the local characteristic of screw for Three-point location 
gauges’s hardwood specimen 
Six strain gauges were put on the smooth shank of compression screw in specimen 
X45 as shown in Figure 97 in order to investigate the distribution of bending moment, 
shear force and load along three points. The strain gauges were located at three points 
and named as CBC and CBF (gauges that were used in previous strip method), CMF 
and CMC, and CTF and CTC. In this name, C, B/M/T and C/F is stand for tension 
screw, bottom/middle/top location and close/far to the vertical force applied on 
specimen, respectively. In order to investigate the behaviour of screw along its length, 
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moment at each point is using the strip method in investigating the cross-sectional 
area between gauges CBF and CBC in previous section. To complete five point 
locations bending moment, two unknown points at head of screw and interface 
between timber and concrete were assumed. At the screw head, the moment was 
assumed to be similar or almost same to the nearest point. Meanwhile, the moment at 
the interface between timber and concrete was assumed as zero kNmm due to there 
was the interchange of direction of forces which make the value between that point 
was zero.  
  After bending moment at each point was obtained, the distribution of bending 
moment along those three points was plotted for three different levels of load as 
presented in Figure 98. The plots were assumed as quadratic graph to get it in the 
smooth line and the quadratic equation for each plot was presented in that diagram 
 
Figure 97 Location of gauges on the compression screw 
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Figure 98 Bending moment along three-point gauges in hardwood specimens 
  Analysis was continued to obtain the distribution of load along the length of 
screw by differentiating the equations of shear force. Figure 99 shows the load 
distribution along the three point of screw length at different level of longitudinal 
shear force. The load distribution from specimen X30 and X45 also shows that the two 
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Figure 99 Load distribution along three points gauges 
 
5.9 Rotation and displacement along the screw length 
The moment distribution equation also can be used to develop the rotation and 
displacement plots along the screw length embedded within the concrete. These plots 
can be obtained by integrating equations from the moment distribution plot. Equation 
56 and 57 show the basic formula of integration for rotation and displacement along 
the screw length. The calculation for all plots were made by taking the data of strain 





Z#(:)":  56. 
 




ZZ#(:)":%  57. 
 
To calculate the rotation and displacement at plastic hinges, the theory of 
tangent modulus Et was used. Tangent modulus is also known as slope of the stress-
strain curve at each value of stress along plastic region curve. It will change during 
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tangent stress st. Ramberg-Osgood defined the tangent modulus equation as the 
inverse of the first derivative in respect to strain as shown in equation 58 (Scheider, 
et al., 2005). In this study, the tangent stress was taken at the highest stress across the 









  58. 







  59. 
Where s0.2 = 0.2% of the proof stress and parameter n is obtained by using 0.01% and 
0.2% of proof stress as shown in equation 59. 
 
Figure 101 shows the distribution of the displacement along the screw length 
of specimen X45s, X60s and X75s. It can be seen clearly that specimen X45s shows 
more obvious displacement around the middle of the screw and near to the interface 
between timber and concrete.  The load was distributed more along the screw length 
within the concrete in specimen X45s and make the obvious displacement around the 
middle of the screw. Specimen X60s shows the obvious displacement near to the 
interface between timber and concrete. This happens in X60s due to the load was 
concentrated near to the interface between timber and concrete and less distributed 
along the screw length. In specimen X75s, it was not very obvious displacement 
appeared on the plot. The obvious displacement was happening in the part where the 
screw embedded within the timber (see Figure 72 in Chapter 4) 
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Figure 100 Stress-strain curve definition in graph reproduced by permission of Material 
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  Figure 102 shows the distribution of rotation along the screw length for 
specimen X45s, X60s and X75s. There were found from all plots for specimen X45s, 
X60s and X75s that obvious rotation along the screw is happen at where the obvious 
displacement occurred.  
 
 
Figure 102 Rotation along the screw length within the concrete in specimen X45s, X60s and 
X75s 
 Figure 103 shows the displacement shape for the specimen hardwood (X30, 
X45 and X60). There was found that the obvious displacement seen around the 
interface between timber and concrete for all specimens. The little displacement 
showed in the plots was caused by the high density of timber and concrete which make 
the screw less deform than in softwood. Figure 104 shows the rotation along the screw 
for hardwood specimens. The obvious rotation near to the timber and concrete 
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5.10 Obtaining the axial load on the compression screw 
The axial load is the force that contributes to the shear force capacity of the screw 
connections in TCC structures. The strain readings obtained in each location of strain 
gauges also used to determine the global axial load in the screws in the location of 
strain gauges. It already mentioned in section 6.5 how to calculate the local axial load 
in the screws. To calculate the local axial load in the screw, the equation 44 is used. 
At first, the distribution of the local axial load along the screw embedded within the 
concrete was made. The global axial load of the screws could be obtained by 
determining the area under the graph in the plot. Equation of area under the graph is 
shown in equation 60 shows the plot of distribution of the local axial load along the 
screw length embedded within the concrete. 
 





   
 
  In plotting the distribution of axial load along the screw length, the value at 
0mm from the head of screw was assumed to be zero. Based on the distribution along 
the screw, the pattern of axial load from the interface to head of screw was decreasing 
to 0 value. So that, the value of axial load was assumed to be zero at the screw head. 
The trendline was used to form the equation for the curves. Figure 105 shows the 
distribution of local axial load along the screw embedded within the concrete in 
specimen X45s. It was found that the axial load was decreased gradually from the 
interface between timber and concrete to head of the screw. It was different to the 
screw angle of 60° and 75°( see Figure 106 and Figure 107) where the axial was very 
high at near to the interface between concrete and timber. The axial load suddenly 
dropped at near to the point of 60mm from the head of screw. From this situation, it 
can be seen that the axial load was concentrated near to the interface between concrete 
and timber for the specimens X60s and X75s. It might be because of the area of the 
screw near to the interface between timber and concrete bent and generate the axial 
load. It can be concluded that the larger screw angle will make the axial load 
concentrated on the location near to the timber-concrete interface. 
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Figure 106 Axial load along the screw embedded within the concrete for specimen X60s 
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Figure 107 Axial load along the screw embedded within the concrete for specimen X75s 
 
 
 Calculations of axial load in the screw embedded within the concrete were made 
and show the results as in Table 12.Table 12 also shows the area under the graph in 
unit of kN. It was obtained that the total global axial load in the screw for specimen 
X45s, X60s and X75s were 9.48 kN, 10.56 kN, and 8.48kN respectively. But, in the 
direction of x-axis (shear force capacity), the global axial loads were found to be 6.7 
kN, 5.28 kN and 2.2 kN for specimen X45s, X60s and X75s respectively. 
 
Table 12 Details of axial load distribution curves equation along the screw length embedded 
within the concrete 
Specimens y-curve equation on the plot Area under 
the graph / 
Force due to 
axial load 
(kN) 
Global axial load 
in direction of x 
(kN) 
X45s U = 0.0021:% − 0.3628: + 0.6426 9.48 6.7 
X60s ! = 8 × 10!"'# − 0.0013'$ + 0.0612'%
− 0.8827' + 0.375 
10.56 5.28 
X75s ! = 6 × 10!"'# − 0.001'$ + 0.0458'%
− 0.6885' + 0.2045 
8.48 2.2 
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5.11 Conclusions 
  This chapter has discussed the way how to analyse the strain readings obtained 
from the test. A pair of strain gauges located on the screw shank surface across 
diameter has recorded the strain reading. The strain reading from both sides were used 
to determine the local axial load distribution, stress distribution and strain distribution 
across the diameter. Assumption has been made by on the strain distribution across 
the diameter in obtaining the bending moment. The strain reading from both sides was 
calculated as average in order to get the strain caused by bending. The strain caused 
by bending then be used to calculate internal moment at every single strip. The total 
of summation for all internal moment at every strip could give the local bending 
moment at the calculated point. 
  The local bending moment at every point then connected to make the plot of 
moment distribution along the screw length embedded within the concrete.  The plot 
shows the moment was zero at the interface between concrete and timber. It indicates 
that the opposite direction of the load in the timber make the moment at interface was 
null. The equations of plot bending moment were differentiated twice to determine the 
load distribution along the screw embedded within the concrete. From the load 
distribution plot along the screw length, it was found that the load was concentrated 
nearby the interface between concrete and timber. 
  The displacement distribution plot along the screw embedded within the 
concrete also was made by integrating the equation of moment plot twice. At this time, 
the boundary condition (displacement) at screw head and interface were zero in order 
to determine value of constant after integration. The tangent modulus formula was 
used in determining the displacement at plastic and strain hardening phase. The plots 
of the displacement were produced and showed that the displacement by larger screw 
angle was bigger than the smaller angle. All the results and the plot in this chapter 
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CHAPTER 6  
 
 
Analysis of screw connections by using scan imagery method 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the tension and compression screws in the timber-concrete composite 
specimen have been put off from the tested specimens. The reason to off the screws 
from tested specimens were to identify the plastic hinge locations and displacement 
shape along the screws. These two properties are used to validate the analysis of strain 
gauges method done in chapter 5. The 3-dimensional (3D) scanner was used to 
generate the coordinates for the screws in order to produce scan image in the plot. The 
coordinates generated from the scanning are essential to find the location of hinges 
along the length of the screw. Steps on how the images are analysed using the MS 
Excel and Matlab softwares are described in this chapter. Initially, the analysis was 
conducted to determine the curvature along the screw length. From the curvature, the 
plastic hinge and the internal moment at the highest value of curvature can be 
determined and discussed in this chapter.  
  After the internal moment and location of hinges of the screw at the highest 
point were obtained, comparisons were made between from this method and the results 
obtained by strain gauges method. Comparisons have been made on the location of 
plastic hinge, local bending moment and displacement shape of the screw. All the 
comparisons were discussed in this chapter.  
6.2  Analysis procedure 
To find the location of the hinges and the highest internal moments, several important 
steps need to be taken. Steps started by taking off the screws from ready-tested 
specimens to evaluate hinges distance from screw’s head and its internal moment. This 
process is described below and is summarized in Figure 108: 
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1) The analysis starts with generating the coordinates data of the screws from the 3D 
scanning machine in aerospace laboratory. 
2) The coordinates data then translated into graphic image by using the Matlab. From 
this graphic image, the process to find the hinges in the screws can be made easier 
(see report from Ducas (2017) for details). 
3) To obtain the hinges in the screws, the curve line along the middle of screws were 
made by clicking every single point along the middle of each screw. The clicked 
coordinates were saved in the Matlab file as text. 
4) To draw the curve line, the coordinates data from Matlab file in text format were 
converted into to the Ms Excel file. 
5) The curve fit line generated for all specimens in Ms Excel software. The equations of 
the curve lines were obtained. 
6) The equations obtained from the curve lines were used in obtaining the curvature. The 
maximum curvature for each curve line were obtained to find the location of hinges 
and its internal moment. 
6.3 Important of the Scanning method 
Analysing the coordinates data obtained from the 3D scanning machine is essential to 
validate the results of local characteristic of screw connections obtained from strain 
gauges method. In the previous chapter, the discussion was related on the local 
characteristic such as bending moment distribution, location of hinges and the 
displacement of the screw along its length embedded within the concrete. In order to 
validate the result from the strain gauges method, scanning method is the best way to 
be used. In the scanning method, the screws were scanned at the final load of the test. 
To parallel with the result from the scanning method, the strain readings used in strain 
gauges method to obtain the bending moment and the location of hinges were at the 
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Figure 108 Flow of analysis works 
 
SCANNING 
• Screws were taken off from tested 
specimen
• Screws were scanned by the 3D 
scanner to generate the coordinates 
data
DATA PROCESS
• Coordinates data were processed in the Matlab 
to generate the graphic image of the screw
• The coordinates along the middle of the screw 
were clicked to be saved as text file in Matlab
• The Matlab text file converted to the Ms Excel 
file to generate the curve line of the screw
CURVATURE OF THE LINE
• Equations of the curve line 
were obtained 
• Equation of the line were 
used in the curvature 






DETERMINING LOCATION OF HINGES
• The maximum value of curvature indicated the 
location of hinges
• Internal moment of the point  of the highest 
curvature were obtained by using equation:
• # = [(j
COMPARISON BETWEEN SCANNING AND STRAIN 
GAUGES METHOD
• The distance of plastic hinge from the interface 
between concrete-timber were compared 
• The value of internal moment from both methods 
were compared
• The displacement shape of the screw been 
compared
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6.4 Steps to generate the coordinates data 
This section explains how to generate the coordinates data obtained from the scanning 
machine on the screws in tested TCC specimen. As mentioned before, the screws were 
taken off from the tested specimen as careful as possible to minimize any changing of 
the screw bend. The scanner was used to generate the coordinates data for all screws 
from tested specimens (see Figure 109). The coordinates obtained from the machine 
were analysed by using Matlab software to produce the scan imagery as shown in 
Figure 110. For two-dimensional view, it is shown in Figure 111.  
 
 
Figure 109 Scanning machine (FARO Model 14000 3D scanner) (Photo: Author) 
 
 
Figure 110 Scan imaginary for tension screw taken off from tested specimens in three-
dimensional view. From the left: 45o, 60o, 75o and 90o (Ducas, 2017). 
 




Figure 111 Scan image of tension inclined screws of 45°, 60°, 75° and 90° in two-
dimensional view 
  
  From the Figure 111, it shows that the tension screw for specimen X45s 
embedded within the concrete has no hinges. It has been discussed in Chapter 4, where 
the screw with angle of 45° has no shear stresses (see Figure 62). Due to this situation, 
the screw tends to withdraw from concrete without any hinges occurred on it. When 
the angle of 60° used in connection, the tension screw embedded within then concrete 
starts to has the shear stresses insight of the screw which cause the screw to bend. It 
was the furthest hinge to the head of screw. The top hinge of the screw for screw angle 
60° occurred closer to the screw head than 45°. The top hinge closer to the screw head 
when the screw angle used was 75°.Lastly, the closest top hinge to the screw head was 
the screw of 90°. It can be concluded that the top hinge of the tension screw will be 
closer to the screw head when the screw angle increases. It also found that the hinge 
occurred on the part of the screw embedded within the concrete has only single hinge. 
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Figure 112 shows the scan imagery for the compression screw. From the diagram, it 
was found that the top hinge occurred on the screw of 45° was the nearest to the screw 
head compared to the other counterparts. Even though the screw angle 45° has no shear 
stresses (see Figure 60, the top hinge still occurred due to the screw being compressed 
in the concrete and make the screw bend quite significant compared to tension screw. 
The top hinge was occurred further away from the screw head when the angle screw 
was increased to 60°. The top hinge for the screw angle of 75° was the further away 
from screw head than screw angle 60°. Lastly, the top hinge of the screw angle of 90° 
was the furthest away from screw head. It can be concluded that the top hinge will be 
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6.5 Analysis of the coordinates data from the scanning machine for tension screw 
from specimen X45s  
The coordinates data used for the first analysis was from the tension screw of specimen 
X90s. Figure 113 shows the points along the middle of the screw were clicked (small 
black squares) by using the cursor to save them into the text file in Matlab. This is the 
best way that can be used to generate the curve line of the tested screw. The clicked 
coordinates saved in text file then transferred into the MS Excel file.  
 
Figure 113 Clicked point along the middle of the screw 
   The plot created from the coordinates data was adjusted in a good presentation 
plot as shown in Figure 114. The plot shows the full screw curve and the first hinge 
curve for the compression screw of specimen X45s. From the first hinge curve, the 
equation of the curve was obtained to be used in curvature formula. The curvature 
formula for the curve line in the graph is shown in equation 61 where y’ is the first 
derivative of y and y’’ is second derivative of y. In the case for compression screw 
within specimen X45s, the equation for the first hinge curve is shown as in equation 
62, where the a, b, c, d, e, f and g are the front coefficient of each power of x. 
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U = .:/ + ]:@ + ^:- + ":& + _:% + `: + a		  62. 
 
For compression screw of X45s, the value of all coefficients are:. = −1.01 × 10>0, ] =
3.5 × 10>/, ^ = −4.87 × 10>-, " = 3.47 × 10>%, _ = −1.33, ` = 26.17	and	a = −206.25 
 
  Calculation has been made on the compression screw for specimen X45s and 
showed that the maximum curvature was -0.002mm-1. The distance of the plastic hinge 
from the timber-concrete interface was calculated as 22.5mm (57.5mm from screw 
head). The value of curvature obtained is very useful due to it relates to the strain e 
and distance of edge fibre to the middle of screw hsi. The relation is shown in equation 
63. By knowing the value of curvature, strain could be calculated as -6000µe. Another 
important parameter can be obtained is bending moment along the screw length 
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  In order to find the bending moment along the screw length embedded within 
the concrete, the plot of moment against curvature was made. The plot was made based 
on the stress-strain curve (see Figure 49) by using the strip method. The strip method 
used was similar steps as in strain gauge method (Chapter 5) by using equation 48 to 
50. The curvature values were obtained by using the equation 63 where the strains are 
calculated based on this study fundamental or assumption as shown in Figure 115 . 
The strain reading were taken from the strain caused by bending M?2. In elastic phase, 
the strength of the screw was taken as  !!" = $!%'!" for the strain range of 	−3695 < %'!" <
3695 .Equation 64 shows the equation of moment for elastic phase for the range of 
curvatures between -0.002mm-1 to 0.002mm-1. In the plastic phase, the moment 
equation used the screw tensile stress in plastic phase as shown in equation 40 where 
the range of strain was −5763 < %'!" < 3695	678	3695 < %'!" < 5763  (by using 
M?'4 	QOno_."	p`	M'4. The moment equation for the plastic phase is shown in equation 65 
(by using M?'4 	QOno_."	p`	M'4) which can be used in range of curvatures between 0.002 
mm-1 to 0.004 mm-1 or -0.002mm-1 to -0.004mm-1. Lastly, the moment equation for 
the strain hardening was formed based on the equation of screw tensile stress for strain 
hardening phase in equation 40 (by using M?'4 	QOno_."	p`	M'4 for the curvatures more 
than 0.004mm-1. The complete moment equation for strain hardening phase is 
presented in equation 66. In calculating the moment for the plastic and strain 
hardening behaviour, the value of lever arm of the individual force strip from the 
middle of diameter h was used same as in elastic behaviour hsi. The plot of bending 
moment against curvature was made and shown in Figure 116. The plot then be used 
to find the moment at every single curvature along the screw length embedded within 
the concrete for the scanning method. 
 
 










































  64. 
 
#'(T) = Z(−5.7 × 10−5(9ℎ*+)2 + 0.669ℎ*+ − 849.76)ℎ'4 "T'4 
  65. 
 
#'(UV) = Z(2 × 10−39ℎ*+ + 1052.2)ℎ'4 "T'4 




Figure 116 Bending moment vs curvature of screw 
6.6  Location of hinges at the highest point of curvature  
The analysis was done on all compression and tension screw that were taken off from 
the tested specimens. All the important parameters were described in the Table 13. 
Table 13 shows the curvature and the location of plastic hinge in the screw embedded 
within the concrete. It was found that the compression screw in specimen 45o has the 
furthest distance from the timber-concrete interface. The distance reduced when the 
angle of the screw increase to the 900. Contrary, in tension screw, the distance closer 
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Table 13 Result of scanning method 
Specimen Maximum curvature, 
kmax 
Plastic hinges location 
from concrete-timber 









X45s -0.002 0.004 27 1 
X60s -0.008 0.005 21 7 
X75s -0.005 0.007 15 11 
X90s -0.009 0.006 12 12 
6.7 Comparison between the strain gauge method and scanning method 
In this section, the scanning method results were used to validate the results obtained 
by strain gauge method. It was predicted that the results from scanning method gave 
the better result due to the screws were directly scanned by machine to develop the 
image of screws with coordinates. The parallel of results between both methods 
indicate the results of strain gauges method give the good way in reference to design 
of TCC composite structures. This section compared the location of plastic hinges, 
local bending moment at the hinges, curvature and the displacement shape according 
to the curve shape from scanning method to the one generated by strain gauges method. 
In order to compare both methods, the way of calculation for internal bending moment 
by strain gauges method is changed by considering the strain readings of the ultimate 
shear force capacity. At the ultimate shear force capacity, the screw behaved in more 
plastic than at the maximum shear force capacity. In obtaining the local bending 
moment for strain gauges, the equation 61 in this chapter and plot in Figure 116 were 
considered. The comparisons were made on the compression screws within the 
softwood specimen due to these specimens have complete local bending moment 
distribution along the screw embedded within the concrete. 
 
6.7.1 Validation by location of hinges     
Table 14 shows the comparison between the results plastic hinges location between 
scanning to the strain gauges method. It was found that there is very little difference 
between both methods by not exceeding +/-20% of the plastic hinges from scanning 
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method. The distance of plastic hinge from the concrete-timber interface is named as 
lc(scan) and lc(gauge) for result obtained from scan imagery and strain gauges method 
respectively. In comparing the value of lc between scan and strain gauge method, the 
both values have little different, but the value shows that the distance from concrete-
timber interface from both methods increased when the angle of the screw reduced 
from 90 degree to the 45 degree. 
 
Table 14 Plastic hinges location result 
 
Specimen Angle Plastic hinge distance 
from the timber-concrete 
interface, lc(scan) (mm) 
Plastic hinge distance 
from the timber-concrete 








fH =l c(scan)/Lc 
Compression Tension Compression Tension Compression Tension 
X45s 45 26 1 25 N/A 85 0.31 0.01 
X60s 60 21 7 19 N/A 85 0.25 0.08 
X75s 75 15 11 18 N/A 85 0.18 0.13 
X90s 90 12 12 N/A N/A 85 0.14 0.14 
 In calculating the shear force capacity, the force due to embedment strength is 
always being considered. Based on Gelfi et al. (2002), embedment strength of the 
screw embedded within the concrete is the concrete bearing stress on the effective 
length lc (see Figure 27). But the model presented by Gelfi et al. (2002) was considered 
only for the screw with 90°. So, it is essential to figure out how critical effective 
length to the embedment strength of the screw embedded within the concrete at 
different screw angles.  
  The ratio between plastic hinge distance lc(scan) to the length of fastener in 
concrete Lc is known as plastic hinge ratio ÆH. The distance of plastic hinge from the 
concrete-timber interface is very vital in order to quantify the length of lc. The plot of 
plastic hinge ratio against angle of the screw was made as shown in Figure 117 to 
know the effect of the angle on the plastic hinges. From the plot, it clearly can be seen 
that the plastic hinge ratio increased when the angle reduces from 90 degrees to 45 
degrees for the fastener that receive the shear-compression stress. The plastic hinge 
ratio decreased when the angle reduced from 90 degrees to the 45 degrees for the 
fastener that receive shear-tension stress. From the graph, the equation of plastic hinge 
ratio for the fastener in compression and tension are presented in equation 67 and 68 
respectively. As summary, the rQ increased by reducing the screw angles from 90° to 
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45° in compression screws. Meanwhile, in the tension screws the rQ  decreased by 
reducing the screw angles from 90° to 45°. In equation of embedment strength of the 
screw connections embedded within the concrete Ẁ,Q, effective length rQ is significant 
parameter that can influence the value of Ẁ,Q. In this study, the influence of rQ on the 
value Ẁ,Q, is considered and give significant effect on the shear force capacity of the 
screw connection in timber concrete composite structures. In next chapter, the 
development of empirical model is discussed by considering the rQ in the analysis. 
 
 
Figure 117  Plastic hinge ratio by angle 
 
∅V(#) = 0.003< − 0.1  67. 
 
∅V(Q) = −0.004< + 0.5  68. 
 
  By knowing the plastic hinge ratio equation for tension and compression, the 
value of length lc can be determined and shown in 70 and 72, respectively. The 
equation of lc is very useful for MLR analysis in next chapter. 
 
For compression screw: 
ØH(c) = -0.004x + 0.5
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rQ = -Q∅V(Q)  69. 
 
rQ = 0.003<-Q − 0.1-Q  70. 
 
For tension: 
rQ = -∅V(#)  71. 
 
rQ = −0.004<-Q + 0.5-Q  72. 
6.7.2 Validation by the value of curvature and local bending moment 
Table 15 shows the differences of curvature obtained from the scanning method and 
strain gauge method. Curvature obtained by the scanning method were calculated by 
using the equation 61 where the value of curvature was referring the curve in the plot 
of coordinates. Meanwhile, curvature obtained by strain gauge method was also 
considering the plot in Figure 116 where the bending moment obtained in calculation 
were match with curvature in the plot. It was also found that in the Table 15 the 
difference between both methods were not far each other. In specimen X45s, curvature 
of scanning method was obtained at the maximum value where the plastic hinge was 
occurred. The value obtained was -0.002mm-1 which close to the strain gauge method 
which recorded at -0.0018mm-1 (calculated at the maximum bending moment and also 
known the location of plastic hinge).  In specimen X60s, maximum curvature obtained 
was -0.006mm-1 which two times to the curvature obtained by strain gauge method (-
0.003mm-1). The specimen X75s showed that the curvature was -0.005mm-1 which 
nearly to the curvature calculated for strain gauge. As overall, comparisons on the 
value of curvature showed a little different.  
 
Table 15 Comparison of curvature 




X45s 45 -0.002 -0.0018 
X60s 60 -0.008 -0.003 
X75s 75 -0.005 -0.004 
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X90s 90 N/A N/A 
  Table 16 shows the comparison results of maximum bending moment from 
scanning and strain gauge methods. It was found that the maximum bending moment 
obtained by strain gauge method was -23kNmm which not too far from the value 
obtained by scanning method (-28kNmm). The value from specimen X60s also was 
little different where the difference just 5.7% of the scanning method result. For 
specimen X75s, the results of local bending moment by scanning method also almost 
similar to the strain gauge method. The moment by strain gauge method was -
25.2Nmm which just more 1kNmm than scanning method. As a summary, the local 
bending moment determined by strain gauge method is reliable.  
 
Table 16 Comparison of local bending moment in compression screw 









X45s 45 -28 -23 +17.8 
X60s 60 -37 -35 +5.7 
X75s 75 -38 -37 +2.6 
X90s 90 N/A N/A N/A 
 
   Comparisons have made on the distribution of bending moment along the screw 
embedded within the concrete as shown in Figure 118 to Figure 120. The comparison 
was made between bending moment distribution between scan and gauge method from 
specimen X45s, X60s and X75s. Figure 118 shows the bending moment distribution 
for the compression screw embedded within the concrete in specimen X45s. It was 
found that the distribution from the scan method has good agreement with the gauge 
method. Figure 119 shows the comparison between scan and gauge method bending 
moment distribution for the compression screw within the specimen X60s. There was 
also good agreement on the comparison between scan and gauge method on the 
bending moment distribution along the screw embedded within the concrete in 
specimen X75s (see Figure 120).   
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Figure 118 Bending moment along the compression screw in specimen X45s 
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Figure 120 Bending moment along the compression screw in specimen X75s 
 
  As the overall to this section, the comparison between scan and gauge method 
on the maximum curvature, maximum bending moment and distribution of bending 
moment along the compression screw show the good agreement between both 
methods. It proved that all the steps to develop the local bending moment equation 
along the screw embedded within the concrete in chapter 5 is valid. 
 
6.7.3 Validation by the displacement shape 
There is another way to validate the results of strain gauge method by comparing the 
displacement shape of screw embedded within the concrete to the observed by 
scanning method. The displacement calculated for strain gauges method is the method 
of integration of local bending moment distribution along the screw. There were 
several points along the screw may behaved as plastic. By considering the behaviour 
of plastic, equation of tangent modulus was considered in calculating the internal 
bending moment across the diameter of screw in particular point. There are three 
specimens considered such as X45s, X60s and X75s. All these specimens displacement 
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  In Figure 121 shows the comparison the displacement shape between strain 
gauge method and scanning method. It was found that there was only a little significant 
gap that appeared between both methods. This small gap might be because of the way 
the calculation of displacement was made for strain gauge method. But, overall the 
displacement obtained by strain gauge almost similar to the scan method. 
 
 
Figure 121 Displacement along the compression screw embedded within the concrete for 
specimen X45s 
 
   Figure 122 shows the displacement shape of compression screw obtained by 
strain gauge and observed by scanning method. There was found that the displacement 
shape after 70mm looks massive different. However, the displacement before 70mm 
found to be almost identical each other. There were several assumptions that might 
affect the value of displacement such as the tangent modulus that used based on theory 
of Ramberg-Osgood.  Another reason might be affecting the gap found was the 
multiple times of integration from the local bending moment distribution along screw 
embedded within the concrete. In the displacement shape from integration method, it 
might slightly affect the value obtained for displacement along the screw. Another 
additional reason might be because of the effect of the physical during the way of 
screw taken off from the specimen. Therefore the way of taking off the screws from 
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Figure 122 Displacement along the compression screw embedded within the concrete for 
specimen X60s 
 
   Figure 123 shows the comparison of displacement shape between strain gauges 
method to the scanning method for specimen X75. It was found that there is very little 
gap along the screw until 70mm from screw head. The different looks obvious at the 
distance more than 70 mm from the screw head. The different maybe because of the 
multiple integrations applied on the equations which may reduce the accuracy of the 
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Figure 123 Displacement along the compression screw embedded within the concrete for 
specimen X75s 
 
6.8  Conclusions 
This chapter discussed about the method of scanning method started from the screw 
being taken off from the specimens to the analysis of the coordinates data obtained 
from the scanner. Discussion also made on the comparison of the results obtained by 
scanning to the strain gauges methods.  
  In the steps of analysis, the coordinates data from the scanner, two important 
tools need to be used were Matlab and MS Excel. The coordinates data were processed 
by using the Matlab in generating the scan imagery of the screws in the plot graph. 
The images produced were two- and three-dimensional view. The steps continued by 
clicking the coordinates along the middle of the screw and saved it in the text file. The 
text file converted into the MS Excel form in order to produce the curve fit line in the 
x- and y axis. From the line, the analysis was continued by determining the curvature. 
From the curvature, parameters of plastic hinge location and local bending moment at 
the highest point of curvature were obtained. 
  The comparisons between method of scanning and strain gauges were made on 
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method showed little different to the results obtained by scanning method for specimen 
X45s, X60s and X75s. The comparison also made on the location of hinges occurred 
along the screw embedded within the concrete. The results showed that the plastic 
hinges location for all three specimens on the compression screw analysed using strain 
gauge method were almost similar to the scanning method. The difference was not 
exceeding 3 mm between both methods. 
  Comparison also been made on the value of local bending moment calculated 
at the plastic hinge between strain gauges and scanning methods. It was found that the 
highest difference of percentage the value of local bending moment from the strain 
gauge to the scanning methods was only 20%. Lastly, comparison has been made on 
the displacement shape along the screw embedded within the concrete between both 
methods. It was found that the compression screw within specimen X45s, X60s and 
X75s showed the good agreement between both methods with very little gap 
difference. The specimen X60s shows the massive difference beyond the 70mm 
distance from the screw head. The difference found between two displacement shape 
probably because of several factor. The first factor might be due to the use of tangent 
modulus in calculating the moment at plastic region in strain gauge method. The 
second factor probably because of the multiple integration from the local bending 
moment distribution along the screw embedded within the concrete reduced the 
accuracy in calculating displacement along the screw. Lastly, the way of the screw 
being taken off from the specimen playing the main role in the shape of screw curve. 
The cautious need to be taken attention in order to get the best condition of the screw 
off from the specimens. 
  As a summary, the comparisons made between both methods scanning and 
strain gauges methods show the good agreement and prove that the results of analysis 
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CHAPTER 7   
 
 
Empirical modelling of shear force capacity and stiffness 
 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains how empirical methods are used to predict the shear force 
capacity and stiffness of the connection in the timber-composite structure. The use of 
timber-composite structures data was including the database of shear test from 
previous published work and current experimental work on timber-concrete composite 
(TCC) specimens. Shear force capacity and stiffness are the vital parameters in 
determining the size of the fastener, the fasteners formations, the type of fastener, the 
mechanical properties of the fastener that can be used in design of connection in 
composite structure between timber and concrete / timber. The method analysis used 
in predicting the shear force capacity and the stiffness of the connection in this 
research was multiple linear regression (MLR). The distance of hinge from the 
interface between timber and concrete also essential to be used in embedment strength 
of the screw embedded within the concrete. 
  Normally, shear force capacity and stiffness of connection is measured by using 
the shear test either single shear or double shear. The load is applied on the shear test 
specimens to get the shear force capacity. In order to estimate the shear force capacity 
and stiffness of connection, several properties need to be considered which can 
influence those parameters. 
  The properties that could affect the shear force capacity were concrete/timber 
strength on slab ss, timber strength on beam sB, length of fastener embedded within 
concrete Lc, diameter of fastener D, strength of fastener sy(s) and angle of fastener q. 
The diameter is predicted to influence the shear force capacity of the connection. It 
was verified by the He et al (2016) where used different size of diameter and found 
that bigger size of diameter will increase the shear force capacity of connection. 
Skinner (2013) has made comparison on the length of fastener used in connection and 
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found that the shear force capacity increased twice when used longer length of 
fastener. The strength of the fastener is also predicted to affect the shear force 
capacitys of the connection. Sebastian et al (2016) has found that, the concrete use as 
slab in TCC structure has significant effect on the shear capacity of connection. In 
MLR analysis, by considering all these properties, the shear capacity predictive model 
could be improved significantly. 
  In this chapter, a set of shear test data of timber-concrete previous published 
paper was collected. The set data was analysed by using multiple linear regression 
(MLR) method to produce the prediction model of shear force capacity. Before the 
analysis of MLR was performed, the basis of shear force capacity obtained from the 
shear test specimen is discussed in this chapter. The analysis of MLR was done on the 
set of data collected from previous works and current experiment data. From analysis, 
prediction models of shear force capacity were produced and discussed in this chapter.
  
7.2 Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) Analysis 
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) analysis is the statistical process in predicting 
between the dependent variable and independent variable. In regression process, it can 
be listed as following way. 
1. A particular variable that are interested to be understand such as embedment 
strength of screw in concrete. This variable is called as dependent variable and 
usually represented as y. 
2. The set of other variables that might be useful in estimating or modeling the 
dependent variable (slab strength, beam strength, fastener strength and so on). 
These are called the predicting or independent variables and usually 
represented by x1, x2 etc. 
3. Typically, a multiple regression analysis is used for more than one purposes; 
modelling the relationship between x and y, prediction of the dependent 
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7.2.1 The linear regression model (Chatterjee, et al., 2012) 
The data consist of number of observation (x1i, x2i ……., xpi, yi), which represent a 
random sample from huge database. These observations can be expressed in a linear 
relationship as equation 73 
	U4 = tM + t2:24 +⋯+ t1:14 + M4  73. 
where the t coefficients are unknown parameters, and the Mi are random error terms.  
 
 
Figure 124 The simple linear regression model. Black line represents to the true regression 
line and the dotted lines represents to the random error Mi (Chatterjee, et al., 2012) 
 
7.2.2 Estimation using Least Squares (Chatterjee, et al., 2012) 
The true regression function represents the expected relationship between the target 
and the predictor variables, which is unknown. A primary goal of a regression analysis 
is to estimate this relationship, or equivalently, to estimate the unknown parameters 
t. This requires a data-based rule, or criterion, that will give a reasonable estimate. 
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The standard approach is least squares regression, where the estimates are chosen to 
minimize 







For any choice of estimated parameters t, the estimated expected response value given 
the observed predictor values equals 
UXx = tMy + t2y:24 +⋯+ t1y:14 ,  75. 
and is called the fitted value. The difference between the observed value yi and the 
fitted value UXx  is called the residual. The least squares regression line minimizes the 
sum of squares of the lengths of the dotted lines; that is, the ordinary least squares 




Figure 125 Least squares estimation for the simple linear regression model, using the same 
data as in Figure 124. The dashed gray line represents to the true regression line, 
the solid black line represents to the fitted least squares line (designed to estimate 
the gray line), and the lengths of the dotted lines correspond to the residuals. The 
sum of squared values of the lengths of the dotted lines is minimized by the solid 
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7.2.3 Analysis of Variances (ANOVA) 
The use of ANOVA depends on the research design. Commonly, researchers are using 
ANOVA in three ways: one-way ANOVA, two- way ANOVA, and N-way Multivariate 
ANOVA. In this research, one-way Anova was used in regression analysis. Equation 
76 to 81 shows the important equations in Anova; sum of square (SS), mean sum of 
squares (MS), degree of freedom (df) and  F-statistic (*) ; (Kim, 2017), (Chatterjee, 
et al., 2012). 











  77.  







   
"`(`.^op}) = S − 1  79. 
   
"`(_}}p}) = O −S  80. 
   
"`(opo.r) = O − 1  81. 
 
Where {4 is the mean of the group i, {|4 is the overall mean, n is the number of all 
observational values and F statistic is the ratio of intergroup mean sum of squares to 
intragroup mean sum of squares. 
7.3 Fundamental of longitudinal shear force capacity equation in fastener 
The shear force capacity Pmax of the screw connections is influenced by the local 
characteristics of withdrawal capacity Pa (due to axial loading in the screw or also 
known as withdrawal strength) and the force due to embedment strength Pb (see 
Equation 83). EC5 provides methods to estimate both models (Pa and Pb) for screws 
in timber. No such guidance exists for timber-concrete connections. This section 
explores the contribution of both Pa and Pb to the total shear force capacity of TCC 
specimens. In the equation of Pb, parameter lc is the main factor that influences the 
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value of Pb. In chapter 6, section 6.7.1 explained that the distance of the hinge from 
timber-concrete interface lc increased when the angle of the screw goes from 90° to 
45°. The result of shear force capacity of the screw in chapter 4 shows that the 
specimen with inclination angle of 45° recorded higher capacity compared to the other 
counterparts. It showed that the lc  has significant effect on the value of Pb . The details 
explaination on the relationship between Pb and lc is explained in next couple of 
sections. Figure 126 shows the mechanisme of hinge in concrete to exhibit the force 
due to bending. The screw connection is embedded within two different materials 
(concrete and timber). The concept of effective length presented in Gelfi et al. (2002) 
is discussed here. The screw shear force capacity is equal to the resultant of the timber 
bearing capacity Ẁ,#	acting on the effective length r# or to the resultant of the concrete 
bearing stress Ẁ,Q	acting on the effective length rQ. The maximum bending moment are 
occurred at A and B (see Figure 126 c), so the equilibirium state (Figure 126 d) is 
happening at this point. Based on this situation, Gelfi et al (2002) stated that the 
equation of Pb can be written as equation 82. Due to this study is focusing on the screw 
connection embedded within the concrete, the equation in Pb is considered in analysis. 
Based on Eurocode 5, the shear force capacity of the screw connection is not only 
depending on the bearing stress or embedment strength ( Ẁ,#), but, there is withdrawal 
strength which is also contribute in the shear force capacity. Usually, withdrawal 
strength will be exhibit when the screw angle is less than 90°. So that, this is why the 
Pa is included in equation 83. 
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Figure 126 Mechanisme of hinge in concrete to exhibit l? 
 
l()* = l) + l?  83. 
 
7.3.1 Withdrawal strength of the screw in timber-concrete composite structure 
specimens 
This section discusses about the withdrawal strength of the screw within the TCC 
specimens. Each screw was partly embedded within the concrete and timber. While 
the force imposed on the specimens, the screws tend to withdraw either from the 
concrete or timber. The withdrawal strength from timber Pa(t) or Pa(c) were included in 
calculation of the shear force capacity of the connection based on the Eurocode 5. In 
section 5.1, it was explained about the contribution of the axial load in the shear force 
capacity. The axial load obtained by specimen 45° was higher than 60° and 75°. It was 
found that, the axial load also influenced by the angle of the screw. The axial load 
were increasing when the angle reduced from 90° to 45°  .   
  The equation of withdrawal strength for both in timber and concrete are shown 
in equation 84 and 85. The withdrawal strength of screw in timber as shown in 
equation 84 calculated based on the shear strength of the timber (Harte, 2009). 
Meanwhile, the withdrawal strength of the concrete was determined  based on tensile 
strength of the concrete as shown in equation 85 (EC2, 2004). The values of 
withdrawal strength were taken into account in the shear force capacity equation from 
the lower value between equation 84 and 85. From both equations, Lt is length of the 
screw embedded within the timber and Lc is the length of the screw embedded within 
the concrete.  
 
l)(#) = 0.2	~4-#&5
..0 cos <  84. 
 
l)(Q) = 0.3~4-Q&U
../A cos <  85. 
 
7.3.2 Embedment strength of the screw in timber concrete composite 
structures 
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Another parameter in shear force capacity equation needs to be obtained is force due 
to embedment strength. In Eurocode 5, embedment strength can be obtained by using 
equation in clause 8.3.1.1 (EC5). However, it can be used only for timber. Based on 
Eurocode 5, embedment strength of the screw connection calculated by considering 
full length of the screw embedded within the timber. Based on the  experimental 
results in chapter 5 and 6, it was found that the plastic hinge were found along the 
screw embedded within the concrete. The hinges were measured from the interface of 
timber to concrete. It also named as lc  and lt for the screw embedded within the 
concrete and timber respectively. The experimental results showed that the higher 
inclination angle of the screw (45° to 90°), the closer the distance of hinge from 
interface of timber to concerete.  In chapter 6, the parameter of distance hinge from 
interface between concrete and timber lc were obtained. lc was used in calculating the 
embedment strength of the screw within the concrete. From equation 83, Pmax was the 
shear force capacity of the screw connections from experiment test result. Pa was 
obtained from the equation 84 and 85. Pb is the unknown parameter in equation 83 
that need to be determined. In EC5, there is no clause mentioned about the embedment 
strength of screw within the concrete. The equation of force due to embedment 
strength of the screw within the concrete is shown in equation 86. In equation 86, the 
force is obtained along the effective area of the screw within the concrete. The 
effective area is D times lc. Equation 87 was simplified equation from equation 86 and 
equation 88 was the equation for the various screw angle. The screw angle has 
significant effect on the value of Ẁ,Q. The screw angle influenced the value of rQ as 
discussed in chapter 6. The direction of Ẁ,Q which are not parallel to the shear force 
in x-axis need to be included with the screw angle to determine the value of Ẁ,Q in x -
axis. 
 
l? = Ẁ,Q4rQ  86. 




  87. 




zQO	<  88. 
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7.4 Step to develop empirical model of shear force capacity and stiffness 
Previous sections have discussed about the equations that involve in the MLR analysis. 
This section discusses the step to develop empirical model of shear force capacity and 
stiffness. Figure 127 shows the steps to develop the empirical model of shear force 
capacity. At first, the problem was obtained in Gelfi et al’s model of shear force 
capacity where the shear force capacity is not included the influence of screw angles.  
In this study, the effective length rQ was influenced by the screw angle as can be seen 
in step 2. In compression screw, the rQ reduced by increasing the screw angle from 
45°to 90°. Meanwhile, the rQ increased by increasing the screw angle from 45° to 90° 
for the tension screw. The equations involved in the analysis were l()* , l) and l?. In 
these equations, the known parameters were l()*  , 4  , -Q  , -#  , rQ  , &'  and &5 . 
Meanwhile, parameter Ẁ,Q was the unknown parameter and being used as the main 
parameter to be analysed in MLR. From the analysis of MLR, the empirical model of 
Ẁ,Q 	 was obtained and substituted back into the equation of l()*. In stiffness model, 
the existing model by Moshiri et al. (2014) has limitation in predicting the stiffness at 
angle 90°. In this study, the stiffness was developed from equation 5' as can be seen 
in step 2 in Figure 128. The global flexibility coefficient  was being the parameter to 
be analysed in MLR due to it is the unknown values. The known parameters in this 
analysis were5', (' and j'. After the MLR analysis was done, the empirical model of 
































































Existing formula from Gelfi et al. (2002) did not 
include the screw angle in Ẁ,Q . Effective length rQ 
influences the value of Ẁ,Q. 
 
Obtaining ÄZ in Chapter 6 
 
For compression 
rQ = 0.003<-Q − 0.1-Q 
 
For tension 
rQ = −0.004<-Q + 0.5-Q 
Shear force capacity equation 
 
l()* = l) + Ẁ,Q4rQ 
Timber: 
l)(#) = 0.2	~4-#&5
..0 cos < 
Concrete: 
l)(Q) = 0.3~4-Q&U













New proposed  shear 
force capacity 
 





























Figure 128 Steps to develop stiffness model 
7.5 Database of connection test specimens 
The steps to derive the predictive model of shear force capacity and stiffness began 
by collecting the data from previous studies and current experimental work. Table 17 
shows the compiled data of shear force connection test from a variety of sources. All 
the specimens used in analysis were tested as X-formation. The sources are collected 
by considering connection test from TCC. The data are collected from year 2015 until 
present study. The total of the specimen is 60 which is included the single and double 
shear test specimens (see Appendix 1 for full details). The value of fh,c was determined 
for each specimen from the database in Table 17. This parameter data was used in the 





Existing formula from Moshiri et al. (2014) not be 
able to predict stiffness in 90° screw angle 
 
Formula of stiffness 
 









New proposed stiffness 
model  
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7.6 Development of mathematical model for shear force capacity  
In developing mathematical model for shear force capacity, the embedment strength 
fh,c was the important parameter to be analysed. The value of fh,c was depended on 
several variables such as, screw diameter, screw formation angle and compressive 
strength of concrete. Table 18 shows the range of important parameters used in the 
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Table 17 Database of connection shear test from 2007 to present study 
 




























angle q°  
Moshiri (2014a) Single shear test  12 7.5 
 
65-97 48 28 510 30-60 
Sebastian et al (2016) Double shear test  2 6 210 70 32.7 1100 45 
He et al (2016) Double shear test  12 8-16 100 44.9 49.7 1200 90 
Marchi et al (2017) Double shear test 12 8-12 160 24 32.7 160 45 
Hao et al (2019) Double shear test 10 10-14 180 43.4 40-60 462 30-90 
Mirdad et al (2019) Double shear test 4 11 150-200 52 28 510 30-60 
Experiment test Double shear test 8 6 210 70 16.36-26.5 820 30-90 
 
Table 18 Range of the database 
Parameters Range 
Diameter of screw D 6mm to 16mm 
Length of the screw Ls 65mm to 219mm 
Beam strength (timber) sB 24MPa to 70MPa 
Slab strength (concrete) sS 16.36MPa to 60MPa 
Screw angle q° 30° to 90° 







7.6.1 Influence of material properties on the embedment strength of screw 
within the concrete in the compression screws  
The discussion has been made on the influence of material properties on embedment 
strength of screw embedded within the concrete. The plot of concrete embedment 
strength fh,c against the distance of the hinge from interface between concrete and 
timber was made as shown in Figure 129. The graph shows the database of measured 
fh,c values plotted with power laws fitted to the data from 60 specimens.  It was found 
that the value of square regression R2 of the plot is 0.83 which indicates that the lc has 
impressive significant on the fh,c. It was also found that the embedment strength of the 
screw within the concrete decreases when the distance of hinge from interface of 
concrete and timber is increasing. The reason why the shorter distance of hinge from 
interface of concrete and timber has lower fh,c is due to lower size of screw angles .In 
chapter 6, there was discussion about the screw angles influenced the distance of hinge 
from the interface between concrete and timber. It was found that the lower the size 
of screw angles, the bigger the distance of hinges from interface between concrete and 
timber. The shear force capacity has two part of forces which are the force from 
withdrawal strength and the force from embedment strength (see equation 83). The 
force due to withdrawal strength is higher when the size of screw angle is lower. 
Contrary, the force due to the embedment strength increases when the size of screw 
angles increases. It proved that the plot of fh,c against lc was influenced by the screw 
angles. Equation 88 shows the relationship between angle with fh,c. As conclusion, it 
can be found that the main parameter that influences the embedment strength of screw 
within the concrete fh,c was the distance of the hinge from the interface between 







Figure 129 fh,c plotted against  distance the hinge from interface between concrete and timber 
 
7.6.2 Mathematical model of embedment strength of the screw within the 
concrete 
The most influenced factor that effect the embedment strength of the screw within the 
concrete was the distance of plastic hinge from the interface between concrete and 
timber lc as discussed in the previous section. This factor was used as a main parameter 
in developing the mathematical model of fh,c. A multiple linear regression analysis 
was undertaken to develop a combined equation by considering another two 
parameters	"! 	and		""	 to predict fh,c. Equation 89 shows the equation of the multiple 
linear regression in Log version. 
 
&'	()#,%* = ,&'(&&) + '&'("!) + 0&'("") + 1  89. 
 
Equation 89 are simplified to be equation 90, which were used in plotting the linear 
graph. Meanwhile, equation 91 shows the simple equation to calculate the value of 
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)  91. 
 
7.6.3 Optimizing the mathematical model of embedment strength of screw 
embedded within the concrete 
In optimizing the equation 91, it is required to achieve the best value of m, n and k. 
The analysis carried to obtain each variable exponent in equation. The analysis was 
held by taking into account variable lc, sB and sS. Firstly, the analysis was done by 
put only lc as variable. It followed by analysis with two parameters lc and sB. The 
analysis continued by considering combination of parameter lc, sB and sS. Table 21 
shows the results of the MLR analysis undertaken in MS Excel for the model only lc 
as parameter. From the analysis by using data analysis in MS excel, the best MLR 
obtained is given as equation 92 where the exponent for lc was -1.7. The value of C is 
obtained as 7.1. It was found that the value of R2 and standard error are 0.835 and 0.43 
respectively from the 60 specimens of TCC.  
 
)#,& = 7.1&&




Table 19  Analysis of multiple linear regression results of fh,c. (ANOVA: MS Excel for 
equation 92) 
 
Regression Statistics     
Multiple R 0.91392851     
R Square 0.83526532     
Adjusted R 
Square 0.83242507     
Standard Error 0.43040597     
Observations 60     
      
ANOVA      
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 1 54.4783547 54.4783547 294.081306 2.2019E-24 





Total 59 65.2228139       
      
  Coefficients 
Standard 
Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Intercept 1.9616221 0.28381602 6.91159761 4.1251E-09 1.39350262 
&&  -1.6954867 0.09886912 -17.148799 2.2019E-24 -1.8933948 
 
 The analysis continued with the equation with two parameters lc and sB to see 
its significance to the equation 91. Table 20 shows the result of analysis by including 
parameter lc and "! 	in the equation 93. It was obtained that the value of exponent m 
and n were -1.5 and 1.05. The value of R2 was increased to 0.933 from only 0.835 
when add the "!  as variable in analysis. Its standard error also reduced from 0.43 to 





,.0/  93. 
 
 
Table 20  Analysis of multiple linear regression results of fh,c. (ANOVA: MS Excel for 
equation 93) 
 
Regression Statistics     
Multiple R 0.9658842     
R Square 0.93293229     
Adjusted R 
Square 0.93057904     
Standard Error 0.27702507     
Observations 60     
      
ANOVA      
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 2 60.8484693 30.4242346 396.443707 3.5945E-34 
Residual 57 4.37434456 0.07674289   
Total 59 65.2228139       
      
  Coefficients 
Standard 
Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Intercept -2.4563659 0.51818647 -4.7403128 1.4652E-05 -3.4940164 





"! 1.04865765 0.11510102 9.11075892 1.0185E-12 0.81817183 
 
 The analysis repeated by adding all three variables lc, "!  and "' . Table 21 
shows the results of analysis and found that the value of R2 was improved to 0.97. The 
value of standard error also has changed to only 0.184. The best value of exponent m, 
n and o were -1.68, 1.1 and -0.78 for lc, "! and "', respectively. From all analyses on 










Table 21  Analysis of multiple linear regression results of fh,c for compression fasteners 
(ANOVA: MS Excel for equation 94) 
 
Regression Statistics     
Multiple R 0.9853908     
R Square 0.97099502     
Adjusted R 
Square 0.96944119     
Standard Error 0.18379852     
Observations 60     
      
ANOVA      
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 3 63.3310277 21.1103426 624.90108 5.3069E-43 
Residual 56 1.89178611 0.03378189   
Total 59 65.2228139       
      
  Coefficients 
Standard 
Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Intercept 0.65655575 0.50006252 1.31294733 0.19455571 -0.3451899 
X Variable 1 -1.680137 0.04998261 -33.614433 8.1593E-39 -1.7802642 
X Variable 2 1.09813089 0.07658412 14.3388847 2.145E-20 0.94471446 






  The plots of measured fh,c against predicted fh,c are produced for all analyses to 
see the effect of the variables on equation 91. Figure 130 shows the predicted versus 
measured plot of equation 91 fitted to the database. Figure 130a shows the plot of fh,c 
measured against new model for equation 92 with only variable of lc. The plot shows 
82% of the data was within the +/-33% of line of equality. In Figure 130 b, it shows 
the plot of measured versus new model with two variables lc and "!. The plot shows 
92% of the specimens data were within +/-30% of line of equality. Lastly, Figure 130c 
shows the plot measured against new model with three variables lc and "! and "'. It 
also shows that almost 99% of the specimen data of TCC were within +/-33% of the 
line of equality. From all these plots, it can be concluded that the equation 94 give 
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7.6.4 Finalising the new model of shear force capacity 
In previous MLR analysis, the equations of fh,c for compression screw were produced. 
From equation 83, the total shear force capacity of the connection is Pb plus Pa. Pb can 
be known by substituting the empirical equation of fh,c in equation 88. The complete 
equation of Pb is shown in equation 95. Equation 95 was substituted into 83 to get full 




















If Pa(t)<Pa(c) 96. 
 
   
9456 = 0.3>:2&"'







If Pa(c)<Pa(t) 97. 
 
7.7   Development of mathematical model for stiffness  
The model of stiffness in this study was redeveloped from the theory from Gelfi et al. 
(2012). From the equation 15 in chapter 2, the equation was modified to be equation 
98 after ignoring any plank wood thickness in TCC specimens. The flexibility 
coefficients in equation 98 was simplified to be one variable parameter J and known 




3(&"% + &#%)(&" + &#)
  98. 
 




(&"% + &#%)(&" + &#)
= !!4(!)!






7.7.1 Influence of material properties on the global flexibility coefficient of the 
screw within the concrete in the compression screws 
The mechanical properties of the screw connections in TCC structures influence a lot 
on the stiffness of the connection. This section discusses the factor that influenced the 
global flexibility coefficient of the stiffness. The global flexibility coefficient was 
used as the main parameter in this analysis. The plot of global flexibility coefficient 
against diameter were made as shown in Figure 131. The plot shows that the regression 
square was 0.783 which indicates that the diameter influence much on the value of J. 
The plot also shows that the value of global flexibility coefficient decreases when the 
diameter of the screw increases. 
 
 
Figure 131 Global flexibility coefficient against diameter 
 
7.7.1 Mathematical model of global flexibility coefficient  
The factor that influenced the global flexibility coefficient was discussed in previous 
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empirical model. The mathematical model of this main parameter in term of Log is 
shown in equation 101. 
 
&'	(B) = ,&'(:) + '&'("!) + 0&'("') + C&'(=) + 1  101. 
 Equation 101 then been simplified to be the equation of 102. In equation 102, 
the m, n, k and p are the exponent for the diameter, beam compressive strength, slab 




)=9  102. 
 
7.7.2 Optimizing the mathematical model of J  
This section is about to optimize the value of the exponent for every parameter 
discussed in previous section. Analysis of MLR was done by using MS Excel as used 
in analysing the mathematical model of global flexibility coefficient. At first, MLR 
analysis was done for the equation 102 but included only diameter as parameter. The 
results of MLR analysis are shown in Table 22.  The value of m and coefficient C were 
-4.08 and 0.26 , respectively to make equation 102 as equation 103. 
 
B = 0.26:+:.02  103. 
 
Table 22 Analysis of multiple linear regression results of J (ANOVA: MS Excel for equation 
103) 
 
Regression Statistics     
Multiple R 0.88468786     
R Square 0.7826726     
Adjusted R 
Square 0.77892558     
Standard Error 0.6723103     
Observations 60     
      
ANOVA      
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 1 94.4132978 94.4132978 208.878453 7.0129E-21 





Total 59 120.629364       
      
  Coefficients 
Standard 
Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Intercept -1.3592759 0.63751298 -2.1321541 0.03724039 -2.6353968 
X Variable 1 -4.077852 0.28215298 -14.452628 7.0129E-21 -4.6426426 
 
 The analysis of MLR also was done to equation 102 by including the parameter 
of diameter and compressive strength of beam (timber member). From the analysis 
(see Table 23), the value of m, n and coefficient C were -3.94, 1.02 and 0.0045, 
respectively and the equation with those two parameters shown in equation 104. 
 
B = 0.0045:+;.<:"!
,.0=  104. 
 
Table 23 Analysis of multiple linear regression results of J (ANOVA MS Excel for equation 
104) 
 
Regression Statistics     
Multiple R 0.91531264     
R Square 0.83779722     
Adjusted R 
Square 0.8321059     
Standard Error 0.5858929     
Observations 60     
      
ANOVA      
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 2 101.062946 50.5314729 147.205993 3.0666E-23 
Residual 57 19.5664177 0.34327049   
Total 59 120.629364       
      
  Coefficients 
Standard 
Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Intercept -5.4018683 1.0734511 -5.0322444 5.1623E-06 -7.551417 
X Variable 1 -3.9375597 0.24794306 -15.880903 1.3651E-22 -4.4340571 






  The analysis repeated by adding more variables such as D, "! and "'. Table 24 
shows the results of analysis and found that the value of R2 was improved to 0.88. The 
value of standard error also has changed to 0.51. The best value of exponent m, n and 
o were -2.56, 1.54 and -1.75 for D, "! and "', respectively. The value of coefficient C 
was 0.015. From all analyses on parameter J, the variables D, "! and "' have given 




+,../  105. 
 
Table 24 Analysis of multiple linear regression results of J for compression fasteners 
(ANOVA: MS Excel for equation 105) 
Regression Statistics     
Multiple R 0.93741905     
R Square 0.87875448     
Adjusted R 
Square 0.87225918     
Standard Error 0.51105232     
Observations 60     
      
ANOVA      
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 3 106.003593 35.334531 135.290906 1.2514E-25 
Residual 56 14.6257705 0.26117447   
Total 59 120.629364       
      
  Coefficients 
Standard 
Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Intercept -4.2001574 0.97624525 -4.3023588 6.842E-05 -6.1558116 
X Variable 1 -2.5594656 0.38362298 -6.6718256 1.2045E-08 -3.3279548 
X Variable 2 1.53738542 0.23446028 6.55712518 1.8609E-08 1.06770504 
X Variable 3 -1.7497678 0.40230354 -4.3493721 5.8323E-05 -2.5556786 
  Lastly, the analysis was performed by including four parameters such as D, "!, 
"' and = as shown in equation 102. From this MLR analysis, the exponent m, n, o and 
p were -2.5, 1.62, -1.64 and -0.52 respectively (see Table 25 ). The value of coefficient 
C was 0.05. The value of R2 also improved to 0.89 and the standard error reduced to 








+,.1:=+0./=  106. 
 
Table 25 Analysis of multiple linear regression results of J (ANOVA MS Excel for equation 
106 ) 
Regression Statistics     
Multiple R 0.94594156     
R Square 0.89480544     
Adjusted R 
Square 0.88715493     
Standard Error 0.48033232     
Observations 60     
      
ANOVA      
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F 
Regression 4 107.939811 26.9849528 116.960185 3.2597E-26 
Residual 55 12.6895524 0.23071914   
Total 59 120.629364       
      
  Coefficients 
Standard 
Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Intercept -2.9442661 1.01482314 -2.9012603 0.00533518 -4.9780171 
X Variable 1 -2.5018432 0.36111116 -6.9281801 4.9457E-09 -3.2255261 
X Variable 2 1.62071148 0.22223587 7.29275376 1.2499E-09 1.17534085 
X Variable 3 -1.6437922 0.37988607 -4.3270663 6.4282E-05 -2.4051009 
X Variable 4 -0.5192244 0.17923375 -2.8969121 0.0053996 -0.8784169 
  The plots of measured J against predicted J were produced for equation 103 to 
106 to see how the material properties influenced the value of J. Figure 132a) shows 
the plot for equation 103. It was found that the 63% of the data samples were within 
the +/-33% of line of equality. The plot was improved when the equation 104 was 
added with diameter and beam compressive strength. It was found in Figure 132b) the 
data samples were 67% within the +/-33% of line of equality. The plot continued to 
improve when the diameter, beam compressive strength and slab compressive strength 
used as parameters as in equation 105. Figure 132c) shows the percentage of data 
sample within +/-33% of line of equality was increased to 83%. Lastly, the parameters 





added as shown in equation 106. It was found that the data sample percentage lied 



















Figure 132 Plot of measured J against predicted J for compression screw 
 
The final equation of stiffness was proposed by substituting the equation 106 into 










7.8 Comparison new model to existing published works 
The new predicted model of shear force capacity and stiffness developed in previous 
section were validated by comparing them with the existing published model. The 
database used in this section was the database in Table 17. The model from Moshiri 
et al. (2014a) and (2014b) was the only model that proposed the model of shear force 





structures. It was used to compare with new empirical model of shear force capacity 
and stiffness of the screw connections in this study.  
7.8.1 Shear force capacity models comparison 
This section compared the results obtained by new empirical model of shear force 
capacity with the Moshiri et al’s model. The plots of measured Pmax against predicted 
Pmax were made for both new model and Moshiri et al’s model. It was found in Figure 
133 that the new empirical model plot has R2 of 0.86. 100% of data samples were 
within the +/-33%. It shows that the new empirical model can predict the shear force 
capacity very well. The plot of measured Pmax against predicted Pmax of Moshiri et al’s 
model was made as shown in Figure 134. The value of Pmax using Moshiri et al’s model 
were taken from the nearest value to measured Pmax. It can be clearly seen that the 
value of R2 in the plot using Moshiri et al.’s model was 0.49 which far from the value 
obtained by new empirical model. The data samples within the +/-33% of linear of 
equality was 73% for the plot using Moshiri et al’s model.  
 
 







Figure 134 Measured Pmax against predicted Pmax (Moshiri et al’s model) 
 
 
  The plot of ratio Pmax (model) to Pmax (measured) against angle was made to see 
the comparison between two models. Figure 135 shows the ratio for both models. It 
can be clearly seen that the new empirical model has better prediction than Moshiri et 
al’s model. The value of mean and standard error of new empirical model was just 
1.01 and 0.14 respectively. Moshiri et al’s model has the value of mean and standard 
error of 1.30 and 0.35 respectively which bigger than new model. The plot also shows 
that all data samples ratio for new empirical model was between 0.5 to 1.5. Meanwhile, 
all data samples ratio for Moshiri et al’s model was between 0.5 to 2.1 which bigger 
range than new model.  It proved that the new empirical model was better than Moshiri 












7.8.2 Stiffness model comparison 
This section discusses the comparison between stiffness model of new empirical 
model to the Moshiri et al.’s model. The plots of measured Ks against predicted Ks 
were made for both new model and Moshiri et al.’s model. Figure 136 shows the plot 
for new empirical model. It was found that the value of R2 for this plot was 0.5166. It 
was about 67% of the samples data within the +/-33% of the linear of equality. For 
Moshiri et al.’s model, the plot is shown in Figure 137. From this plot, the value of R2 
could not be obtained due to some Ks values were 0 which causing the trendline for 
the plot was not available. From both plots, it can be concluded that the new empirical 
model of stiffness can predict well and better than Moshiri et al.’s model based on the 
R2. Even though the value of R2 obtained by new empirical model was 0.5166 which 
quite far from 0.8, it still much better than available published prediction model for 
crossed formation screws such as Moshiri et al.’s model. Comparison continued by 
plotting the plot of ratio of predicted Ks to measured Ks against angle (see Figure 138). 



































Based on the Moshiri et al.’s model, the value of Ks for specimens at angle 0° and 90° 
always be 0. But, in the measured Ks for 0° and 90°, the values were not 0. This is the 
limitation when using Moshiri et al.’s model in calculating the stiffness for specimen 
with angle of 0° and 90°. From the plot, it also was found that the range of ratio for 












Figure 137 Measured Ks against predicted Ks (Moshiri et al’s model) 
 
 








































7.8.3 Independent check using Moshiri et al. (2014) data. 
  This section discusses the shear force and stiffness models between new 
proposed model and Moshiri et al.’s model by using only Moshiri et al.’s data samples. 
There 12 samples used by Moshiri et al.(2014) in deriving the shear force capacity 
and stiffness. From all these 12 samples, the calculations were made on the shear force 
capacity and stiffness for both new proposed model and Moshiri et al.’s model. The 
mean and standard deviation of both models were calculated to compare them. After 
calculations, the plot of ratio between model to experiment values was made. Figure 
139 shows the ratio of shear force model to measured G". It was found that the shear 
force capacity of new model ratio to measured values has better prediction than 
Moshiri et al.’s model. The mean and standard deviation value for new proposed model 
were 1.01 and 0.14 which are better than Moshiri et al’s model with value of 1.30 and 
0.35, respectively. Meanwhile, Figure 140 shows the ratio of stiffness calculated from 
model to the measured in experiment. It clearly can be seen that the new model has a 
better prediction than Moshiri et at.’s model. The mean and standard values for new 
model were 0.86 and 0.14 respectively which are better than Moshiri et al.’s model 








Figure 139 Ratio Pmax (model) to (measured) vs angle only using Moshiri et al. (2014) data. 
 
 







































































7.9 Sensitivity analysis 
 
This section discusses the influences of different parameters on the shear force 
capacity and the stiffness of the screw connection in the timber-concrete structures. 
In this study, 5 input variables with various value ranges are used to conduct a 
comprehensive parametric analysis. In this analysis, the control variable method is 
used where one control parameter is varies, while the other parameters are unchanged. 
One sample from Moshiri et al. (2014) was used as the reference model as detail shown 
in Table 26. The ranges of the five inputs are shown in Table 27. At first, the analysis 
was done to see the influence of the variable parameters on the shear force capacity. 
The analysis started by analysing the sensitivity of effective length of the screw 
embedded within the concrete on the shear force capacity Pmax. The &&  used were 
50mm, 100mm, 150mm, and 200mm. It was found that the shear force capacity of the 
connection decreased significantly when the && increased from 50mm to 200mm as 
shown in Figure 141. The sensitivity analysis has done on the influence of the strength 
of the timber beam "!to the shear force capacity. The range of the timber strength in 
the analysis were 20MPa, 40MPa, 60MPa and 80MPa. Figure 142 shows the plot of 
Pmax against "! where the shear force capacity increased significantly by increasing 
the strength of the timber beam. 
 
Table 26 Selected sample for reference model 

















Moshiri et al 
(2014a) 60 155 510 220 65 15.85 7.5 28 48 
 

















Figure 141 Influence of lc on Pmax 
 
 
Figure 142 Influence of "! 	on Pmax 
 
  The analysis also done by considering concrete slab strength as the parameter 
that influence the shear force capacity. Figure 143 shows the influence of concrete 
slab strength on the shear force capacity. The shear force capacity of the connection 
is reducing when the concrete slab strength is increased. The screw angle is used to 
see the sensitivity of the shear force capacity. Figure 144 shows the influence of the 
screw angle to the shear force capacity. It was found that the influence of the screw 
angle to the shear force capacity has a little significant. Lastly, diameter of the screw 






























the influence of screw diameter to the shear force capacity where the shear force 
capacity increased impressively by increasing the diameter of the screw. 
 
 






































Figure 145 Influence of :	on Pmax 
 
  The analysis was continued to see the influence of parameters to the model of 
stiffness of the connection proposed in this study. There were three parameters used 
in the analysis such as timber beam strength "! , concrete slab strength "' and screw 
angle =. The similar sample and range properties are used as in previous analysis to 
investigate the influence of the selected parameters on the stiffness. At first, the timber 
beam strength was analyzed and showed that the sitiffness of the connection has 
increased impressively by increasing the timber beam strength as presented in Figure 
146. In Figure 147, the concrete slab strength was used as sensitivity analysis and 
shows that the shear force capacity is decreasing by increasing the concrete slab 


















capacity where the shear force capacity is reducing when the screw angle is increasing 
from 20° to 80°. 
 
Figure 146 Influence of "! 	on KS 
 





































Figure 148 Influence of =on Ks 
 
                                                                                                    
7.10 Shear force capacity and stiffness in TCC beam structures design 
This section discusses the shear force and stiffness of the screw connections used in 
TCC beam structures design. Discussion is focusing on the comparison the results 
obtained by new proposed model and Eurocode 5 model. The example of the TCC 
beam for design was taken from the TCC beam in Dias et al. (2018). Figure 149 shows 
the simply supported TCC beam used in design calculations. The size of beam slab 
was 740 mm x 70 mm (bc x tc) with compressive strength of 25 MPa. The timber beam 
used in this design has compressive strength of 24 MPa with size of 120 mm x 200 
mm (bt x ht). The plywood was used in between concrete and timber with size of 18 
mm. The length of beam span L was 5100 mm as shown in Figure 149. The design 
value of load fd distributed along the span was 6.1 kN/m. From this design load, the 
design shear force V was calculated as 15.55kN. The screw used in the TCC composite 
beam was 8mm diameter D and 210mm length lt. The number of screws per row n was 
2. The angle of the screw as connectors was 45°. In Eurocode 5, the models of shear 
force capacity Pmax and stiffness of the screw Ks were used for the tension screws with 
parallel formation. At first, the Eurocode models (mentioned in section 2.5 in Chapter 























new proposed model for the screw in X-formation. The results of calculation for both 
models are shown in Table 28.  
 
 
Figure 149 Example of TCC beam for design Dias et al. (2018) 
 
  From Table 28, calculation using Eurocode 5 models were verified with ratio 
between load on fasteners in row F1 to design shear force capacity of the screws in a 
row Pmax(rd). The Pmax obtained using Eurocode model was 6.78kN and substituted 
into equation 108  to get Pmax(rd) value. The values of modification factor kmod and 
partial factor of timber gM were 0.8 and 1.3 respectively. The ratio value by using 
Eurocode 5 was 0.85 when the spacing between screws was 100mm. The design using 
Eurocode 5 was satisfied due to the ratio was under 1. The ratio value for calculation 
made by using new model with spacing 100mm was 0.45 which far from 1. This mean 
the shear force capacity of the screws in row were too low compared to design value 
when using the spacing between screws 100mm. Calculation was continued by adding 
more spacing (200mm) between screws and found that the ratio increased to 0.73 
which means that the F1 increased.  The spacing was added to be 250mm and found 
that the ratio was 0.84 which almost similar to the Eurocode model ratio. It was found 
that the X-formation screw gave higher design shear force capacity than the parallel 
tension screws. By using X-formation screws, the spacing between screws was 
increased and can reduce the cost. Table 29 shows the deflection verification for both 
models Eurocode 5 and new model. It was found from the table that the deflection of 
the beam w from both models were less than the allowable deflection wlim. This 





connections could be used in design of TCC beam structures. The details of calculation 
of TCC beam are shown in Appendix 3. 
 
Table 28 Fastener load verification between new model and Eurocode 5 model to the design 

















Eurocode 5 15.5 100 16 6.78 2 1.87 7.79 6.64 0.85<1 
New model 15.5 100 6.49 11.25 2 1.87 12.92 5.78 0.45<1 
New model 15.5 200 6.49 11.25 2 1.87 12.92 9.49 0.73<1 

























Eurocode 5 15.5 5361191049 7.07 20.4 0.35<1 
New model 15.5 3513351024 10.78 20.4 0.53<1 
New model 15.5 2763031057 13.71 20.4 0.67<1 
New model 15.5 2489424551 15.22 20.4 0.75<1 
 
7.11 Conclusions 
This chapter has focused on the analysing the prediction of the shear force capacity 
and stiffness stuff of the connection in timber concrete composite structure by using 
MLR analysis. The proposed empirical model was analysed using only the database 
of specimens with crossed formation screws. A database of the shear force capacity 
and stiffness of connection in TTC have been collected (n = 60 specimens) and 
detailed statistical analyses performed. 
  The final empirical models of shear force capacity were produced as shown in 
equation 96 and 97.The new empirical models of shear force capacity show the good 





models were above 0.80 and the specimens were more than 100% within the +/-33% 
of the line of equality. Comparison was made between new empirical models and 
Moshiri et al’s model, show the new model prediction were better than Moshiri et al’s 
model.  
  The stiffness Ks of the connection in this research was calculated based on the 
40% of the Pmax and divided with its displacement. The final empirical model of 
stiffness was proposed after analysing the global flexibility coefficient as the main 
parameter that influenced the stiffness. The final new empirical model of stiffness is 
shown in equation 107.Comparison was made between new empirical model with 
Moshiri et al.’s model. The plot of measured Pmax against predicted Pmax for new model 
has the R2 value of 0.51. Even though the R2 value was far from 0.8, it still better than 
obtained by Moshiri et al.’s which the R2 value was error due to the stiffness from 
specimens 0o and 90o were zero. It also can be seen in the plot of ratio Ks new model 
to measured where the ratio range was 0.5 to 4. Meanwhile, the plot of ratio Ks Moshiri 
et al.’s model to measured shows the ratio range value between 0 to 7. This proved 
that the new empirical model of shear force capacity and stiffness gives better 
prediction than Moshiri et al’s model for the crossed formation screws. 
  Overall, the proposed empirical model of shear force capacity and the stiffness 






CHAPTER 8  
 
 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 Introduction 
Mechanical fasteners are the most used connector in timber concrete composite (TCC) 
structure. The use of mechanical fastener in TCC is because of its capability to give 
high stiffness and the straightforward installation. There is no official standard that 
could be used in design of connection in TCC structure. In Eurocode 5, the design of 
mechanical fastener as connector in TCC always refers to the stiffness of the 
connection between timber-timber composite (TTC) structure. It always being 
considered as two time of the stiffness connection of TTC. Research done by 
(Sebastian, et al., 2016) has shown obvious hinges along the screw near to the screw 
head and embedded within the concrete. This indicates that the screw embedded within 
the concrete has significant influence on the shear force capacity and the stiffness of 
the connection in TCC.  
  Due to the screw has been affected when the shear force capacity applied on 
the shear test specimen, the local instrumentation should be the way to investigate the 
characteristic of the screw in the specimen. The main objectives of this study, as listed 
in section 1.6 were to investigate the global characteristic of the screw connections 
embedded within the concrete, to investigate the local characteristic of the screw 
connections by using two methods (strain gauge and scanning), to compare both 
methods for the validation purpose and to develop the empirical model of strength and 
stiffness of screw and compare with existing models. These objectives were achieved 
following the guideline of experimental works and analytical work program in 
accordance from British standard and European code. The findings of the research are 










8.2.1 Timber-concrete composite (TCC) structure and its connection 
The first chapter of this research was to review the state of the art of timber-concrete 
structure and connections with many types of connectors and describe the fundamental 
of the research work undertaken.  
 
1. TCC is the structure that being practiced by some countries for some purpose. 
TCC has its advantages such as the method to avoid deterioration of 
reinforcement in the concrete which exposed to the salty air especially the 
structure nearby the sea. 
2. Timber-concrete connection is the most critical part in timber-concrete 
composite structure and therefore need to be investigated and design precisely. 
Unfortunately, there is no official standard to design the timber-concrete 
connection. The only guideline to be used from the Eurocode 5 for determining 
the stiffness of the connection of TCC is to multiply the stiffness of the 
connection of TTC with two. 
3. Among of the connector used in TCC structure, the mechanical fasteners are 
the ideal connector than other counterparts because could give high stiffness, 
cheap and easy in installation.  Other connectors such as glued joint and plates 
which have very high stiffness, but the way of installation is complicated and 
might need more cost that mechanical properties. 
4. Research on the timber-concrete connection have often involved experimental 
programmes on push out test or double shear test specimen in order to obtain 












8.2.2 Global characteristic of the connection in TCC double shear specimens 
1. The ten of double shear test specimens constructed in this study exhibited the three 
important mechanical properties of the connection such as shear force capacity, 
stiffness and ductility. 
2. Six of ten specimens tested were used hardwood as the beam (middle timber), 
meanwhile four of them made of the softwood timber. 
3. Comparison has been made between all specimens and found that the connection 
with 45 degrees in hardwood recorded the highest shear force capacity and 
stiffness. In softwood specimen, the screw connections with 45 degrees also has 
the highest shear force capacity and stiffness. The shear force capacity and 
stiffness decreased with increasing the angle of the screw connections to 90 
degrees. The load distribution along the screw embedded within the concrete 
influenced the shear force capacity and stiffness of the connection. Specimen 90 
degrees has the lower shear force and stiffness capacity may be due to the load 
distribution along the screw embedded within the concrete more focused to the 
timber-concrete interface compared to the 45 degrees specimen. 
4. The ductility of the hardwood specimen results shows that the specimen of 45 
degrees has the lowest ductility. The ductility has increased when the angle of the 
screw connections was increased. The displacement of the connection by 45 
degrees recorded the smallest gap and lead to the lowest ductility. The larger angle 
of the screw connections in the specimen, the higher ductility is achieved. 
5. The ductility in the softwood in this research quite difficult to compare when the 
value of the ductility was almost similar each other except for the 45 degrees 
specimen. The specimen 45 degrees shows the lowest ductility due to the smallest 
gap of displacement achieved by connection. The calculation of the ductility for 
the specimen 60, 75 and 90 degrees were taken of the maximum load at 5 mm 
displacement due to the maximum load achieved by them were exceed the 5mm. 





60, 75 and 90 degrees were almost the same. In fact, the ductility of the specimen 
is larger when the angle of the screw is increased to the 90 degrees. 
6. One of the specimens was fitted with parallel screw formation in 45 degrees 
hardwood. The rest of the screws were in X-formation. Comparison was made 
between this formation and showed that the screw with X-formation has the higher 
shear force capacity and stiffness. The X-formation screw has the screw that act as 
compression and tend to not be taking off from the concrete and timber due to the 
direction of the friction opposite to the withdrawal direction. This make the X-
formation retains within the timber or concrete. 
7. Comparison also made on the use of different concrete and timber properties. The 
use of hardwood could increase the ability of connection in receiving the shear 
force capacity. The density of the timber would affect the shear force capacity of 
connection. It was due to the high density of timber would give higher embedment 
strength of the screw in the timber.  Concrete properties also may affect the shear 
force capacity where the lower concrete strength could lead to the earlier crack or 
crushing on the concrete than the high-density concrete. 
8. In all hardwood specimens, the specimens were failed by fractured of the screw. It 
was found in the tested specimens, there was the deformation of the screw in the 
concrete member. It indicates that the screw embedded within the concrete has 
significant effect on the shear force capacity and the stiffness.  
9. In all softwood specimens, the failure mode was in a ductile manner. The screws 
in timber have excavated the timber to make obvious channels. The reason was the 
density, =and the flexural strength of the timber are low. Timber in softwood 
specimens have achieved their yield strength before the screw achieved the yield 
point.  
 
8.2.3 Strain gauges method along the screw 
1. The local instrumentation was used in order to investigate the local characteristic 
of the screw embedded within the concrete. The way of the strain gauges put on 





also was put on the screw embedded within the timber about 10mm from the 
interface of timber-concrete as careful as possible to avoid the strain gauge been 
broken. Each point of the designated location was put with pair of the gauges 
(parallel across the screw diameter). 
2. During the test of double shear, the strain readings were recorded all the strains at 
each designated location. The strain readings received were the important data to 
be used in analysis of the local characteristic. The equation of strains as shown 
below are the main parameter to be used in determining the moment at each 
























     
3. The moment at every single point of the gauges along the screw was obtained. The 
moments obtained along the screw embedded within concrete were connected to 
produce the plot of distribution of moment. The plots showed that the highest 
moment along the screw embedded within the concrete was occurred at near to the 
timber-concrete interface. 
 
4. The location of the hinge was occurred at the highest moment along the screw. The 
results showed that the 45 degrees specimens have the furthest distance of the 
location of hinge from the interface of timber-concrete. The distance was lower 
when the angle of the screw was larger to the 90 degrees. The important outcomes 





could obtain the location of the hinges along the screw and the value of the highest 
moment. The moment also was found as zero on the interface of timber-concrete. 
5. The plot of the bending moment could produce the equation by using trendline. 
The differentiation of bending moment equation about two times would give the 
distribution of load along the screw embedded within the concrete. The plots of 
the load distribution along the screw embedded within the concrete show the load 
was concentrated nearby of the interface of timber-concrete and screw head.  
6. The plot of the bending moment also could be integrated twice to obtain the 
displacement along the screw embedded within the concrete. When the plot of 
bending integrated once, the plot of the rotation could be produced as well. 
7. The plot of rotation and displacement showed that the change of the direction of 
the screw after across the timber-concrete interface. The direction of the screw 
movement was opposite each other on the concrete and timber part. In the 
displacement plot, the specimen with larger screw angle produced more 
displacement. The larger screw angle is used; the larger displacement would 
produce. 
 
8.2.4 Scanning method  
1. The scanning method was implemented after tested all the specimens. The screws 
were taken off from the specimens as careful as possible to minimize the changing 
of the screw shape. The screws were scanned by the scanner to obtain the 
coordinates which then transformed into the 2-dimendional (2D) view. 
2. From the 2D view image, the plot was made after considered the middle line of the 
screw as the best fit line. The curvature along the fit line were obtained by using 













3. The highest value of the curvature along the screw would give the appearance of 
the hinges occurred on the screw. The results show that the location of the hinges 
also appeared nearby to the timber to concrete interface. Comparison of the hinges 
obtained from the scanning method to the gauge method showed that the distance 
of the hinges from the timber-concrete interface almost similar each other. The 
different between both methods was below than plus/minus 20% of the distance 
from the concrete-timber interface of the scanning method. 
4. From the values of the curvature, the moment was calculated based on the formula 
of moment as shown in equation 64(elastic), 65(plastic) and 66(strain hardening). 
The moment along the screw embedded within the concrete for all softwood 
specimens by using scanning method showed good agreement to the plot obtained 
by the gauge method.  
5. The comparison also been made on the displacement along the screw obtained by 
gauge method with the scanning method. The plots showed that the displacement 
of the screw from the gauge method have good agreement to the scanning method 
plot for specimen X45s. The displacement comparison for the specimen X60s and 
X75s show not really similar at the distance above 70 mm from the screw head. It 
might be because of the multiple integrations on the moment trendline equation in 
the plot make the different in comparisons. 
6. As overall in comparison between both methods, the strain gauge method gives the 
good agreement for all comparisons to the scanning method. That means the theory 
of the strain across the diameter and shown in the equation 109 to 111 is valid to 
be used in obtaining the local characteristic across the diameter and along the 
screw embedded within the concrete.  
 
8.2.5 New empirical model of the shear force capacity and stiffness 
1. In the Chapter 7, the database of previous published work and double shear 





MLR analysis was used to develop the empirical model of shear force capacity and 
stiffness.  
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3. Plot of Pmax(Measured) against Pmax(Predicted) was made new shear force model 
with total number of specimens 60 and show the regression square 0.8594 with 
100% of the specimens within the +/-33% of line of equality. 
4. The comparison also made between the plot of measured Pmax against Moshiri et 
al.’s model Pmax and showed that the prediction from new empirical model was 
better than Moshiri et al’s model. 
5. The analysis of MLR also made on the stiffness of the connection for all specimens 










6. The plot of measured Ks against predicted Ks was made and showed that the value 
of R2 was 0.5166 and 67% of the specimen are within +/-33%. Comparison was 
made between new model to the Moshiri et al.’s model. It was found that the R2 
obtained by using Moshiri et al.’s model was unavailable due to many stiffnesses 





not be able to predict the stiffness at 90o It shows that the new model of stiffness 
is better than Moshiri et al’s model. 
7. As overall in new prediction model of shear force capacity and stiffness, both 
models could be used in prediction of the shear force capacity and stiffness for the 
shear test and also be the guideline in design of the timber-concrete composite 
structure connection. 
 
 Recommendations for future work 
The investigation undertaken in this research programme has given the basis of the 
local characteristic of the screw connections in timber-concrete composite structure 
and also the new prediction model of the shear force capacity and stiffness. While the 
research objectives were successful been fulfilled based on the discussion in Chapter 
3 to 7, many structural issues remained unknown and should be continuously be 
investigated. 
 
The main areas of research that can be relevant topic and should be considered are 
outlined below. 
 
1. More specimens of shear test specimen with predicted to have high shear force 
capacity and stiffness should be explored to investigate the influence of other 
factors that may affect the shear force capacity of the connection. 
2. The specimens with more formation of the mechanical fasteners may be the 
valuable topic as the limitation of current study is focused on the X-formation of 
the fasteners. Formation of only compression and also only tension should be 
investigated in near future. 
3. The investigation of the local characteristic by using finite element (FE) method 
should be tried and could be validated by the experimental work and analysis done 
by this research. In order to implement the FE method, the critical part in interface 
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Shear test from published works 
 
 



























Specimens from Hao et al. (2019) 
 
 





































Experiment test 30 130 820 210 80 28.62 6 26.5 2400 740 70 21.0 20.5 
  60 160 820 210 50 12.19 6 26.5 2400 740 70 25.9 16.8 
  75 152 820 210 58 10.83 6 26.5 2400 740 70 12.5 14.3 
  90 147 820 210 63 9.85 6 26.5 2400 740 70 4.3 22.3 
  45 125 820 210 85 25.57 6 16.36 2400 420 24 18.5 9.9 
  60 125 820 210 85 20.72 6 16.36 2400 420 24 9.1 8.0 
  75 125 820 210 85 15.88 6 16.36 2400 420 24 12.7 8.2 
  90 125 820 210 85 13.29 6 16.36 2400 420 24 3.1 10.9 
Sebastian et al 
(2016) 45 150 1000 210 60 18.05 6 32.7 2400 740 59.4 11.6 19.5 
  45 150 1000 210 60 18.05 6 32.7 2400 740 59.4 14.3 16.0 
He et al (2016) 90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 8 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 5.7 15.4 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 8 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 3.1 13.8 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 8 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 2.5 12.0 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 12 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 7.6 19.7 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 12 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 7.1 25.2 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 12 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 7.0 14.5 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 16 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 21.3 29.4 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 16 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 17.9 32.8 
  90 80 1200 120 40 6.25 16 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 7.6 29.8 
  90 60 1200 100 40 6.25 16 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 16.5 27.3 
  90 60 1200 100 40 6.25 16 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 13.0 24.3 
  90 60 1200 100 40 6.25 16 49.7 2400 552.1 44.9 10.0 27.9 
Marchi et al 
(2017) 45 80 400 160 80 24.06 8 32.73 2400 426 24 3.0 8.5 





  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 8 32.73 2400 426 24 2.6 8.2 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 8 32.73 2400 426 24 2.5 7.8 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 10 32.73 2400 426 24 5.2 9.9 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 10 32.73 2400 426 24 2.9 11.0 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 10 32.73 2400 426 24 5.6 10.6 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 10 32.73 2400 426 24 2.5 10.5 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 12 32.73 2400 426 24 8.2 13.1 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 12 32.73 2400 426 24 5.9 12.8 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 12 32.73 2400 426 24 3.8 13.6 
  45 80 400 160 80 24.06 12 32.73 2400 426 24 3.2 13.3 
Hao et al (2019) 45 110 462 180 70 21.06 12 40 2400 491 43.4 8.4 19.8 
  45 110 462 180 70 21.06 12 50 2400 491 43.4 8.6 21.8 
  45 110 462 180 70 21.06 12 60 2400 491 43.4 9.1 24.6 
  45 110 462 180 70 21.06 10 40 2400 491 43.4 7.4 17.7 
  45 110 462 180 70 21.06 14 40 2400 491 43.4 10.3 22.2 
  45 90 462 180 90 27.07 12 40 2400 491 43.4 7.8 18.0 
  45 130 462 180 50 15.04 12 40 2400 491 43.4 9.6 23.4 
  30 110 462 180 70 25.05 12 40 2400 491 43.4 9.6 23.5 
  60 110 462 180 70 17.07 12 40 2400 491 43.4 6.2 17.8 
  90 110 462 180 70 10.94 12 40 2400 491 43.4 4.8 19.4 
Mirdad et al. 
(2019) 45 80 1000 150 70 21.06 11 39 2400 504 32 12.4 16.8 
  30 80 1000 150 70 25.05 11 39 2400 504 32 22.8 20.9 
  45 100 1000 200 100 30.08 11 39 2400 504 32 18.3 22.2 
  30 100 1000 200 100 35.78 11 39 2400 504 32 23.7 19.8 
Moshiri et al 
(2014a) 60 155 510 220 65 15.85 7.5 28 2400 560 48 12.8 17.5 





  60 155 510 220 65 15.85 7.5 28 2400 560 48 12.0 15.0 
  60 155 510 220 65 15.85 7.5 28 2400 560 48 14.5 14.5 
  45 142 510 220 78 23.46 7.5 28 2400 560 48 17.5 17.5 
  45 142 510 220 78 23.46 7.5 28 2400 560 48 18.6 16.3 
  45 142 510 220 78 23.46 7.5 28 2400 560 48 18.2 15.5 
  45 142 510 220 78 23.46 7.5 28 2400 560 48 12.0 15.0 
  30 123 510 220 97 34.71 7.5 28 2400 560 48 14.2 22.5 
  30 123 510 220 97 34.71 7.5 28 2400 560 48 14.2 20.0 
  30 123 510 220 97 34.71 7.5 28 2400 560 48 14.0 18.5 































Eurocode 5 8 210 70 21.06 140 820 50.24 200.96 209 45 
New model 8 210 70 21.06 140 820 50.24 200.96 209 45 
New model 8 210 70 21.06 140 820 50.24 200.96 209 45 
New model 8 210 70 21.06 140 820 50.24 200.96 209 45 
 





























740 70 31 51800 21151666.67 25 5100 100 220 11 22000 88733333.3 24 18 
740 70 31 51800 21151666.67 25 5100 100 220 11 22000 88733333.3 24 18 
740 70 31 51800 21151666.67 25 5100 100 220 11 22000 88733333.3 24 18 
740 70 31 51800 21151666.67 25 5100 100 220 11 22000 88733333.3 24 18 
 
Design        
ac at 
si 





68.45 94.55 100 0.208 1 16.00 15.55 5361191049 
115.30 47.70 100 0.062 1 4.05 15.55 3513351024 
134.32 28.68 200 0.032 1 4.05 16.55 2763031057 






Fastener verification             
kmod gm Pa(c) Pa(t) Pa(min) Pb Pmax n nef Pmax(rd) F1 F1/Pmax(rd) 
0.8 1.3 3.22 6.32 3.22 7.67 6.78 2 1.87 7.79 6.64 0.85 
0.8 1.3 3.22 6.32 3.22 7.67 10.90 2 1.87 12.51 5.11 0.41 
0.8 1.3 3.22 6.32 3.22 7.67 10.90 2 1.87 12.51 8.31 0.66 
0.8 1.3 3.22 6.32 3.22 7.67 10.90 2 1.87 12.51 10.39 0.83 
 
 
Deflection verification   
fk w wlim w/wlim 
0.0043 7.06523572 20.4 0.35 
0.0043 10.7811825 20.4 0.53 
0.0043 13.7088863 20.4 0.67 






Example of calculation for TCC beam design using new proposed model in this study 
 
Slip modulus and  "-factor: 
 








Slip modulus for the ultimate limit state    #4 = -2 30 1#!"# = 4.05	)*/,, 
 


















       5& = 1 
 
Effective bending stiffness: 
 
Distance between the centroid of the timber joist  







Distance between the centroid of the concrete slab  
and the centre of gravity:    85 = 0.5(ℎA + 2: + ℎ?) = 0.5(70 + 2(18) + 200) = 21.74 
 
Effective bending stiffness:    (HI)"B = HAIA + 55HAJA85& + H?I? + 5&H?J?8&& = 2574970403kNmm& 
 
 
Verification of the fasteners 
 
Load on the fasteners in a row :   N5 =
<"()7)C"!
(())01
O = 10.39	)* 
Force due to withdrawal strength per screw:  PD(E) = 0.2	QRS?TF$.2 cos X = 3.22	)* 
       PD	(?) = 0.3QRSATH$.1@ cos X = 6.32	)*   





Force due to embedment strength:   PI =
&.$5'!"."*
JKL ,M)2.$3'42.53
= 7.67	)*  
 
Shear force capacity per screw:   PNDO = PC + PP = 10.9	)* 
Effective number of screws :    Y"B = Y$.0 = 1.86 
Design shear force capacity of the screws  




Verification of fasteners:     U"
T:;<(>8)
= 0.83 < 1			[8:\[7\]^ 
Deflection at the beginning of the lifetime 
Characteristic value of the load:    7S = 0.0043)*/, 








Verification of the deflection:    X
XA*6
= 0.75 < 1			[8:\[7\]^ 
